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.A.BSTRACT

Two context-specific measures of irrational belief t+ere developed in an

attempt to improve upon the traditj-onaL general tests, such as Jones'

(196g) Irrational Beliefs Test (IBT) . The first measure, 'BeLiefs Ahout

Study, (BÀS), vas atlministered together rvith the IBT, f or comparison, to

180 futl-time adult matriculation students. In comparison ¡vith the IBT,

BÀS items were designed with study related specificity, with reduced item

repetition and reduced cognitive impurity; items focusing more on emotion

and behaviour than cognition were avoided. Typical self-report measures of

procrastination, anxietY, depression and affect, together with some

atypical objective measures of academic procrastination, perseverance and

performance, vere employed as clependent variables.

Althouqh the BÀS and IBT both bore ¡veak to modest linear relationships

vith the rlependent variables, high BÀS scores effectively predicted

¿ysfunction and did so significantly better than high IBT scores, in

support of the hypothesis thal context-specific tests are likely to have

greater discriminant valiclity than general ones. Students identified by

their high scores on BÀS subscales as being 'at risk' scored significantly

higher on procrastination, anxiety, depression and negative affect and

Iower on perseverance, grade-point-average and aggreqate than students with

Lower BÀS scores. Procrastination was found to be a highty influential

variable in tlistinguishing unsuccessful students from the successful ones -

The second measure of irra[ionality, ' Be].iefs About llatriage' (BÀ]f), was

administered to 88 married inclividuals, including 40 couples, consisting

mainly of midtlle agetl (mean age = 39 years), middle class couples, married

viii



for a mean of L4 years. BÀl'f comprises 100 items which are specifically

marriage related, with emphasis on cognitive purity and content diversitY'

as for BÀS. In addition, BÀM requires a spouse to give two ratings for

each marital concept considered, for example, the frequency of approval

from one's partner: one rating is for belief 'B' (how frequently approval

,should' be given), the other for perceived reality 'R' (how frequently

approvaf is' given) ' as perceived by the spouse '

These ratings yieltl a measure of ilissonance" defÍnetl by their difference

(B-R) . 'Dissonance' scales correlatecl highly with unhappiness' unlike the

belief scaLes, which had variable relationships; the correlation between

full-sca]e belief and happiness was non-significant' Results support the

hypothesis that irratj.onal belief is better tlefined as 'dissondnce' using

coqnitÍve Dissonance Theory (cDT; Festinger, L95?) than as extreme belief

using Rational Emotive Theory (nnr; Ellis, l'958). Moreover, RET can be

regarded as a dissonance 'minitheory' (Àronson, L992'1, subsumable by CDT'

The ,8, and ,R, ratings of BÀH also q¡enerate measures of 'attributionaL

dissonanee' (perceived partner shortcomings),'se7Í attributionai bias'

(over-estimation of one's marital contributions) and 'perceived naritaT

quality' (the quality of one's perceived marital realities) ' For spouses

generally , ',attributiOnaT dissonanee' was highly associated vith the

unhappiness of the couple. However, a strong sex difference was found for

'se7Í atttiþutionaT bias'; for wives, it was highly associaterl with the

unhappiness of the coupì.e; for husbands, it vas unrelated' For spouses

generally , 'petceiYed narital quality' was hiqhly correlated with

happiness. Findings are discusse<I in relation to previous research and

f uture i.mplications.
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f_ IFTRÀ'TION]$'L BEITIEF & STIJDY

1--1-ffi

Irrational beliefs are regarded by protagonists of Rational Emotive Theory

(RET) as those which are extreme and clogmatic (EIIis,1958a,1973,1989b;

Bernard, 1-986) . From the present author' s counselling experiences at

Kensington Park College of Technical and Further Education (T.À.F.8.), it

is apparent that the personal problems of students often feature a

cognitive theme. Difficulties tvith emotions, behaviour and performance

typically arise when students' experiences fail to match their extreme,

itÌiosyncratic beliets (itleas, values, attitudes, expectations, rules,

premises, e.t.c.) about something they consider to be important. This

cognitive mismatch, the discrepancy between how their world'ought' to be,

and how it actually 'is', can surface in any context: study, marriage,

employrnent, sport, to mention just a few. Study and marriage are the two

contexts examined in the present investigation.

Within the stutly context, particularly that of

Australia, students quite frequentlY believe

with pervasive, upsetting thoughts of

adult matriculation in South

and intloctrinate themselves

perf ection (e . g . " I nust al'vays score '.å 's" ) ,

inadequacy (e.g. "Others' ideas are better than nine"),

uncertainty (e.q. "Itill I neet that next ileadTineT'l anil

i<leaIlty (e.S. "Teaehers must be charisnatic, not'just conpetent") '
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Such students often suffer considerable emotional discomfort and resort to

maladaptive behavlours, such as procrastination and non-attendance, to

relieve the discomfort, if only temporarily. Plummeting performance and

course vrithdrawal often toltow. Cognitive restructuring often seems to

contribute to the alteviation of their emotional discomfort, their behav-

ioural change and improved performance, consistent t+ith the RET model.

Irrational belief is the fundamental element in Rational-Emotive Theory

(RET), tleveloped in the late 1950s by Albert Ellis, a clinícal psychologist

who pioneered sex' marital and family therapy (Ellis, 1958b, 1962' 1979a)'

After brietly practising psychoanalysis, his tlissatisfaction with the

psychoanalytic mode-I, c_oupled with his ovn clinical experience, led him to

formulate RET, which he promoted with the vigour and singlemindedness for

which he is renovned (Bernard, 1986i Dryden, 1985; Mahoney, Lyddon &

Alfortl, 1989; Smith, 1982).

The substantial anrl increasing impact of RET on clinieal psychology and the

cognitive-behavioural movement sinee its inception is widely acknowleilged

(Lazarus, 1984; llahoney et â1., 1989; Smith, 1982; Ziegler, 1989)' It is

currently regarded as'one of the '¡orld's most popular forms of counselling

and psychotherapy' (Bernar<l & DiGiuseppe, 1989)'

llhile many coqnitive-behavioural therapists, such as Bernard (1986), Dryden

(19S5), Dyer (19?6, 1986, 1989) and Knaue (1979) have folloned Ellis

directly. otherg (Banctura, !97't; Beck, Rush, Shaw & Emery, L979; Franks'

1969; Goldfried & Davison, !976; Lazarus, 19'16; lfahoney, 1974; lleichenbaun,

L9171 have independently developed similar principles and practices, as

recognised by Ellis (1989b) himself.
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L.2 RAT][ONAI-, EN/IOTñIE TIIEþRY

Otherwise known as EIlis' 'ABC' theory of personalÍty, RET asserts that

misery is mostly self-generated (Ellis, 1958a, L962, 1973, 19?9b, 1989b,

that paintul, emotional consequences (C) result Iargely from a person's

'irrational' beliets (B) about an activating event (À) , rather than from

the activating event itselt. Originally, Ellls (1958) asserted that these

irrational beliefs 'inevitably' cause ttysfunctional emotion, although more

recently (E]]is & DiGiuseppe, L993), in response to his critics (llahoney,

19?9), he has softened his claim by substituting'often'tor'inevitably'.

Rational-emotive therapy proceeds vith the disputation (step D) of the

elient's 'irrational' beliefs. using the 'logico-empirical' method of

scienee, towards replacement by more 'rational' ones, thereby helping the

client to functlon more effectively (step E) emotionally and behaviourally

(Ellis, 1973).

To illustrate RET, the activating event (A) of scoring 55t might eatisfy

student 'S1' who simply hopes to pass, but depress student 'S2' , who has a

desperate and constant need to score over 90*. Ilere, according to RET' the

same activating event (A). has quite clifferent emotional consequences (C)

for different students, chiefly because of their different beliefs (B) ' or

constructions of reality, as illustrated below.

ÀcTrvAToR (A) ---)
51: score (55t) ---)

52: score (55t) ---)

BEL,IEF (B) --)

" I hope to pass" ---)

" I nust score ) 90#' --->

cor{sEq[rErlcE (c)

satisfactlon

depression

3



L - 2 - 1- Irra.tiorra.l- lcel-ief

Elris (1962) vourd consider sl's belief (hope of passing) as 'rationar' '

'¡hile S2's belief (desperate and constant need to score ) 90t) would be

regarded as 'irrational' because of its extremeness and dogmatism.

Ellis (195S) originally detined irrationality axlomatically, proposing

tvelve basic'irrational-'beliefs, although he rejects that there is

anything axiomatic or invariant about his criteria (EI1is, L979c, p.40).

For example, his first irrational belief (in regarcl to approval) was:

'It is a dire necessity for an adult to be loved or approved by

everyone for everything he does' .

He soon col.lapsed the tvelve original irrational beliefs into three (ElIis,

19?3), the 'irrational trinity'. Briefly, they comprise the extreme

demands, or needs, for

1. ' conpetence and apProvaT'

2. 'fairness Íron others and life' and

3. ' quick, easy tuJÍilnent vithout ettort or pain' .

l{ore recentì.y. in a personal communication to Rorer (1989a), E1lis has

asserted that'any tlogmatically held beliefs'are irrational. Rorer

asserts that Ellis' definitional shift, per sê, demonstrates an unaccept-

able subjectivity and arbitrariness in the RET notion of írrational belief.

Currently, no6t protagonists of RET (ElIis. 19?9a; Ellis &

I{alen, DlGiuseppe & Ifessler, 1980) seem to agree on the maj-n

'irrational' belief, as one which

Bernard,1983;

teatures of an

4



1. 1s extreme, absolute (indicated by the terme'always', 'every')

2. is tlemanded rlgiitly, intensely (imptied by'should', 'mugt')

3. is at odds t{ith reality and evidence

4. causes emotional and behavioural dystunction.

Convergely, a 'rational' belief is regarded as

1. contlitional (e.q. 'ag often as posgible' instead of 'always')

2. a preference, hope or vish (instead of a'must'or'neetl')

3. realistÍc and provable

4. facititating tunction instead of causing dysfunction

This notion of irrational belief' has attracted a considerable amount of

criticism. tfhile features 1. and 2. provide some idea of an irrationaL

belief, similar to the original RET axioms (Ellis, 1958, 1962), ìlahoney

(1980) and l{essler (1992) question criterion 3, asserting that the

referential 'reality and evidence' is not absolute; rather, it is simply

that of the RET tberapist. Criterion 4. is even more open to criticism,

since its inclusion means that irrational belief causes dysfunction by

detinition. This makes the definition circular (Eschenroeder, 1982; Rorer,

1989a), a criticism EIIÍg himself (1989a) acknowledges.

As Ellis' irrational beliefs were revised over the years, their structure

took on more than just the element of extreme belief, as noted by Kassinove

(1986) and Hovlan<l & Àlsaker (1936). The elemen[g of discrepancy (betveen

belief ancl reality) and evaluation have been added to the baslc element of

extreme belief. For example, the oríginal 'approval' beliet nov takes the

form:

, I nust do vell and vin approval for ny pertornances, or elsÀ Ï rate

as a rotten person' (Ellis & Bernard, 1983,'p.13).

+
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This expression comprises belief ('I musb do well...'), implied cliscrepancy

between belief anil reality ('or else ...') and negative evaluation ('rotten

person') . Accordíng to Ellis & Bernard (1983) , this discrepancy tends to

be evaluated by a sufferer in three characteristic ïays: as 'awful"

,unbearable' or the experience of 'worthlessness' , accompanied by the

resulting tlysfunctionaÌ emotion.

The fundamental RET postulate, that irrational belief causes negative

emoti.on, therefore seems essentially similar to the fundamental postulate

of cognitive Dissonance Theory (cDT) by Festinger (195?), namely, that the

discrepancy between belief antl reality ('dissonance') causes 'psychological

discomfort,. The courparison between RET and CDT, as theoretical bases for

the study of irrational belief, is explored further in chapter 2'

L -2 -2 p1'sfunctiona-l errpt1orr

For Etlis & Ilarper (19?5), the'clysfunctional' emotions (e.g. rage' panic)

purportedly resulting from 'irrational' beliefs are qualitatively different

from the 'functional' emotions (e.g. displeasure, concern) resulting trom

'rational' beliefs. Ilowever, this viev seems to constitute a shift from

their earlier position (Ellis & Harper, 1961a), that the tvo kinds of

emotional responses are quantitatively different, that is, simply different

in inteneity.

cramer (1993), Cramer & Fong (1991) and Cramer & Kupshik (1993) have fountl

evidence to support a quantitative illstinction, rather than a qualitative

one. They found that 'irrational' subjects reported more intense levels of

6



both kintls of emotlonal responses compared with 'rational' subjects. Ellis

& DiGiuseppe (1993) questlon the flndings of Craner et â1., arguing that

the,Ianguage of emotions usetl by the general public is very imprecise'.

If so, their claim undermines their or{n case for qualitative distinction as

much as Cramer's et al. for quantitative distinction, as Cramer (1993)

points out.

An independent source of evidence which tends to support the quantitative

rtistinction comes from llatson & clark (19S4) and, lfatson, clark & Tellegen

(19SS), lrho posit the existence of a single general trait of 'negative

affectivity' embracing such emotions as anxiety, anger, guilt and sadness'

Although the available evidence seems to support the original position of

Ellis and Harper (1961a), that irrational belief eauses more intense

negative emotions than rational belief, the controversY seems to be one of

the less problematic challenges facing RET'

L -2 - 3 Cogrnitj-orr / af f ect arrteractj-on

Aceoriling to Eltis (19S9b; p.20?), the basic tenet of RET is that

,enotionaT upsets are caused by irtational beliels' and'

therefore, that 'peop|e upset thenselves' '

Essentially then, RET seems to rest upon the primacy of cognitlon (Lazarus'

1984) in preference to the primacy of affect (Zajonc, 1984) ' Yet' at the

same time, Ellis insists that RET is 'interactionist' , that the cognition /

affect positions of l¡azarus and Zajonc both apply, despite RET's lack of

hypotheses giving affect or behaviour a primary roLe (schwartz, 1984) '

7



Outside of RET, clinical and experimental evidence existg to support the

interactionist position. Isen, Shalker, Clark & Karp (19?8) have proposed

a'cognitive-loop'hypothesis that mood, cognition and behaviour all

reciprocally affect one another. Schwartz (1982) also advocates a

reciprocally interactive view of cognition, behaviour and affect.

Similar1y, while Beck et al. (19?9) attribute the major cause of depression

to cognition, they also observe that, once depressed, people are more prone

to selectively 'over-generalize' and 'magnify' their negative experiences.

Mood induction techniques have also been used to clemonstrate that temporary

mood states affect ongoing cognitive processes (Madigan & Bollenbach,

1e86).

In support of his own interactionist clain, ElIis (1989a, p'211) accepts

and borrows others'formulations, such as those cited above, to explain the

effects of emotion and behaviour on cognition, conceding that RET itself

does not currently accomodate the concept. Iloïever, his use of other

theories and evidence to render RET interactionist leaves others (l'fahoney

et aI., 1989; Schwartz, 1982, 1984) unconvinced'

L -2 - 4 RET rerzised

Ifhile RET has broadened conslderably in its evolution over the last three

decades (Kassinove, 1986; Smith, 1982), it has relinquished theoretical

clarity along the way (Ewart & Thoreson, 19'17; ltahoney' 19?9i Mahoney et

â1., 1989; Meichenbaum, 197?b; Smith, 1989). Because of its broadening and

eoncomitant loss of cLarity, Ziegler (1989) rates RET's 'verifiabilitY' as

low. yet, ElLis (1989b, p.223) continues to insist that RET hypotheses are
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,clear and highly testable'. He defentls his broadening of RET by dlgting-

uishing two forms ot Ratlonar-Emotive Therapy (Erris ' 1979c) '

In its'elegant'form, the original'ÀBC'formulation, RET amounts to

cognitive restructuring (Golttfried & Davison, 19?6) ' Ellis considers that

the ,inelegant, form, which embraces a variety of affective methods (eg:

relaxation techniques), behavioural methods (eg: practising neç behaviours)

as well as cognitive methods of behavioural change, is basically equivalent

to ,Cognitive Behaviour Modif ication' (Mahoney, I9't4¡ I'leichenbaum, L977a) ,

,Cognitive Therapy' (Beck et â1., 19?9), 'lfultimodal Therapy' (L,azarus,

19?6) an,cl 'General Behaviour Therapy' (Franks, 1969) '

L-2-5RET:cortstrtrCtirZ-istorra.tiorra¡ti-st?

El1is repeatedly (1989b) promotes RET as an 'existential, phenomenologic-

ally oriented therapy" insisting that RET helps clients to 'cultivate

individua]ity'anrl'accepttheirexperiencingashighlyimportant'.

Honever, he simultaneously extols the virtue of RET for its'directiveness'

and ,teaching by the therapist' (1989b, p.201), which lfahoney (1980) and

t{essler (1992) interpret as anti-existential. They argue that, in RET

therapy, the client is persuaded to take on the therapist's notion of

rationality. lfahoney (1980) sees RET as typical Of a'rationalist'

therapy, which assumes purportedly absolute, objective and verifiable

realities. This position is in contrast with 'constructivist' therapy,

which accepts and addresges cllents' constructione of their oHn prlvate

realitieg, on the assumption that people are 'co-constructors' of their

personal realities (llahoney, 1991, p'100) '
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Mahoney (1980, p.169) attacks cognltive therapies generally for their use

of 'rationality' as 'a naively slmp]istic form of qood reasoning... a riqht

lray to think, . Irike Mahoney, llessler (1992) acknorledges the need for a

therapist to tap into a client's personal meanings, but adtls that the

client aLso needs consensual support for them. He agrees with lfahoney'

that RET is rationalístic in practice because of Ellis' insistence that his

version of reality is correct, namely, that 'absolutistic musts' (Ellis'

1989b), indeed 'alI dogmatic beliefs' (Rorer, 1-989b) ' are irrational.

Ellis, RET has had an enormous and i.ncreasing lmpact on cLinical

psychology, reflected by RET research, literature and practice. Yet' many

of its core, theoretical constructs stil-I attract considerable criticism'

RET,s definitions of ,lrrationaÌ belief" the claim that rlysfunctional

emotions cliffer'qualitatively'from functional ones, the claim that RET is

'interactionist' in regard to the primacy of cognition or affect' the

,constructivism' claim and the theoretical l00seness resulting trom its

broadening have aII been seriously challenged. In an unconvlncing self-

clefence, ElIis (19S9b) rests on the claim that RET is more concerned with

therapeutic appJ-ication than theoretical rigour and he poínts to its

clinical efficacY tor support.

1- - 3 C[,-[I$ICAL t\IfDiH\rcE

In support of RET, ELlis (19?9a, p.15) claims extensive clinical evidence'

'countLess case histories' , purportedly illustrating therapeutic gain from

states of 'near despair' to lives of 'better and more joyouS existence"

The recognition that RET has become one of the most lnfluential forms of
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counselling and PsYchotherapy

ness (Bernard, 1986; L,azarus,

is also suggeetive of its clinical effective-

1984; Mahoney et aI., 1989; Smith, 1982).

Numerous cllnicians report that RET has made major contributions to therapy

for a rvicle range of problems concerning sexuality (Bernard, 1986; El1is,

1958b), personal growth (Ellis, 1962, 1971), parenting (Dyer, 19B6; Ellis'

1966), children (Bernard & Joyce, 1984; Ellis & Bernard, 1983; EIlis,

1966), general self-help (Bernard, 1985; Dyer, I976, 1989; El1is, 1971),

procrastination (Bernard, 1991; Ellis & Knaus, L977; Knaus, 1979), marriage

and relationships (Dryden, L985; Dryden & Ellis, 1988; DrYtlen, Mackay,

Schroder & Treacher, 1985), teenagers, students' anqer, addiction,

assertion, comnunication, health, 1aw, criminality, self-tliscipline, tleath

and sport (Bernartl, 1986). The application and effectiveness of RET is

further reflected by the abundant case studies, which illustrate the

vritings of RET practitioners (Bernard, 1986; Bernartl & iloyce, 1984i

Dryden, 1985; Dyer, Lg76, 1986, 1989; ElLis, L962; Ellis & Bernard, 1983;)'

Despite the abundance of clinical evidence supporting RET, it cannot be

accepted uncritically, since non-specified variables, other than RET

procedures, could contribute to a elient's recovery (Frude, 1980, p'34)'

Important features of experimental design are also usually lacking in

clinlcal practice. clearly then, experimental evidence is neeessary.

L-4 RESEARCÉI EVTDH\ICE

After more than three decades of RET and numerous reviews of

efficacy (e.g. Ellis, 19?9b; Engels, Garnefski & Diekstra'

studiee of its

1993; Haaga &
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Davison l-989 ; Lyons & l{oods , 1991 ; }fcGovern & Silverman, 1984) , the

empirical support appears to remain equivocal due to methodologlcal

problems, flaws in baslc RET tenets and highly variable findings' The

interpretations of existing research evidence are distinctly polarized;

outcome studies of RET tend to be construed as veakJ-y or non-supportive by

RET critics, strongly supportive by RET proponents. OveralI, the empirical

evidence for RET seems to faII short of the strong, t*idespread, clinical

evidence.

From his own major review of RET outcome research, Ellis (1979b) claims an

,immense - indeetl almost atvesome'body of research evidence in support of

RET. lihile Kleiner (19?9) and Tosi (19?9) applaud Ellis' marathon review,

their uncritical aceeptance could reflect their own apparent commitment to

the practice of RET (Mahoney et âI., 19S9). Others (Evart & Thoresen'

1911¡ lfahoney , tg'lg; Ìfeichenbaum, 19?9) express confusion, dÍsagreement and

disappointment in response to both ElLis' review ancl his conclusions.

Ewart's & Thoresen's (19?7) most emphatic criticism is of Ellis'

tleliberately selective attention soIely to confirmatory studies, otr the

grounds that 'less than 10t gave negative or equivocal results' (E1lis 
'

19?9b). They further assert, with illustrations, that some hypotheses are

too vague to be testecl, that some predictlons are amblguously related to

RET, that eounter-evidence for certain hypotheses is ignoretl and' that

ÌittIe or no research evidence is otfered to support some of the more

lmportant predictions of RET, such as hypothesis 13: 'People are happier if

they refrain from self-rating' (ELtis, 1979c) '

Armed with El]is' 32 hYpotheses, Mahoney (1979) sought to evaluate whether
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EIlis had specifically interpreted the evidence relevant to each' l{hat

Mahoney consldered to be a normally 'straightforward' task' he founcl

,virtually impossible'. From the 32 hypotheses, he falled to glean any

sense or model of a theory, rather, just a 'collection of loosely related

and poorly elucidated propositions" in contrast with Etlis' (1989b, p'223)

continuing claim that his hypotheses are 'c1ear and highly testable"

Eschenroeder (1982) also tlescribes RET as a collection of propositions '

rather than a highly integrated theory'

Mahoney (19?9) concludes that, until Ig74, researeh evaluating the efficacY

of RET was ,sparse, methodologically poor and summarily modest in its

implications'. In general, lleichenbaum (19?9) seriously questions Ellis'

conclusions, rvhile Ewart & Thoresen (197?) simply find them unacceptable'

particularly his conclusion that RET has a strong empirical foundation'

In a review of outcome studies of Rational-Emotive Therapy from L97'l to

l-982, McGovern & Silverman (19S4) found more favourable support for RET'

In 31 of the 47 studies they reviewed, there were significant findings in

support of the RET position. In the remaining stuclies, the RET treatment

groups aLl showed improvement and none of the studies revealed another

treatnent method which was significantly better than RET' Amongst the

studies reviewed, the authors note some extension of sample represent-

itiveness (beyond the usual college student popuJ'ations) ' as well as a

little more variation in the choice of dependent variables (apart from the

traclitional self-report scales). I{hat seriously detracts from the apparent

tavourability of this review is the psychometric weakness of questionnaires

anil doubt about therapist training (noted by the authors) ' as well as the

lack of attrition and follow-up data (not atldressed by the authors) '
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The use of sel.f-reports of emotlonality as dependent variables has proven a

major problem in attempts to valirlate RET. ltcGovern & Silverman (1984)

recommend, greater use of behavioural criteria. since irrationat bel'ief is

purported to cause behavioural as well as emotional tlysfunction. The use

of behavioural criteria would also avoirt the problem of common variance in

inventories of irrational belief and emotionality, which artificially

inflates the predictor / criterion correlation (Smith, 1982).

Haaga & Davison (1989) reviewed RET outcome studies by organising them

according to the type of problem being treated. Their findings indicate

that the efficacy of RET varied consiclerably from its 'best results' on

test anxiety, social anxiety and assertiveness' through 'very promising'

(but non-significant) results in the treatment of obesity (Brock' l-980) and

Type A Behaviour Pattern (Thurman, 1984) , to 'inferior' effects on

agoraphobia compared with other treatments, such as exposure' It is

noteworthy that even the 'best results' were generally only comparable with

those of other treatments. Ilaaga & Davison conclude that, for certain

disorders, RET seems to provide beneficial effects on self-report measures

of emotionalitY, however, the evidence on behavioural and physiological

measures is both scarce and weak. They acld that RET has yet to clemonstrate

its utj.lity in treating a core clinical dysfunction or in preventing

psychopathologY .

ilore recently, Lyons & I{oods (1991) conducted a meta-analysis of ?0 RET

outcome studies. They found that subjects receiving RET generally showed

significant improvement over baseLine measures and control groups. l{hile

this review generaì.J-y supports the effectiveness of RET, the authors

concede that their fintlings must be tempered by the lack of follos-up and
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attrltion tlata in the studies revlewed. Indeed, only 9 of the 70 studies

reported attrition rates, casting tloubt over the remalning 61 success

rates, since non-completers could not be assessed tor therapeutic outcome.

It tvas also acknowledged by the authors that'there is no real guarantee

that the therapy being used was actually RET '

Finall-y, from a smal1 review of 28 controlled stutlies of RET outcome,

EngeLs, Garnefski & Diekstra (1993) conclude that the efficacy of RET

appears to be superior to placebo and no treatment and comparable with

other treatments, such as combination therapies and systematic desensit-

isation. However, as the authors note, the wide variety of experimental

tlesigns, types of disturbance and types of outcomes within a nere 28

studies caIls for extreme caution in any interpretation and precludes

generalization to clinical practíce.

Any evaluation of RET outcome research depends critically upon basic RET

tenets, about which nany criticisms still remain (llaaga & Davison, 1989),

especially in regard to the definitÍon of irrationality' (Eschenroeder'

1982; Mahoney , LgTg; Rorer, 1989a) , RET hypotheses (Eschenroeder, 1982;

lifahoney , IgTg; lteichenbaum, 19??), the structure of measures of irrational

belief (Hovlantl & Alsaker, 1986), their valitlity (Kassinove, 1986; Kendall

& Korgeski, 1979; Ìfalouff & Schutte, 1986; Smith, L982) and their tactors

(Cramer, 1985; Lohr & Bonge, 1982). Improvements in the methodology of RET

outcome studies are also necessary (Engels et â1., 1993; Haaga & Davison.

1989; Lyons & Tloods, 1991). Àny of the above criticisns immediately place

the meaning of existing research findings in question, however confirmatory

they might appear for RET. Recently, EIIís (198?) has conceded that

outcome studÍeg of RET are 'more numerous than rigorous'.
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Thus, on the current scientitic status of RET, Ìfahoney et aI. (1989, p.83)

maintain that experimental tlata on the efticacy of RET are neither

considerable nor consistent, contrary to Etlis'strong claims. They

further note

'the gLaring discrepancy betveen the enthusiastic cl-ains nade for its

clinjcal efficacy by its proponents and the dearth of conpellinq

evidence for its basic tenets cited by its critics"

In support of Mahoney et aI., it is apparent from the RET outcome research

cited above, that the most favourable evaluations are those by the RET

proponents: Etl-is (19?9b) , Kleiner (19?9) , L,yons & Ifoods (1989) and Tosi

(1e?9).

Despite the equivocal research evídence for RET, Ellis (1989b) continues to

promote it as the best and all-embracing cognitive theory and therapy.

However, Evart & Thoresen (197?) attribute its unquestionable popularlty

more to Ellis' 'persuasive rhetoric' than the conceptual clarity of RET.

Mahoney et al . (1989) agree, but also point to the atltled appeal- of RET' s

simple format, its cleareut methods antl its ostensibly togical rationale

for the cause and cure of emotional distress. ilarzillier (198?) sees RET

as just one of the many relevant theoretical / therapeutic approaches which

stress the importance of cognitive process in human adjustment '

j_ - 5 MEASLIRES OE_ IRR¡ç-¡1C6IAIJ BFrf_ifF

It is proposed that the mismatch betveen the strong. consistent, clinical

evtdence for RET and the equivocal, inconsistent, empiricaL evidence coultl

result partly, at least, from inadequacies in the measures used to agsess
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irratlonal belief. Zurawski & Smith (198?) assert that 'the most videly

used measures (ot irrational belÍef) are not completely satisfactory'.

They suggest that ímproved measures may provide more compelling evidence of

the relation betneen beliefs and emotion, in support of RET' Haaga &

Davíson (1989) also propose that research on the etficacy of RET is

hindered by problems in assessing key constructs such as irrational

beliefs.

It is argued below that traditional self-report measures of irrational

belief generate inherent and systematic errors, contain cognitive

j-mpurities, have tenuous psychometric properties and, because of their

generality, lack the sensitivity to accurately identify irrationality in

specific contexts, .such as study and marriage'

f- - 5 - l- - Intsrererrt errors

Typical questionnaires, such as the IBT (Jones, 1968) , require respondents

to indicate their strength of agreement / disagreement with absolutistic

beliefs, such as item 2: 'I hate to tail at anything'. Àccortling to RET,

high scores necessarily reflect irrationality and predict tlysfunction

(E]Ij.s , 1952, 1989b). It is proposeal that typícal measures of irrational

belief are prone to two systematic errors in ictentifying subjects at risk,

as nell as other inherent errors caused by respondents who tlo not say what

they mean, or cannot tlo so because questionnaires cannot be sufficiently

comprehensive to take respondents '! itliosyncratic qualifications into

account.
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One systematic error of guch measures results in'talse alarms', that is'

those students who are identifietl as being 'irrational' , and therefore at

risk, but ¡gho do not actually experience dysfunction. Ìfahoney (1979) asks:

"Can a thought be irrational but adaptive?" The present author's

counselling experience confirms that it can. A case in point is student

,X,who expeets to score'À's consistently ('irrational'to Ellis) and

succeeds, by having the necessary qualities and by doing the required

study. contrary to Ellis' prediction, this 'irrational' student does not

hurt. Indeed, satisfaction and fulfilment result, in keeping with the

match between berief (expectation of 'A's) and reality (actuaì'Iy scoring

'À's) .

Mahoney (19?9) further asks: "Can a thought be rational but maladaptive?"

Again, the present author's counsellinq experience confirms that it can'

Student ,Y,, who hopes to pass with'C's ('rational'to Ellis) but regular-

Ly fails with 'E's, hurts batlly, contrary to Ellis' prediction' but in

keeping vith the mismatch betneen belief (hoping for 'C'S) and reality

(failing with 'E's). Such students can be regarded as 'misses" those not

identified as being at risk, yet they real}Y are. These students reflect

the second systematic source of error inherent in traditional measures of

irrationat belief. Ellis (198?) is loathe to acknowledge that the 'x's

exist and makes no comment about the'Y's'. It is argued that both of these

systematic errors r*ould be elininated by defining irrationality in terms of

the discrepancy between beliet and reality rather than

sê, a proposition pursued more fully in chapter 2'

Ànother inherent

definÍtlon, stems

extreme belief Per

source of error, probably unavoidable using either

from semantic variation. Dryden (1986) demonstrates that
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some respondents use a given word with different meanings. He points out

that the worcl'should', commonly featurlng in irrational beliets, can carry

a number of meanings: that of

'ahsofutely shouLd', (e'g' "I should always win")

'pteferahly shouLd' , (e'g' "lfaybe I shoul<l tto this f irst")

'enpirical' probability (e.g. "The bus should arrive at 7.30"), or

'teconnendation' (e.q. "You shoul-d see that movie") '

only the first of these is absolutistic or 'irrational'.

some respondents tto not say what they mean, or cannot do so because their

responses require certain qualifications, which simple questionnaires do

not accomodate. For instance, some students characteristically communicate

with intensity and exaggeration, perhaps for idiosyncratic rhetorical

effect, but without literal intent:

e.g. "I'Lf die it I ilon't score an'Ã"'ì but they readily accept less'

Others are highly self-expectant, but also hold certain corollaries:

e.g. ,'I reach tor the sky, to push nyseLf , but I can settl'e tor -less".

Both of these students would score high for irrationality on traditional

tests, yet not experience tlysfunction. They could be considered as the

inevitable 'false alarms'. I{hile Ellis (19S?) concedes that these 'fa1se

alarms, miqht exist, he insists that they would be rare.

It is proposed that aIl of the errors described above have limitetl the

accuracy of traditional measures of irrational betlef in identitying the

truly irrational subject. For the first part of thig investigation, study-

specific BAS items vere f ramed in the tra,illtional way to af fortl comparison

with the general IBT. llowever, in the second part of the stuily, marriage-

specific items were framed to avold the eystematic errors.
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L-5-2 Gerrera.l-it'f'

The production of trait and attitude measures by psychologists seems to

have been governed by a ubiquitous quest for generality' Suggestions for

specificity have been proffered from time to time (Anastasi, l-988; Bandura'

l-959; HoLtzworth & Stuart , Igg4; I'f andler, 1984; Smith , 1982; tlegner &

Vallacher, Lg'ti) since }fischel's (1968) rejection of traits and Wicker's

(1969) rejection of attibuclinaL response dispositions' Both argued from

extensive revievs of documented research, which revealeil generally lot*

correlations between traits / attitudes and criterion behaviours'

lfischel (1968) cites empirical evitlence that people demonstrate consider-

able situational specificity on such dimensions as aggression, dependence'

riqidity and honesty. Argyle (19?5) regrets that too much time has been

spent trying to measure personality, with too ]ittIe attention to the

circumstances in which behaviour occurs.

I{hite responses to the calls for specificity seem to have been ferv and far

betneen, some attempts have been made ',rithin the area of irrational belief '

For instance. Sarason's (19?S) 'Cognitive Interference Questionnaire' (CIQ)

asks subjects to rate the .frequencies of ten negative thoughts specifically

about performance on a task. Ànd, by replacing 'task'with'test" Ilunsley

(198?) has employed the cIQ as a test-specific irrational beliefs test'

In the marriage context, Epstein & Eidelson (1981) have produced

scale 'Relationship Beliefs Inventory' (RBI) ' designed to

irratlonal beliefs specifically about intimate relationships '

(19S4) tleveloperl a specific irratlonal beliefs test to assess

a three

measure

Thurman

Type A
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behaviour pattern (TABP), featuring such items ôs, 'faster is alvays

better,, and argued that the test's specificity l{ould make it more

sensitive to TÀBP change than a general measure, such as the IBT'

It occurs commonly enough in the author's experience, that a student who

always needs to score'À's, might not be otherwise perfectionistic (e's'in

sport, music, dating and physical appearance) ' Some students expect highly

itteal-istic treatment in education (e.g. constantly inspiring teaching'

personal choice of assessment mode' course content and learning rate) but

not from their parents, their friends, or their employers' other students

are highly preoccupied with competitive thoughts about study, but seem

quite uncompetitive in relation to the rest of their lives.

similarly, in the marriage context, there are those who need constant

approval from their partners, but not from others. some are extremely

ideatistic about their marriage, but not about other relationships' their

work, politics, or study. To some individuals, a minor clisagreement with

their partner represents a major, global rejection, a catastrophic sign of

relationship collapse, Yet similar disagreements with anyone else create

barely a riPPIe of arousal.

Hhilst there may weLl be qeneral tlimensions of irrational belief: approval '

competence, ideality, as proposett by Ellis 0962, 1973, 1989b), a case can

be argued tor the appropriateness of specific content within those general

dimensions. Lohr & Bonge (19S2) emphasise the neetl to 'make more specific

assessment of the content and form of dystunctloual cognitions' '

Generally, Bandura (1969, p.599) asserts that an attitude questionnaire

which considers situational variables 'would undoubtedly have greater
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predictive power' than a general one which ignores them; Epstein

concurs in reference to the marriage context. Haaga antl Davison

p.198) recommend, that irrational belief tests be tailored '"'

specifics of the target problem'. Holtzworth & Stuart (1994)

simiLarly.

( 1e86 )

(1989,

to the

argue

In summary, it seems clear that a test of irrational beliefs for students

shoulct tap specific beliets about study, rather than general ones '

similarly, a test for married couples should tap specific beliefs about

marriage. Such measures were devised for the present investigation'

1- - 5 - 3 Ccrgr¡i t'j-r¡e j¡nplrríLl'

Another teature of the eontent of some irrational beliets tests which has

attracted some attention is cognitive impurity. Smith (19S2) questions the

usefulness of the IBT because it includes items which ask about anxiety

reactions rather than beliefs. others (Kassinove, 1986; Malouff & schutte'

1986;Rorer,1989a)concurwithhiswarning.Thereappearstobesome
justification for their caution, more for some tests than others (smith &

Allred, 1987) .

A tew of the IBT's items tlo seem to deal more with emotion than cognition'

For example, in item 82:

'rottenbeconequiteannoyedover].itt]ethinqs,

emotional reaction is quite explicit, whlle cognition is merely implicit'

Smith (1982) also alerts us to some 'behavlouraf impurities ín the IBT'

Presumably, he is referring to such itemg as iten 17:
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, I try to get irksone tasks behind ne vhen they cone up'

which does appear more behavioural than cognitive. This item might be more

appropriate in a measure of 'procrastination' than an irrationat beliefs

test .

The presence of cognitive impurities in tests of irrational belief can be

problematic for more than the internal (construct) validity of the test '

They also confound interpretation about external (crj-terion and tliscrim-

inant) valiclity (Malouff & Schutte, 19S6). Since measures of emotionality'

such as the state Trait Anxiety rnventory (sTAr) (spielberger, Gorsuch &

Lushene, 1970), are often used as validating criterion measures tor the

IBT, emotionalitY items existing in both the IBT and the STÀI constitute

common content or variance (Smith, Lg82)' For instance' nine of the ten

items in factor 6 ('Anticipatory Anxiety') of the IBT antl five of the ten

i.tems in tactor 4 ('Catastrophisation') are also included in the STAI'

consequently, 14t of the IBT is semantically equivalent to 40t of the $TAI'

representing a considerable overlap. The common content in predictor (IBT)

and criterion (STÀI) must therefore place in question any interpretation of

criterion valitlity based upon a significant association between the tvo

measures (lfalouff & Schutte, 1986; Rorer, 1989b; Smith' t982; Smith &

AtIred, 1987).

To assess the extent to rvhich common content influences the preclictor /

criterion relationship, Kassinove (19S6) and Ìfalouff & Schutte (1986)

devísed irratÍonaI beli.ef tests similar to the IBT, without predictor /

criterion overlap. They still found significant positive correlations

between irrational belief antl the criterion measures' Thus' most of the

explained variation seems to be attrlbutable to irrational belief and'
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therefore, the association between irrational belief and self-reported

anxiety cannot be dismissed as an artifact of cornmon content, contrary to

Smith's (1982) original suggestion.

Whether'worry, items shoultl co-exist with'beliefs' in an irrational

beliefs test has also aroused some debate. Smith (1982) criticises those

who treat self-talk or'worry'items (e.g. 'Thoughts of failing bother me

during tests , ) and deep beliefs (e. g. 'ExceIIence is necessary' ) as

equivalent for the purpose of inclusion in the same cognitive measure. Ife

argues that, according to RET, beliefs are 'stable cognitive structures"

while self-talk refers to more 'transitory cognitive events', that is,

current internal diaì.ogue or concerns in regaril to specitic situations'

Therefore, he asserts, the t¡vo should be measured and considered

separately. similarly, Gotlib (1990) ancl lfilliams, I{atts, Macleod &

lfathevs (19g8) see a tliscrepancy between theories of emotional disorders

involving 'unconscious' cogni.tions and their self-report tests which tap

'couscious' cognitions.

Ìfany ilisagree rvith this view. Barnes & Volcano (1982) and Kentlall & Hollon

(19g1) consider ,ïorries'to be cognitive, since they express frequency of

preoccupation rvith an idea. concern or cognition. Althouqh Ellis & Bernard

(1983, p.12) acknovledge that there is no eonsensus among RET therapists

and theorists as to the exact meaning of bel1efs, they recognise, along

with Eschenroeder (1982) , three subclasses or layers of belief:

1. , conscious thouqhts' of vhich one is aware at any time

2. 'unconscious thoughts' which are inferred from feelings and behaviour

3. 'abstract beliefs' underlying one's thoughts, emotions, behaviour antl

interpretion of realitY.
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According to RET, repetitive worrisome selt-ta}k (type 1) derives from

deeper beliefs (types 2 antl 3), causing malaclaptive emotion (Bernard' 1981;

Harrell, chambress & calhoun, 1981). Research exists which supports this

proposition. For instance, Brovn & Nelson (1983) have demonstrated that'

while aII of their student participants experienced negative thoughts

during tests, high performers could stop negative thoughts more frequently

than low performers, suggesting that 'cognitive control' facilitates

academic performance by avoidance of the 'di'sruptive and ovenrihelming'

effects of negative self-talk.

lfinor & Gold (1gg5) also tound that, in an actual college exam, high test-

anxious students experienced more negative thoughts and more arousal than

low test-anxious students, in support of a cognitive nodeÌ of test anxiety'

Deffenbacher (1986) too, showed that worrisome thoughts contribute to poor

exam performanee, pointing to the need for helping anxious students

, aLter their pertectionistic sel.f-standards, brutal self-criticisns'

over general.ised conparisons to others, devastatinq predictions ot

personal fail'ure, and the like''

That tleep beliefs (types 2 antl 3) are stable while surface belief or

self-talk (type 1) is transitory is surely to be expected, ag the former

manifests itself through the latter in a specific situation' Since both

are cognitive, one merelY a product of the other, they are therefore

Iegitimate partners in a measure of irrational belief ' particularly a

measure whlch is tailor-made tor a specific situation' Unfortunately'

sínce ',,{orry' items atso exist in criterion measures of anxiety (e'g ' the

STAI), their relention ti'ould maintain some unwanted common content' as

discussed earlier.
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The problem of item overlap coultt be resolved 1n at least three ways: by

removing common content from irrational belief tests, by removing it from

criterion measures, or by using tlifferent criteria without common content'

since many criterion tests, guch as the sTAI ancl BDI, are long establishecl

and weII entrenched in psychological research, their modification woultl be

seen as highly undesirable. On the other hand, removinq common items from

irrationat beliefs tests would mean relinquishing legitimate cognitive

content in the form of'vorry'items. The best sol-ution to this diLemma is

to incLude different clependent varíables without common content (Kassinove'

1936), thereby permitting the retention of 'worry'items in the measure of

irrationalbeliefs,withoutcomplicatingcriterionvalidation;indeed'

validation would be strengthened by the use of a ¡+ider range of objective

and behavioural criteria (Kassinove, 1986; McGovern & Silverman' 1984)'

Following the above discussion, the measure tlevisecl to assess irrational

beliefsaboutstudy(BAs)inthepresentinvestigationexcludescognitive

impurities of emotion and behaviour. Although BÀS includes 10 out of 48

,worry, items, their content is study-specific, effectively reilucing their

common ground with general worrY items in the criterion measure of anxiety

(the STAI) . In atldition, objective and behavioural criteria were employ'ed,

completely avoiiling the problem of predictot / criterion common variance'

L -5 - 4 Psycl:aretric tr>roperties

lfeasures of irrational belief have been criticiseil for theÍr questionable

psychometric properties, particularJ.y those of valitlity and factorial

gtructure. It has been pointed out (ArgYIe, Lg75; üischet, 1968; Tinsley &
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Tinsley, 1987) that item simiLarity artificially boosts the factor strength

in questionnaires. Some of the longer irrational beliefs tests appear

partly guiLty of this charge. Item repetition in the IBT, for instance'

suggests that some of its factors are artificial. HaIf of the 'Morality'

factor, namely items 3,13, 23,33 anil 43, amount to:

'Innorality should be Punished' .

Of the'Anticipatory Anxiety'tactor, six of the ten items (6, 16,26,56'

66 and ?5) reduce to the same general 'worry' item:

'I can't get ny nind oft sone fear or concernt.

The fBT's factorial structure has been questioned for reasons other than

its item redundancy. Lohr & Bonge (1982) tested a qroup of 897 university

students, compared the IBT factors with ,lones' (1968) original factors and

found that 'the matches lrere far from perfect'. Ànother factor analysis by

Cramer (19S5) showed that approximately half of the IBT's items fail to

load appropriately on the intended factors.

yhile Lohr & Bonge (1980) demonstrated that the IBT has satisfactory test-

retest reliability, they found in a later study (Lohr & Bonge' 1982) that

the internal reliabilities of the 10 subscales ranqed from very low (c=.35)

to adequate (c=.?3), barely sufficient for the purpose of research and too

small for the making of clinical decisions.

Barnes,and Volcano's (1932) Ratlonality Test (BVRT) sprang from the same

source as the IBT, Ellis' (1962) 10 basic irrational beti.efs. Like the

IBT, the BVRT includes many repeated items. It is not surprising therefore,

that the first 3 factors to emerge in a principal axes factor analysis,

accounting for over half of the variance and affording purportedLy clear
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interpretations, are the very subscales which are highly repetitlve in item

content. The Relationship BeIief rnventory (Epstein & Eidelson' 1981)' a

3-scaIe test of irrational belief tlesigned specifically for the marriage

context, also features considerable item repetition.

Smith (1982) and Smitb & Zurawski (1983) have questioned the cliscriminant

vali¿ity of some measures of irrational belief. Smith (1982) has observed

that correlatons betveen measures of irrational belief (e.9. the IBT) and

emoti.onality (e.g. anxiety, depression) are otten comparable with those

betveen tlifferent measures of irrational belief. Zurawski & Smith (198?)

found that the IBT (ilones, 1968) and the Rational Behaviour Inventory (RBI;

Shorkey & Whiteman, Ig77\ rvere highly corre).ated, but equally so with self-

report measures of anxiety and clepression. This property tends to violate

one of the criteria for rliscriminant varidity (campbell & Fiske' 1959) 
'

namely, that alternative measures of irrational belief ought to correlate

more highly with each other than vith criterion measures. Considering the

hiqh eorrelations found betveen these indepenclent and dependent measures,

as well as the common content shared by both, Smith (1982) and Smith &

Zurawski (19S3) have warned that measures of irrational belief may simply

assess emotional distress itself.

Sanderman, Mersch, Van Der Sleen, Erutelkamp & Ormel f1987) performed a

second order factor analysis on a set of irrational belief and emotionality

measures. The first tactor, 'neurotic complaint' (embracing emotionality

measures), aceounted for 368 of the variance, white the second 'cognitive'

factor (incorporating the IBT, the RBI, antl the Social Anxiety subscale of

the Fear Questionnaire) accounted for 10t. This finding was interpreted by

Sanderman et aI. as implying that social anxiety is Iinked to irrational
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belief and, more importantly, that cognitive belief style is a personal

characteristic which is ttistinct from constructs of emotionality, such as

neuroticism, anxiety and social tlesirability, contrary to Smith's (1982)

suggestion.

Deffenbacher, Zwemer, I{hisman, HiIl & Sloan (1986) administered the IBT

with measures of trait, test and social anxiety to 451 introductory

psychology students. By performing regression analyses of each of the

anxiety measures on the IBT subscales, they found that, in regression

equations predicting the various types of anxiety, different IBT subscales

were prominent as predictors; the strength of prettiction varied as well, R

ranging from .49 to .84. These differential effects were interpreted by

Deffenbacher et a]. as evidence that IBT subscales constitute constructs

separate from general psychological distress, again, contrary to Smith's

(1982) suggestion that irrational belief might amount to no more than

another facet of psychological distress.

Although the weight of evidence supports irrational belief as a construct

separate from emotionality, the psychometric properties of the major tests

remain tenuous. Strengthening these properties probably requires tegt

refinement, followed by re-evaluation.

1- . 6 STATISTTCÀIJ .AIVAIJYSIS

Linear models are ubiquitous in the analysis of psYchological researeh'

particularly in the stufly of irrational belief. The use of other models

(e.g. curvilinear, threshold) is relatively rare. Yet, a weak correlation
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coul.d well mask a strong non-linear relationship. RET focuses upon the

emotional and behavioural dysfunction purportettly resulting from very high

scores on tests of irrational belief, reflecting extreme, dogmatic belief.

It assumes that low to moderate scores impty rationality and, consequently,

emotional and behaviouraL coping, although this assumption does not appear

to have been tested.

Since RET focuses on extreme scores, researchers might profit from analYsis

which also focuses primarily on very high scores, to target those claimed

by RET to be at risk of emotional and behavioural- dysfunction and to assess

the hit rate, that is, the proportion of students correctly targeted. This

strategy was adopted in the present study.

Another matter begging consideration is whether the full-scale score of an

irrational beliefs test, or separate sub-scale scores should be used. FuIl

scale scores have mostly been the choice to clate, although a fetf studies,

(using the IBT for instance) have reported clifferential sub-scale effects

with emotional arousal (Goldfried & Sobocinski, 1975), with low self-esteem

(UaIy & Burton, L983), with anxiety and anger (Zwemer & Deffenbacher,

19S4), with depression (Nelson, t977), nith neuroticism and depression

(L,aPointe & CrandeLl, 1980), with trait anxiety, test anxiety and other

specific anxieties (Deffenbacher et aI., 1986).

In reference to spouses'perceptions of their marriages, Epstein, Pretzer &

Fleming (1987) assert that

' the connon use of qlobal total scores (fron cognitive neasures)...

nay be naskinq a nul.ti-dinensionality of content' .
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Dryden (1985, p.200), a protagonist and practitioner of RET in the marriage

context , asserts that

, narital dissatisfaction nay oceur if partners adhere to one or nore

narital nvths(írrational beliefs)' .

In other words, one extreme, rigid belief is sufficient to cause problems'

The present author's counselling experience suggests that Dryden's claim

applies to students as well as marriage partners. l{hen student'X' scores

high on ideality, but 1ow to average on aIl other scales, the mismatch

between i<Ìealism and reality soon brings disenchantment, a drop in input,

lower grades, increased clisenchantment antl withtlrawal, Yet a moderate total

score tor irrationality vould not predict rísk'

Ifhen student ,Y, scores well below high self-expectations for performancer

but scores low to average on all other subscales, emotional and behavioural

clysfunction often follow. However, a moderate total irrationality score

would not signal risk. This suggests that BAS sub-scales might be nore

useful separately as predictors, in preference to the full-scale' Ilhere

one or more sub-scale scores are above some threshold value, the student

vould be tleemed at risk of dysfunctional emotion and behaviour'

In the present study, it was decidett to identify the high scorers on one or

more of the BAS sub-scales and compare their outcomes with those of the

remaining students in an etfort to establish the tliscriminant valiclity of

the BAS. It was also resolved to perform the usual correlational analyses

for comparíeon with findinqs in previous studies'
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L.7 'BEf,JfE-S ]\EruT STTJDI'' Q(JESTION\TAIRE

The present investigation is based upon the development of a questionnaire,

'Beliefs About Study' (BAS), designed to as6ess extreme, dogmatic beliefs

('irrational' by RET criteria) specifically about study (see appendices B

and E for pilot and finat forms). BAS differs from general irrational

belief tests, particularly the IBT (,Jones,1968), mainly by virtue of its

specific study-related content.

In addition, an effort lvas made to increase the cognitive purity of BAS

ítems, by avoiding the behavioural and emotional conlent present in the

IBT. Item redundancy, rife in the IBT. vas minimised in BÀS to avoid

factor / cluster artifacts. Although a small proportion of self-talk

('worry' items) was inclutleil. for reasons advanced earlier in section

1.5.3, they are study-specific, unlike the general 'worry' items in the

criterion measures. ConsequentLy, BAS shares no expticitly common iteuis

with the depentlent self-report measures of anxiety (srAr) and depression

(BDI) . thereby avoiding the criterion valitlity artifacts, t*hich have

cloudecl research based on the IBT (Smith, 1982; Smith & Zurawski, 1983).

A frequency rating seale was adopted for the final forrn of BÀS tor two

reasons. First, the frequency of preoccupation with ideas is linked with

emotionality. It has been shown that test anxiety is more strongLy related

to frequency of negative thoughts than the number of them (llunsley, 1987).

Second, it was tound that frequency ratings suited the itens of BAS anyYay'

and it was felt that one rating dimension, rather than the variety used in

the pilot vergion, r{as tlesirable for ease of completion by respondents.

A ?-point seale vas adopted, ranging from'1'(never), through'4'(half of
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the time), to'?'(always), follorving research by Osgood & Tannenbaum (1957'

p.S5) on the number of rating points preferred by college students on

rating scales. It 1¡as founcl that, while 7 points were used by gtudents

ryith 'roughly equal frequencieg', 5 points were consitlered ínsufficient

by students, antl 9 points excessive.

The content for BAS, arose mainly from more than a decade of the author's

counselling experiences with adult matriculants. A few study-specific

adaptations of Ellis, (1958 , Lg62) general irrationat beliefs vere also

included. Items were pooled into eight a priori subscales, six of which

can be considered to have some empirical support since they are simply

study-specific adaptations of themes in the IBT, which is based upon Ellis'

(1958) original irrationaL beliefs. The remaining two subscales,

'Competitiveness' and need for 'Certainty' , were simply based on recurrent

stutlent profiles accessible to the author.

High scores on the BAS subscales reflect the foltowing extreme bel-iefs:

1 'perfoñnance, : students have hiqh expectations

academic performance. They constantly expect top grades 
'

understanding, complete memory and total mastery'

for their

immediate

, 'Ap¡>rorra.l-, : students have a strong need f or approval and

affirmation for their academic achievement from teachers, parents and

important others.

'Cofrtf,)etiti-r¡eness' : Students are preoccupied by a comparison

of their own performance with that of other students.

3
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4

5

'De1:errdence' : Students depend heavily upon others f or

motivation, academlc heLp, gupport and confirmation.

'Id.ea-l-itfa' : Students have extreme demands of their educational

setting. They demand constantly inspiring teaching, personal choice

of assessment mode and the right to decide subject content and

learning rate, contrary to the reality of the South Àustralian

matriculation systen.

'Arzoj-d-a-nce': Students are unrvilling to accept the demands and

difficulties of study.

'Certai-nt1'' : Students have anticipatory f ear of and

preoccupation with future academie events and outcomes, such as final

grades, the next test, tertiary entrY and the other recurrent

uncertainties in study.

8. 'Ë<tema.1 l-ocus' : Students believe that their progress in

external forces beYond theirstudy is hinitered and determined

control, such as family problems,

subjeet matter.

by

social tlistractions and boring

In accordauce with RET, it was predicteil that high scores on the BAS scales

woulil be associated with emotionaL and behavioural dysfunction in study.

The dependent measures of emotion (anxiety, depression and negative affect)

and behaviour (procrastination, perseverance and performance), used in this

investigation, are discussed below.

6

7
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1. A DæH\TDH\]T \/ARI.ABLJES

Kassinove (19S6) and McGovern & Silverman (L984) regret that RET research

has largety Iimited itself to self-reported emotionality as the traditional

dependent variabre. Typicar variables are anxiety (Lohr & Bonge' 1981)'

anger (Zwemer & Deffenbacher, 1984), depression (Hollon & Kenda1I, 1980)

and self esteem (Daly & Burton, l-983). Furthermore, as noted in section

1 . S .4, such measures trequently share common variance with irrational

belief tests, artificially inflating the pretlictor / criterion correlation

(Smith, L982) .

RET research has rarely involved behaviourat criteria (Kassinove. 1986) and

when it has, it has attempted to predict a specific singì.e-act behaviour

from a measure of irrational belief, as in attitutle-behaviour research

generally (Àjzen, 1988). In a review of 109 attitutle-behaviour studies by

Ajzen & Fishbein (1977), 54 of this design yielctecl 25 non-significant

results, the remaining 29 rarely producing correlatlons above 0'4'

During the 1970s, the principle of'aggregation'was conceived (Fishbein &

Ajzen , Lgl4). This principle asserts that a criterion measure should

comprise observations of .many relevant behaviours on different occasions

and in different situations, rather than a single act' It is commonly

found (Ajzen, 1988; Ajzen & Fishbein, lg'l?) that when multiple observations

of behaviour are poolecl, their aggregate correlates more highly than a

single act vith the prettictive attituile or belief '

Regretably, the 'aggregation'principle iloes not seem to have been applied

in the irrational beliets arena, yet multiple outcomes have been noted'
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For instance, Rorer (19S9a) reports that the presenting complaint for

pertectionistic students almost always includes procrastination, poor stucly

habits , anxiety and tlepression. The present author' s counseiling

experience with atlult matriculation students supports Rorer's observation

of multiple concomitants or consequences, not only for perfectionistic

students, but for the ideaListic, catastrophising, competitive and avoidant

ones as weII.

Consistent rvith the foregoing discussion, dependent variables in the

present study included objective, observable and behavioural measures (each

one 'aggregated') of procrastination (Iecturer rated), grade-point-average,

perseverance (proportion of total course completed) and aggregate of scaled

marks, as well as the commonly used self-report measures of anxiety and

depression.

l-- a - f- Frocrastarra.tiorr

pioneering contributors (Burka & Yuen, 1983; Ellis & Knaus' L977; Solomon &

Rothb1um, 1984) to the study of procrastination seem to concur in tlefining

it as the unnecessary deLay of a task, resulting in emotional discomfort.

Ellis & Knaus O977, p.8) emphasise that, while procrastination can be

deliberate, rational, adaptive and free from associated discomfort, such

instances are 'rare'. lfost often, they cIaim, it stems from irrational

premises, is emotionally uncomfortable, self-perpetuating and maladaptive,

having'enornous sabotaging effects' .

Recognised as provitling lhe first comprehensive analysis of and collection
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of remedial strategies for procrastination, EIlis & Knaus .191'l) contend

that procrastination is rife amongst college and university students and

that it contrj.butes heavily to their academic dystunction. From principles

of RET and their clinical case studies, they propose three main causes:

t 'seJt-dovninq' for failure or

belief : " f nust do veLL !" .

faiLure, at least temPorarilY.

fear of failure, arising

Procrastination postPones

from the

possible

t 'Lov frustration toleranee' based upon the premisei "The vorld nust

give ne the thinqs f vant...vithout any great effort or deprivation"'

,Presentpaintortuturegtain'isavoided,inpreferenceforeasier,

more imnediate satisfactions.

, hostility' or tlef iance towarils others whose behaviour / attitutle

tovards me is not as it'shouLd'be. stemming from the reguirement:

"You nust do velL by ne!". Procrastination here, serves to spite the

offender(s).

Concurring with, and seeking to extend, the analysis of Ellis & Knaus,

Rorer (19g3) addresses the apparent paradox of procrastÍnation which is

purported to arise from 'fear of success'. Ee asserts that, far from

paradoxical, such procrastination can be readily explainetl within the RET

framework as due to aversive'concomi.tants or consequences of the success"

not the success itself.

This paradigm is supported and amply illustrated by the clínical ilata of

Burka and Yuen (1983), who also generally embrace and extend the ideas of

3
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RET. Indeed, their 'procrastinator's code' amounts to a set of Ellisian

irrational beliefs, such as,

'I nust be perÍect',

'Everythinq I do should go easiTy and vithout effort',

'IÍ it's not done right, it's not vorth doing at all'and

'There is a right ansver and I'71. vait until I find it''

Solomon & Rothblum (19S4) lay claim to the first systematic attempt to

investigate the reasons tor procrastination. They tlevised a questionnaire

to assess seì.f-reported procrastination, the'Procrastination Assessment

scale - students' (pAss), r¡hich assesses how students procrastinate (e.9.

in writing papers, preparing for exams and reading), whY they do so, and

how much of a problem their procrastination creates. Using 342 university

psychology students as subjects, they sought to investigate the frequency

of academic procrastination, the reasons for it, the degree to rvhich it

constituted a problem for students, and the correLations of self-report

procrastination (using the PASS) with numerous affectÍve and behavioural

measures.

A large proportion of the students reported having difticulty r¡ith

procrastination, consistent with the clinical evidence of Ellis and Knaus

(19??). Thus, 46t always, or nearly alvays, procrastinated vhen writing

papers , 28* vhen preparing for exams and 30t when reading was required' fn

these three areas, more than 20t of students found their procrastination a

problem and approximately 60S of these wanted to reduce it' Beswick'

Rothblum & uann (198S) have replicated these fintlings using the PASS in a

similar study on psychology stuclents at Flinders University'
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It is r+ell establishetl then, from both clinical and research evidence, that

procrastination is virle-spread amongst students and that it creates a

problem for them. Emotional discomfort is clearly part of that problem.

Self-report tests of anxiety, depression and low selt-esteem regularly

correlate significantly with selt-report procrastination (Solomon &

Rothblun, 1984; Beswick et al., 1988).

I{hiIe Solomon & RothbLum found that none of their indices of academic

performance were significantly correlate<t with selt-report procrastination,

they propose that the tinding could represent a 'methodological artifact'.

Thus, white the PÀSS asked respondents to rate their general academic

procrastination (across all subjects), the performance criterion was final

grade in one specific subject, Psychology. The authors suggest that grades

in aII subjects shoultl have been embraced by the performance eriterion, or

'aggregated', as Ajzen (1988) recommends.

Àpart from this study, most of the small amount of documented research has

yielded small but significant negative correlatÍons between proerastination

(both self-report and observed) and academic performance (e.9. Besvick et

ôI., 1988; Linke, 1980; Semb, Glick & Spencer, L9?9), in line with, yet

understating, the 'enormous sabotaging effects' claimed by Ellis & Knaus

(1977, p.8).

Solomon & Rothblum (1984) found support for the tïo most important causes

of procrastination proposed by Ellis & Knaus, 'fear of fallure'and 'Iow

frustration tolerance'. Their factor analysis on tbe seeond part of PASS'

which taps students' reasons for procrastination, yielded two factorg:

'fear of failure' and 'laziness and task aversiveness', which separately
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accounted for 49t antl 1Bt of the variance respectively. Ifhile both factors

correlate¿ significantly with irrational cognitions, only 'fear of failure'

1*,as associatetl with high anxíety and low self esteem, consistent with the

distinction between these two cognitive causes of procrastination.

In a later study, Beswick et al. (1983) sought to explorp the extent to

which procrastination results from intlecision (ilanis & Mann, L977) ,

irrational beliefs (Ellis & Knaus, L9't1) and lo¡v self esteem (Burka & Yuen'

1933). The correlations of these three antecedents with procrastination

(behavioural and self-report) were generally lov but significant' collect-

ively accounting for less than ?t of the explainetl variance in behavioural

procrastination (rlefined as 'the time taken to submit a term paper') and

about 15t of selt-report procrastination (on the PÀSS). Low self esteem

¡ras the best predictor, albeit marginallY.

yhile this study provides little support for the power of RET to explain

procrastination, it is worth noting three points. First, Rosenberg's scale

of self esteem comprises self-evaluative cognitions (e.g. 'I certainly feel

useless at timeg') ¡vhich, in essence, amount to'self-donning'as proposed

by ElIis & Knaus (19??). Therefore, besides assessing self esteem, the

seale can also be regarded as measurinq the irrational belief of 'self-

downing', which is claimed by Ellis & Knaus to be a major cause of

procrastination.

Second. the Ellis Scale of lrratioual Cognitions (lfacDonaltl & Games, 19721

is short, global and, [herefore, less sensitive than a longer specific test

(Holtzworth-lfunroe & Stuart, 1994) .
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Third, correlation analysis may not be most appropriate for the stutly of

irrational belief and procrastination. RET essentially hypothesises the

effects of extreme beliefs, that is, very high test scores; the effects of

low to moderate scores on procrastination are unknown' Therefore' a weak

linear relationship between irrational beliefs and a predicted effect may

well mask a stronger non-Iinear relationship'

Beswick et aI. (19BS) recognise that their three theoretical approaches are

neither ,mutually exclusive' nor 'contradictory' and, therefore, conclude

that students who procrastinate tend to be indecisive, to hol{ irratíonal

beliefs and have low self-esteem.

Although Ferrari & Emmons (1994) found a non-significant correlation

between irrational belief and procrastination for university students, it

is pertinent that the measures they useil for both variables !¡ere short and

global, lacking the context-specific sensitivity advised by Holtzworth-

Munroe & Stuart (1994).

For the present study, it was resolved to use a modified and expanded form

of the PASS as a self-report, study-specific measure of procrastination'

The tirst part of the pÀss'presents three vays, or areas of study, in which

students tlelay: writing essays, preparing for exams and reaillng' Because

there are other behaviours in which procrastination is also manifest' this

part ïas expanded into a 20 item questionnaire, 'Hot{ I Procrastinate'

(HIP), which examines tleJ.ay in such areas as reviewing lesson notes, naking

a start on gtudy. consulting lecturers for help and concentrating in class

(appen<|ix H). llost other iteu¡s came f rom the present author's counsellinq

case notes. some were also borrowed from the Delay-Avoittance subscale of
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the Survey of Study Habits anil Attitudes (SSHÀ; Brown & Holtzmann, 1967) '

The HIp provídes a self-report procrastination score (Ps), the aggregate of

trequencies of tlelay in the 20 areas considered, rvhich shoultl assess

procrastination behaviour more representatively than the single-act

measures generated by the PASS (Azjen. 1988).

The second part of the PÀSS assesses the student's reasoDs for tlelay in

writing an essay. This part ras utilisecl with only a fefd minor changes in

expression and content as a separate, 26-item' accompanying questionnaire'

't{hy I Procrastinate' , (WIP; appendix I) .

À rating of observed procrastination (Po) by lecturers (appendix lf) vas

also planneil for each student, embraeing many measures of procrastination

behaviours (e.g. misseil project and assignment deadlines, absence from

tests, classes and tutorial presentations), assessed for each of the

student's 4 or 5 subjects over a maximum of ? months, again, consistent

with the principle of 'aggregation' (Azjen, 1988)'

fn aceordance ¡vith RET, it Yas predictett that extreme irrational beliefs

would be associated with high procrastination, both self-report and

observed, and that the association would be stronger for study specific

irrationality (on BAS) than for general irrationality (on the IBT).

L-8 -2 .An:<LeüY

Self -reporteil anxietY

irrational thinking in

has been one of the most frequently used criteria of

research on RET. The trait form of the state-Trait
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Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et âI., 1970) has often been the

chosen measure. The STAI comprises two corresponding 20-item scales for

state (S) and trait (T) anxiety. The trait form (STÀIT) assesses how

people 'generally' feel, their scores retlecting level of 'proneness to

anxiety, and 'tendency to perceive stressful situations as threatening'

(Spielberger, Gorsuch, L,ushene, Vagg & jacobs, 1983).

Spielberger et al. (1983) claim that the STAIT has good test-retest

reliability (r=.8 over 20 anrt 104 days for coltege groups) and internal

consistency (a=.9). It has also been extensively tested for valitlity'

demonstratinq good tlifferentiation between normal and clinical groups and

robust correlations with numerous other measures of anxiety and

psychotogical distress. The revised Y-form of the scale is claimed by the

authors to tliscrininate between anxiety and depression better than the

original X-form. Ilowever, high correlations are still found bet¡veen

anxiety, neasured on the STAIT. and depression on the BDI (Gotlib, 1984;

Hollon & Kendall, 1980) .

The STAIT is k¡own to correlate vith tests of irrational belief (e.9. L,ohr

& Bonge. 1981). However, these correlations have often been as high as

those betveen alternative' measures of irrational belief, prompting Smith

(1982) to question the ttistinction betveen constructs of irrational belief

and anxiety, particularly consiclering the common content shared by the

STÀIT and the IBT.

However, ôs discussed in section 1 . 5 .4, recent studies support the

separateness of the two constructs and the finding that irrational belief

predicts anxiety (Kassinove, 1986; Zuravskí & Snith, 1987). tlrthermore,
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Deffenbacher et al. (19s6) have demonstrated that specific irrational

beliefs are associated with specific types of anxiety, provitllng the

discriminant valÍdity sought by Smith (1982).

Consi¿ering the positive association consistently found between irrational

belief and self-report anxiety, it was predicted that irrational beliefs

about study (on BÀS) would also be associated rvith anxiety (on the STAIT).

1-a-3 DePress:.ora

Like anxiety, self-report <lepression has also been employed as a variable

in numerous studies of irrational belief and found to be associated with it

(llewitt & Dyck, 1986; LaPointe & Crandell, 1980; Nelson, t917; Zurawski &

smith, 198?) . The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, I{ard, }fendelson,

lfock & Erbaugh, 1961) is the most frequently used measure of self-reportetl

depression. For this stutly, the short form of the BDI (Eeck & Beck' L9721

Has chosen because it is short and because it focuses mainly on cognitive

elements (appendix L).

In adttition, it ïtas argued that a questionnaire, such as the full-sca}e

BDf, labouring too heavily on somatic symptoms, might <leter adult students

from completing it, as well as the accompanying stage 2 questionnaires,

merely by its threatening clinical content, thereby reilucing the return

rate. Participation vas considered alreatly under threat due to the total

demands (5 questionnaires) of stage 2 on subjects'

Although Boyle (19S5) questions the reliability ancl vatidity of most self-
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report measures of depression, inclutling the BDI, both forms of the BDI

have been found to be highly correlated (Gould, 1982) and have high

internal reliability (Beck, RiIe & Rickels, 19?4) for college and

university students, although these properties were not found to be as

robust for clinically depressed subjects (Vredenburg, Krames & Fl-ett,

1985).

Boyle's (1985) doubt about the validity of the BDI also contrasts rsith

considerable empirical evidence associating irrationaL beliet with

depression (on the BDI), as cited above. Ilammen (1980) has aLso found high

correlations between depression on the BDI and depression rated separately

from intervievs. The BDI is reported by Beck & Beck (1972) to discriminate

well between depression and anxiety, however, Gotlib (1984), Hollon &

KendalI (19S0) and Zurawski & Smith (198?) have found high correlations

between the two. It appears then, that self-report depression and anxiety

are not tlistínct.

The short form of the BDI consists of 13 items (mostly cognitive) from the

2l-item full scale. Because of the short form's cognitive emphasis, Depue

& ltonroe (19?S) have argued that it is biased towards the milder forns of

depression, which are likely to prevail amongst college student groups.

In line with RET and the documented association between general measures of

irrational belief--- and self-reported depression, it ías predicted that

irrational bellefs about stucly on BAS would also be associated with

depression on the BDI short form.
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1-A-4 .A.ffect

As a third measure of emotionality, rarely used as a depentlent variable in

studies of irrational belief, it was decided to inclutle a negative affect

Iist, similar to that of Kassinove (19S6) and another by l{atson et al.

(19g8) . To a group of ?0 atlults, Kassinove (1986) ailministered a 60-item

personal Beliefs Test (PBT), containing irrational beliefs without the

affective antl behavioural impurities of the IBT, together with a negative

affect checklist comprising 9 negative feelÍngs: sacl, concerned, regretful,

annoyed, anxious, anqry, guilty, depressed, upset. One of many finclings

was that irratíonal betief was significantly associated with negative

affect (r=.44, p(.01) .

The positive and NegatÍve Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et ô1., 1988)

consists of tvo 10-item factors of self-rateil mood, which consistently

emerqe, even cross culturallY (l{atson & Clark, 1934). One factor for

positive affect (PA) reflects the extent to which a person feels

enthusiastic, active and alert. Hiqh PA represents a state of 'high

energy, fu]1 concentration and pleasurable engagement'; lov PÀ reflects

'sadness and lethargy'. The factor for negative affect (NÀ) represents

'subjective d.istress and unpleasurable engagement'. reflecting the self

descriptÍons: scared, afraíd, upset, distressed, jittery, nervous, ashamed,

guilty, irritable and hostile. Los NÀ reflects a state of'calmness and

serenÍty'.

llatson et al. (1988) cite earlier research, their own and' otherg',

shovs that NA (but not PA) is associatett with stress' poor coping,

complaints and unpleasant events. In contrast, PA (but not l{A) ls

which

health

as90c-
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iated rvith social satisfaction and pleasant events. It has also been founcl

by ttatson et aI. (1988) and llatson & Clark (1984) that both selt-report

anxiety (STÀI) and depression (BDI) are significantly associated with

general psychological clistress (high NA) ancl lack of pleasurable experience

(low pÀ). Because of this agsociation betneen anxiety, depression and

negative aftect, ôs well as the hiqh correlation often found between

anxiety and depression (Gotlib, 1984), I{atson & Clark (1984) have argued

for a general trait of 'negative affectivity', characterised by such

emotions as anxiety, anger, guilt and sadness.

Since the present investigation was exclusively concerned with dysfunct-

ional emotion, purportedly elicited by irrational beliefs about study'

negative affect descriptors like those from the PANAS scale (high NÀ and

low pA tlescriptors) and Kassinove's list were considered appropriate for

use in relation to specific irrational beliefs about stutly. One advantage

of affect over anxiety and depression questionnaires, which reflect general

states or traits, is that affect ratings can be sought from respondents in

response to specific, unmet, irrational beliefs or dimensions.

À questionnaire, Feelings About Study (fAS), rvas devisecl to assess the

negative affect experienced by students when their extreme beliefs were not

met; see appendices C and J tor pilot and final forms respectively. FAS

presents students r¡ith 48 ltems corresponding to those of BAS. Each FAS

item is presented as a hypothetically unmet belief about study, requiring

respondents to rate their associated negative affect on a 7-point scale

ranging trom'0' (not at al'l) to'6' (extremely)' For each unmet belief'

f or example, item 25,. 'lfhen I ilon't scote 'A'9, I teel ', students are

asked to rate horv intensely they feel on thirteen negatlve affects:
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anxious , angry, depregsed, upset , bored, guilty, irritated, dis-gusted,

embarrassed, foolísh, helplegs, frustrated, scared. These affects Yere

most frequently used voluntarily by respondents in the pilot study' They

also share much in common with the NÀ (and Low PA) items of the PANAS scale

(Tlatson et aI., 1988), as welf as Kassinove's (19S6) negative affect list.

From the discussion above, it was predicted that irrational belief about

study (on BÀS) would be associated with negative atfect (on FAS) and,

further, that negative affect would be associated with anxi-ety (on the

STAIT) and depression (on the BDI).

l- - a - 5 Perser¡erartce

Although perseverance has usuaÌIy been treated as a dichotomous variable

(completion versus withdraçal), degrees of withdrawal are possible for an

initiatly fuIl-tj.me adult matriculatiou student, which maintain the

possibility of successful matriculation. For example, a student might

begin full-time with five subjects ancl rvithdrar from two during the year'

incurring partial costs (disappointment, defered qualification, loss ot

time and money), yet retain partial benefits (credit for three subjects and

reduced pressure trom the reduced load). Perseverance for this student can

be quantified as 60*, the percentage of course completed.

ÀduLt matriculants in south Australia can acerue their 5 subjects (4 for

those aged 30 years or more) from examinations in three separate years'

vrhich need not be consecutive, according to the admission regulations of

the University of Adelaide.
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In assesslng perseverance, it rlas decicled to apply criteria similar to

those used in an earlier study on a símilar population of students at the

same college (l,inke, 1980). The following criteria weie atlopted:

Enrolment in a subject would require course payment an,cl attendance in

at least one cLass, as defined by the South Australian Department of

Employment, Technical and Further Education (DETAFE).

Students withtlrawing to accept Iate tertiary offers woultl be exclutled

from the study, since such withdrawal actualLy amounts to accelerated

promotion.

3. Students transferring to another college to continue the course, or

retained in the study.withdrawing to continue privately, would be

4 Completion of a subject woultl require the award of a grade, whether

pass or fail, by the Senior SecondarY Assessment Boarcl of South

Australia (SSABSA). Thus, ânY student attending for the whole year,

but missing the final exam for unacceptable reasons (by SSABSA guide-

Iines), would not receive a grade from SSABSA and rvoultl be deemeil a

withdrawal.

In summary then, the perseverance of a fulltime adult matriculant was

ilefined as the final number of subjects completed (graded by SSABSA), as a

percentage of the number of subjects initially undertaken. In keeping vith

RET, it rlas predicted that irratlonal belief voulil be associatetl with low

perseverance and that the association would be stronger for study-specific

irrationality (on BÀS) than tor general irrationality (on the IBT).

,)
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1-A-6 Grade Point .Arzeraçre

Grade point average (GPA) , the average of marks, percentages or grades from

a number of subjects, has been the traditional measure of academic perform-

ance. Lavin (1967) claims that GPA is 'unquestionably an inclex of

competence in school work'. At the same time however, he draws attention

to the danger in comparing GPAs of students who take different subjects,

because of the inevitable variations in subject tlifficulty and assessment.

To correct for such variations, SSABSA rescales ratr scores ('scaled marks'

vith a maximum of 20) tor the purpose of tertiary entrance.

In accordanee ¡vith RET, it was expected that irrational belief would be

associatetl with low GPA and that the association woultl be stronger for

study-specific irrationality (on BAS) than for general inationality (on

the IBT).

L -A -7 .Agrgrrega.te

The aggregate of scaled marks can be advanced as a general measure of

perfornance r¡hich embraces both GPA and perseverance. Thus, a low

agEregate reflects lorl grades (GPA) and/or withdrawal from one or more

subject(s). As a criterion of performance, its use rests upon the notion

that, by and large, both GPA and perseverance have similar antecedents or

causes, as demonstrated by Astin (19?1), and Pedrini & Pedrini (1978).

A similar criterion has been defended for an earlier group of ailult

matriculation gtudents (Linke, 1980) on the grounds that performance" (GPA)

and perseveranee (proportion of subjects completed) correlated separately
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and significantly vith the same predictors. Students who lacked ability,

hatl poor study habits, Here highly anxious, or were extremely unrealístic

about study, tended to either withttraw trom gubject(s) during the year or

perform poorly at the end of the year

I{hereas both kinds of students, low perseverers and Iow performers, are

captured by aggregate, only one kind is captured by perseverance or GPA

aLone, resulting in the literal loss of preclictor / criterion variance.

The pooling of more than one measure as a criterion of performance, where

justifiable, can also be advanced as an extension of the 'aggregation'

principle (Azjen, 1988), resulting in the same benefit, a more sensitive

and more representative criterion.

In accordance ',rith RET, it '¡as predicted that irrational belief woultl be

associated with low aggregates and that the association would be stronger

for study-specific irrationality (on BAS) than for general irrationality

(on the IBT) . Consiclering all of the dependent variables, it was predicted

that high BAS scores vould irlentify a group of 'at risk' students likely to

be low on aggregate (reflecting both perseverance and GPÀ) and high on

procrastination (self-report and observed), anxiety, depression and

negative affect. It was turther preilicted that high BAS scores would

identify students at risk more accurately than high IBT scores.
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2 - IFTR.À'TIONAL BELIEF 6c I!ÍAFTFìIAGE

2.L INTRODIJ TIOIV

This section begins with a consideration of two of the major theories of

marital dysfunction, the interactionist / behavioural and the j-ndividual /

cognitive positions. Some limitations of the more popular interactionist

positj-on are first adtlressed, including some confounding cognitive aspects.

The cognitive position is then examined in tletail, vith particular emphasis

on the relationship of irrational belief to marital satisfaction.

Àn argument was ailvanced for a new definition and a nelr test of irrational

belief, based upon a better theoretical base than that offered by RET.

It rras argued that irrational belief is more validly and appropriately

define¿ as dissonance, using Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Festj.nger l-957),

than as the traditional extreme belief, using Rational Emotive Theory

(ElIis, 1958).

It nas proposed that the new measure should feature the refinements already

implementetl in the questionnaire, 'Beliefs About Study' (BAS), namely,

content specificity, improved cognitive purity and reduced item redundancy.

It was asserted in chapter 1 that a test with these features should improve

upon many of the traditional general tests of irrational belief. In

addition, it was resolved that the new measure would assess dissonance as

welL as extreme beliet, to enable a comparison of the tvo as predictors of

marital dissatisf action.
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2 - 2 MAR:ITI\L DYSFUhICTION: MAJOR THEIfR-IES

The two major approaches to the understanding of marital dysfunction are

the interactionist / behavioural and the individual / cognitive (Doherty'

1981a, 1981b; Fitzpatrick, 19SS). While cognitive theories have been Iess

prominent than interactionist models (Fitzpatrick, 19S8), cognition is novr

resurfacing with increasing recognition as an important contributor to the

fiel¿ (Bradbury & Fincham, 1.992; Dryden, 1985) . Recently, cognition has

even been found to operate within research assumed to be excLusively inter-

actional (Epstein, Pretzer & Fleming, 198?). Bradbury, Campbell & Fincham

(1995), Doherty (1981.a, 1981b), Epstein et al. (1987), Fincham & Bradbury

(19S7b) and Jacobson & Þfargolin (19?9) argue that both theories should be

embraced for a satisfactory anaLysis of marital clysfunction.

2 -2 -L Ttre jntera.ct1on-J-st posi-È'j-on

Protagonists of the interactionist position (e.g. Arias & O'Leary, 1985;

Fitzpatríck, 198S) assert that marital dysfunction mainly arises from

destructive interpersonal communication and behaviour. The converse seems

to apply as well; that is, marital dissatisfaction predicts later conflict

style, as demonstrated in a longitudinal study by Noller, Feeney, Bonnell &

Callan (1994), vhich also indicated that conflict style and marital

dissatisfaction are reciprocally relatetl over time. Notwithstanding its

undeniable relevance to marital functioning and satisfaction (Bradbury et

â1., 1995; Bradbury & Fincham, 1992; NoLLer, 1988; Russell & llells, 1994),

the interactionist approach may well have enjoyed its prominence for at

least three additional but questionable reasons.
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Firstly, the consistently strong correlations found between self-report

measures of marital communication and marital satisfaction have often been

interpreted as evidence that fauì.ty communication skills are ihe main cause

of marital distress, consequently calling for behavioural interventions

(Àrias & O'Leary, 19B5; Geiss & O'l,eary, 1981; Fitzpatrick, L98B) '

However, recent studies have found low correlations between husbands' and

vives, self-reports of their communication and between spouse reports and

observer ratings (Jacobson & Moore, 1-9Bl-) . Floyd & þfarkman (1983) have

also found evidence to suggest that the ctifferences betneen spouses'

ratings of their own interactions and observer ratings are tlue to cognitive

biases of spouses, not those of observers.

lfany studies have reveaLed the cognitive bias of spouses' recollections and

evaluations of their marital behaviour (Fincham & Bradbury, 198?a; Ross &

Sicoly, 1979; Thompson & KeIIey, 1981). Considering such finilings, Epstein

et aI. (19S7) question ¡vhether self-reports and observer ratings of marital

communícation measure the same construct and whether strong correlations

betveen self-report measures of communication and marital distress impLy

communication training as the primary intervention. They propose that

spouses' self-reports of communication reflect their 'perceptions' rather

than actual communication, thereby confounding interactional research data

wibh a cognitive element and casting rloubt on the meaning of many inter-

actional research findings. They conclude that, since spouses' self-

reports of communication problems reflect cognitive biases rather than

actual communication, it is appropriate to consider cognitive intervention

as well as behaviouraL training.
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Secondly, what is presented as a communication problem in therapy often

appears to have other roots. Dryden (1985) reports that coupì-es often

explain their marital problems as due to communication blocks which, in

reality, actually result from their hurt, anqer and depression which, in

turn, stem from their oryn unfulfilLed, ' irrationaÌ' expectations of

marriage. In therapy, Bagarozzi & Anderson (1939) and L,azarus (1985) are

quick to focus on the 'irrational beliefs' of spouses as well as their

presenting problems, claiming that the former usually cause the latter.

Thir¿ly. reductionistic adherence to one paradigm tends to generate both

explanations and solutions for marital distress from within that paradigm.

Interactionists (e.g. Àrias & O'Leary, 1985; Fitzpatrick, L9B8; Geiss &

O,l,eary. 198L; Noller, 1988) typically rate communication problems as the

most frequent of marital problems, the most damaging toward marital

relationships l¡hich, therefore, warrant the dominant focus of marital

research and theraPY.

Guthrie & Snyder (19S8) and Christensen (19SS) cite considerable evidence

of the recurring demands of distressed wives for more emotional expression,

abtention, exchange of intimate information, expressions of love and

acceptance from their husbands. To account for these findings, as well as

a ¡vide range of other empirical data, Nol1er (198S) proposes an inter-

actional 'demand-withtlraw' paradiqm for marital dysfunction whereby, in

conflict, husbands tencl to vithdrarv, wives demand attention, men withdraw

further, wives demand more intensely and so oll, in an escalating maladapt-

ive cycle. Gray (1990, p.111) agrees that men typicalty react to stress by

1¡ithdrawing into their thoughts to determine hot+ to reduce that gtress'

vhereas women tend to react with an 'upsurge of feelings'.
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Interestingly, while Noller (19S8, p.344) reeognises that cognitive,

perceptuaL and attitudinal differences in husbands and wives contribute to

very different interaction behaviours, her interactional paratligm for

marital cliscortl neglects to pay due regard to the cognitive contributions.

Neither do her therapeutic solutions, which are largely of the behavioural

kind, ignoring those underlying extreme marital. beliefs and expectations,

variously describetl by others as 'irrational' (Ellis , 7962, 1989b) ,

'unrealistic' (Epstein & Eidelson, 1981), 'fallacious' (Hartin, 1977) and

'mythical' (Bagarozzí & Anderson, 1989; Bernard, l-986; Lazarus' 1985).

Bradbury & Fincham (1992) point out that, although behavioural studies have

revealed important aspects of marital interaction, they give littIe

consideration to spouses' premarital goaIs, expectations and their prior

experiences in the relationship.

Bradbury & Finchan (1992) acknowledge the weII documented interactional

differences between tlistressed and non-tlistressed couples: their greater

exhibition of, reciprocation of, and reactivity to negative partner

behaviour, distressed wives being found particularly prone. For distressed

couples, it has been found that wives are more inclined than their husbancls

to tlisplay and reciprocate negative behaviour (Floyd & Marknan, 1983) and

to practise less effective problem-solving behaviour (Bradbury & Fincham.

Lgg}l. Bradbury & Flncham emphasise, along rith Fítzpatrick (1988, p.11),

that very little research has been conducted to tletermine the factors whj.ch

contribute to these tlifferences.
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2-Z-2 The cogmitj-rze positicrrr

Fincham & Bradbury (19S?b) and Bradbury and Fincham (1987) report that

research on the effect of cognition on close relationships has been

tlominated by the notion of 'attribution', particularlY the attributíon to a

partner of 'cause' and 'responsibility' for marital problems and negative

behaviour. They see 'responsibility attribution' as originating from one's

'marital expectations ' of one' s partner and the subsequent 'mismatch

betveen actual and itleat behaviour'. In short, it is the attribution of

'responsibility' to one's partner for expectations unfulfiLled.

This causal sequence has strong support from the clinical evidence that

irrational beLiefs, or marital myths, are a major cause of marital discord

(Bagarozzi & Ànderson, 1989; Bernard, 1986; Dryden, 1985; E1lis, L962¡

Ellis & Harper, L961a; Lazarus, 1985; Sager, 1976). Fincham & Bradbury

6.987b) suggest that, aside from 'attribution', 'unrealistic relationship

expectation' could be the major alternative cognitive variable. It is one

of the variables used in the present study.

2 -2 -3 The cogrniÈ.ir¡e-interactionist positi-on

The danger of reductionistic analysis while arguing largely within the

parameters of one theoretical approach is acknowletlged by Bratlbury &

Fincham (1992), Fincham & Bradbury (198?b) and Jacobson & lfargolin (1979).

Baucom & Epstein (1990) and Doherty (1981a, 198lb) urge the integration of

both cognitive ancl interactionigt theories in researching and attempting to

explain marital discord. In a recent longitutlinal study. Bradbury et aI.
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g.995) demonstrated that changes in marital satisfaction are a function

both intrapersonal and interpersonal factors. Doherty varns that

exclusively psychological / cognitive approach to marriage is likely

lose sight of the couple as a system. that is, 'migs the forest for

individual trees'. Equal1y, âtr exclusively interactionist approach

Iikely to 'miss the trees for the forest'.

of

an

to

the

1S

Irrational marital beliefs tlistort the filtering, processing and appraising

of marital events in a dysfunctional manner (Kurclek, 1993). Dryden (1985'

p.203) presents a marital interaction model which embraces both cognitive

and behavioural elements. The model demonstrates that spouses make interp-

retations of each other's behaviour nhich, during marital disturbance, are

often coloured by irrational and evaluative thinking and, therefore' are

particularly prone to be faulty. Dryden calls upon Beck's et aI. (1979)

notion of 'cognitive tlistortions' to explain how distressed partners make

errors in processing interpersonal information, thereby tending to

perpetuate the disturbance. Callan, Gallois, Noller & Kashima (1991,

p.265) propose a similar model-.

From a longitudinal study, Fíncham & Bradbury (1987b) tentativelY suggest

that relationship expectations give rise to causal anil responsibility

attributions r¡hich, in turn, affect marital interaction and satisfaction-

Fitzpatrick (1983, p.10) criticises such attribution theories as 'static

models' , because they assert that individuats assign cause and responsib-

itity to spouse behaviour, while failing to suggest 'why or even how such

proeesses operate' .

Bradbury & Fincham (1992) proviile support for their cognitive-behavioural
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model. They found that spouses' negative attributions (particularly those

of wives) are related to less effective probLem-solving behaviours, higher

rates of negative behaviour and tendencies to reciprocate negative partner

behaviour. Àssociations were stronger for distressed than non-distressed

vrives, in keeping with the hypothesis that negative attributions contribute

to conflict behaviour and relationship dysfunction. In short, the roots of

communieatÍon problems are often likely to be cognitive, at least in part.

2 - 3 CL;IÌrITCAIJ EV:fDE\TCE

The clinical evidence for the contribution of irrational beliefs to marital

tlissatistaction and dysfunction is difficult to ignore. More than three

decades â9o, EIIis & Ilarper (1961a) and EIIis (1962) emphasised that

marital problems often stem from a large discrepancy between vhat partners

expect of marriage and what they receive from it. RET has been applied to

marriage and fanily counselling since its inception (Ellis,1989b; Ellis &

Dryden, 198?). Ellis & Harper (1961a, pp.17,18) have asserted that people

enter marriage

'vith a basic set of assunptions, beLieÍs, attitudes or pùilosophies

oÍ Tiving, ... usually ,prejudiced, unreaListic and illogical' .

l{hen unnet, these irrational expectations are inevitablY manifest in

neurotic behaviour by partners towards each other. l{hile enphasising the

primacy of cognition in the aetiology of marital discord, Ellis & Harper

also recognise interaction. They assert that negative behaviour by one

partner vill be reciprocated by the other, and so on, creating a'vicious

circle' vhich serves to both maintain and escalate marital discord.
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Sager (19?6, pp.4-6) too, reports that partners bring to their relation-

ship certain 'reciprocal expectations ancl obllgations' about what they will

give to and receive from each other and the relationship. For Sager'

marriage 'contracts' include all kinds of expectations, which are

,expressed and unexpressed, conscious and beyond awareness' and deal with

aII aspects of famÍly life: moneyr power, sex, leisure, children, achieve-

ment and friends, to list but a tew.

From clinical observation, Sager (19?6, pp.108-132) proposes many marital

'behavioural profiles', each of which brings corresponding expectations

into play. For instance, 'romantic partners' expect to be the sole and

conbinual object of love, attention and romantic gesture, short of t*hich

they feel denied, unloved and incomplete. 'Chilallike partners' expeet to

be eared for, protected, disciplined and guided, and become anxious and

insecure vhen they are treated otherwise. When a partner's expectations

are unmet, maLadaptive emotion and behaviour follol, 'as though a real

aqreement had been broken'. Conlractual <lisappointments are seen by Sager

as a major source of marital discord.

Lazarus too regards marriage problems as arising largely from spouses'

mythical beLief s. In his book, 'Marital lrfyths' (1985 , p.2) he claims that

most couples enter marriage with 'impossible dreams and unrealÍstic expect-

ations' . From 25 years of marriage and sex psychotherapy, he describes 24

'marítal myths', such as the unrealistic belief that

'husbands and vives shouLd do everything together' ,

'havinq a child vi)J inprove a bad narriê!íê' ,

'narriage can Íultil all dreans' and

'good spouses should make their pattnets happy' .
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I{hen counselling a couple prior to marriage, he routinely asks each spouse

to create a'job description' (for his / her partner) to establish marital

expectations. To improve an existing marriage, he considers the discarding

of such myths as the first step. Baqarozzi & Ànderson (1989) and Jacobson

& Margolin (19?9) similarly stress cognitive evaluation as part of the

initial assessment.

Ilartin Og77, p.139) cites 'the expectations people bring to marriage' as

constituting the first of four major considerations for a happy marriage.

He sees spouses entering marriage with'a script or role prescription'

which they expect their partners to act out (Hartin, L993, p.43). l{hen a

spouse's partner departs from the script, the spouse is'Iikely to become

angry,bewiLdered,frustratedorconfused"colling(1981,p'23)reports

similar responses of spouses vhen their partners fait to behave accordingt

to the 'pictures' spouses have of them.

In sumnary, clinical evidence is persuasive and abundant that irrational

be1iefs about marriage contribute heavily towards marital dissatistaction

antl discord. Nonetheless, as Frude (1979, p.34) notes,

'Caution nust be exercised in draving any concLusions about theory

fron the therapeutic success or failure of a theory-based technique-'

He narns that non-specified variables may aJ.so operate in an intervention

to influence therapeutic outcome. ConsequentIY, research evidence is

needed to assess the effects of irrational belief on marital satisfaction.
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2.4 RESEARCI{ E\ÆDH\TCE

Empirical evidence which clirectly relates irrational betíef to marital

dissatisfaction is scaree, but increasing. The first self-report test of

irrational beliefs about marriage, the Relationship Beliefs Inventory

(RBI), was produced by Epstein & Eitlelson (1981), subsequentì.y stimulating

a small number of investigations (Eittelson & Epstein, 1982; Emmelkamp'

Kro], Sanderman & Ruphan, l-98?; Epstein et âI., L9B7; Fincham & Bradbury,

198?b; Holtzworth-Munroe & Stuart,, 1994; Kurtlek, 1991, 1993), which

generally support the association between irrational marital beliefs and

marital dissatisf action.

Notrvithstanding the paucÍty of rtirect evidence, âû increasing body of

research is accumulating which, it is argued, relates irrational belief to

marital dissatisfaction indirectly via a mediating variable, 'attribution'

(Fincham & Bradbury, 198?b), referring to spouses' attribution to their

partners of negative marital behaviours, blame and intention.

Research evidence is considered below for three major cognitive predictor

variables, which are also employed in the present study: irrational belief,

attribution and selt attribution bias.

2 - 4 -L Irrati-orraJ- ]¡el-ief

Epstein & Eidelson (1981) devised the first Relationship Beliefs Inventory

(RBI), which specificalJ-y assesses irrational beliefs about marriage. The

three subscales of the RBI deal with the irrational beliefs: 'disagreement
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is destructive' (D), 'mindreading is expected' (M) and 'partners

change' (C), themes they report to be commonly cited by marital and

therapists as threats to marital satisfaction.

cannot

f amily

'Distressed' couples (N=4?), rlefinetl as such by Iow marital adjustment

scores on the I'farital Adjustment ScaIe (Locke & I{allace, 1959) antl by their

participation in marital therapy, completed the RBI anil a number of other

measures, including three subscales of general irrational belief from the

Irrational Beliefs Test (IBT; Jones,1968): scale (1) 'Àpproval', scale (2)

'Performance' and scale (4) 'Catastrophisation'. Àmongst other findings,

it emerqeil that five of the six scales bore weak, but signifieant, negative

correlations with marital adjustment: for the RBI scales D (r=-.27, p<.05).

t{ (r=- .22, p< .05) and C (r=- .38, p< .01) ; f or the IBT scales: (1) (r=- .24 '

p{ .05) , (2) {.r---.2'I , p< .05) and (4) (r=- .18) . Thus. neither scale was

highly associated with marítaI maladjustment; neither lvas the RBI

significantly better than the IBT overall. Regression analyses of marital

satisfaction on the sub-scales of both tests yielded a marginally higher

multiple correlation for the specific RBI (R=.4, p<.01) than for the

general IBT (R=.26, p<.06)i however, the difference was not significant

(Z=1 .06, p( .29, using Fisher' s r-to-z transformation) and neither test

explainecl sufficient variance for practical purposes'

In a similar subsequent study, Eidelson & Epstein (19S2) expanded the RBI

from three to five scales, adäing'Sexual perfectionism' (S) and'The sexes

are Different' (MF). The RBI was administered to 52 non-distressed and 48

¿istressed couples. As in the previous study, correlatÍons belween the REI

seales and marital adjustment, for the combinetl group (N=200) of alI

partners, were generally small and negative, but sígnificant.
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In an indepentlent stutly of L79 'clinical' couples, those who hatl volunt-

arily appliecl to Community Mental HeaIth Centres for marital distress

treatment, and 474 'non-cIinical' couples (ranclomly selected from Dutch

communities), Emmelkamp et al. (198?) assessed the reliability and validity

of the RBI. Modest support tras fountt for the RBI's construct validity.

Its internal consistency rras Iow but adequate, al.though values of

Cronbach's atpha rrere probably artificially inflatetl because of the

considerable redundancy of subscaLe items. The RBI Tras found to be

unaffected by the social desirability response bias, and it proved to have

1ow but adequate test-retest reliability. Regretably, the RBI lacked

discriminant valídity, since, on three of the five subscales, distressed

couples scored as less irrational than normal couples. Ilowever, the group

of couples randomly selected from the conmunitY, purporte<lly 'nonclinical',

may ¡yell have included some who were experiencing marital clistress, a

possibility not discussed by Emmelkamp et aI."

Reverting to the original three scales of the RBI, Epstein et aI. (1987)

atlministerect it together with measures of communication, attribution and

marital satisfaction to 156 married subjects of mixed marital adjustment.

Correlations betçeen the three RBI scales and marital satisfacti-on were

generally stronger than in previous studies (r=-.54, -.47 and -.49;

p<.001). l-fultiple regression analyses indicated that, while irrational

belief, communication antl attribution overlappecl considerably in predicting

marital satisfaction, each made unique contributions to the explained

variance, total contributions ranging from 53t lo 724, further confirming

the importance of cognition in explaining marítal satisfaction.
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Using the RBI as their measure of irrational belief, aLong with measures of

negative attribution and marital satisfaction, in a longitutlinal study of

34 couples, Fincham & Bradbury (19S7b) replicated the significant negative

correlation between irrational belief and marital adjustment for wives (r=-

.4L, p( .0L) and for husbands (r=-.31, p< .05) .

In a five year longitutlinal stutly of 222 newLyweds, assessed annually on

numerous variables inclucling irrational marital betief on the RBI, Kurtlek

(1993) found that high initial levels of irrational be1iel, for both

hugbands and wives, predicted clissolution. Kurdek also found irrational

belief to be a 'relatively enduring predisposition'. as evidenced by the

stability of irrationality scores over all annual assessments'

Ifhile tindings reported on the properties and usetulness of the RBI have

varied, they have consistentty supported the association between irrational

belief and marital tlissatisfaction. Nonetheless, it does appear that with

only three scales, each highly redundant in content, the RBI needs more

breadth, more dimensions of irrationality anil a greater diversity of

content within each dimension for Ímproved sensitivity to the variety of

irrational beliefs known to be held by distressed couples (Bagarozzi &

Ànderson,1,989; Bernard,1986; Dryden, 1985; Ellis & Harper, 1961; Hartin,

1,97't , 1988, 1993; Lazarus, 1985; Sager, I976) .

Eidelson & Epstein (1982) have acknowledged. from the outset that the RBI

was not intendecl to provicle a comprehensive assessment of aII important

flysfunctional relationshíp beliefs, merely an 'initial step' ' Epstein

(19g2) recommends that a comprehensive assessment of marital expectations

should include unrealistic marital expectations (e.g. Epstein & Eideleon'
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1981; Jacobson & Margolin, 1979) , âe weLl as Ellis' (1962) general

irrational beliefs. These sourees, together with other clinical evidence

(e.g. Hartin, Ig7':., L993; L,azarus, L9B5; Sager,1976) r{ere tapped for the

content of Belief s Àbout Ìlarriage (BAl.t), the questionnaire devised f or the

present study.

2-4-2 .A'ttri-l¡uti-on

Another concept springing from irrational relationship expectations is that

of attributíon. It is wiclely agreed that spouses' misperceptions of their

partners, characters and motivations are highly important in the genesis

and maintenance of marital discortl (Doherty, 1981a, 1981b; ,Jacobson &

lfargotin , lg19; Jacobson, McDonald, Follette & Berley, 1985; ,James &

I{ilson, 1986) . Fincham & Bradbury (19s?b, L992, 1993) apply the notion of

,responsibility attribution' to the stutly of married couples. They tlefine

'responsibility attribution' as embracing three basic elements:

l-. a spouse's 'expectations' of his / her partner,

Z. the spouse's perceived ' nisnatch betveen actuaf and ideal behaviour' ,

3. ancl the spouse's 'attribution of blane'to his / her partner.

AI1 of these elements have fundamental importance in the abundant clinical

evidence that irrational beliefs are a major cause of marital discord.

Consequently, research relating negative attribution to marital discorcl is

pertinent to the present sturly. In particular, the 'robust' association

found consistently between attribution and marital discord (Bradbury &

Fincham, !gg2; Fincham & Bradbury, 198?b,1993; Fincham, Beach & Nelson'

19S?) augurs a simj.lar prediction for the present study, since the
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questionnaire, Beliefs About Marriage (BAM), generates

'attributional dissonance' , embracing key elements of

attribution' , as tlefined by Fincham & Bradbury (1987b) '

a measure ot

'responsibility

2 - 4 - 3 SeIf a-ttril¡ut'iona.l- bia.s

As rvell as studying the concepts of irrational belief and attribution,

cognitive research has examined the notion of 'self attributional bias' ,

that is, spouses' biases in judgements of responsibility for relationship

events. Ross & Sicoly (19?9) found that spouses claimed greater contrib-

utions to both positive and negative marriage activities (e.9. preparing

meaLs, making financÍal tlecisions, causing arguments) than their partners

attributed to them.

In a later study, Thompson & Kelley (].9s1) related attributional bias to

marital satisfaction, revealing that satisfietl spouses were more willing to

attribute 'good things' to their partners, than less satisfied spouses-

Fincham & Braclbury (198?a) elaboratect on Thompson's & Kelley's finding.

They found that high marital satisfaction of spouses is associated with

higher self-attribution for negative events and lower self-attribution for

positive events, compared t+ith the contributions attributed by partners.

That is, self attributional bias depends upon both marital satisfaction and

the kinils of events attributed. The questionnaire for the present study

(BAM) also generates a measure of self attributional bias.
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2.5 MffT:rVE DISSONAI\TCE TTIETfRY

It is proposed that the core postulate of Ellis' (1958) Rational Emotive

Theory (RET) is similar to that of Festinger's (1957) Cognitive Dissonance

Theory (CDT) and that RET is of narrower scope and less precisely clefined

than CDT (Smith, L982). Thus, RET can be embraced and repLaced by CDT for

the study of irrational belief. In so doing, a superflous theory is

avoiderl (Aronson, Igg2), along ¡yith its numerous definitíonal problems

(Cramer, 1993; Eschenroeder, 1982; Mahoney 1980, Rorer, 1989a; Ziegler,

19S9) and its problematic self-report measures (Haaga & Davison, 1989;

KassÍnove, 1986; Smith, 1982), which nay largely explain why the empirical

evidence for RET is often regarded by independent scrutineers as equivocal

and, at best, only modestLy supportive (Mahoney et aI. 1989; Smith' 1982).

As discussed earlier in section 1.4, the equivocal, inconsistent, empirical

evidence seems to fall short of the stronq, consistent, clinical evidence"

In a critical review of the RET model. in which he criticises the looseness

and lack of rigour in RET constructs, Smith (19S2) makes a rare appeal for

an alternative theory, namely Cognitive Dissonance Theory (CDT). In

reference to l{icklund's & Brehm's (1976) perspectives on CDT, he comments:

,n.. perhaps vell delineated social psycholoqical principles

(e.g. I{icklund & Brehn, 1976) could provide a deqree of

theoretical consistency and order to rational'-enotive

techniques'

Like other cognitive consistency theories at the time, such as 0sgood's &

Tannenbaum's (1955) 'Principle of Congruity' and Heider's (1958) 'Balance

Irfodel', Festinger's Cognitive Dissonance Theory (CDT) rests axiomatically
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upon the gestalt noti.on of one's need for perceptual and cognitive

organisation. Festinger also cites Kelly's (1955) view of man as a

'scientist', who needs to make sense of his worltl. Lervin (1951) is

acknowledgetl too, for his idea that our perceptions and cognitions exist in

a 'dynamic field', exerting pressure on one another toward change.

For Festinger (195?, p.3), the term'cognition' is used to embrace

, any knovledqe, opinion or belief ahout the envitonment, about

oneseLf or about one's behaviout' -

Festinger asserts that, whenever certain cognitions are inconsistent

(,dissonant') r+ith another important cognition. an uncomfortable state of

tension ('psychological discomfort') is generated, which the person is

motivated to reduce, in the tlrive for consistency ('consonance').

Àpplying Festinger's theory to marriage, it would be expected that, vhen a

spouse holds the bel-ief (B) , "TIe should always agree", vrhich is discrepant

('dissonant') dith the perceived reality (R), "l{e rarely agree", the

tliscrepancy ('cognitive dissonance') between B and R would

1. generate 'psychological discomfort' (e.g. anxiety, anger)'

2. motivate the person to reduce the dissonance and discomfort, and

3. the amount of tlissonance and discomfort would be a function of

a. the 'importance' of the dissonant cognition(s), as well as

b. the 'proportion of dissonant to consonant cognitions'.

The spouse would try to reduce dissonance and discomfort,

1. by changing dissonant cognitions

e.g. accepting a fen differences or disagreements as the norm.

2. by adopting new consonant cognitions

e.g. focusing more on the other's good features'
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3 behaviouraLly

e.q. seeking counselling, practising better conflict resolutÍon.

2-5-L Cf/T ar¡d- RET: l\. Cdnpa'risorr

The proposition that CDT is paradigmatically similar to RET for the stutly

of irrational belief. but with broader scope and better theoretical

framework, is based upon the follov¡ing comparison of the two theories on

seven dimensions : basic elements, paracligms , motivation, magnitude of

discomfort, the subject 's response, therapy and constructivism versus

rationalism, as summarised in table 1.

2-5.1.1 Basic elements

CDT and RET rest on their basic elements: 'cognition' and 'irrationaL

belief' respectively. Untike Festinger's (195?) notion of 'cognition', the

ttefiniti.on of irrationat belief' has been severely criticised as 'unclear'

(Ìfahoney, 119'lg; Smith, 1982), 'circular' (Lazarus, 1989; Rorer, 1989a) and

'variable' (Rorer, 1989a; Smith, 1982). Ellis (1989a) concedes that these

criticisms have some justification. In applying modern RET to the above

marriage situation, the irrational belief (IB) might be typically expressed

aS: "Ile shOuld always agree and, when We don't, I Can't Stand it"' This

statement embraces belief (n = 'l{e should always agree'), a perceived

reality (R =,'... we don't"), an implied discrepancy or dissonance between

that belief (B) and reality (R) and a resulting negative evaluation ("I

ean't stand it").
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'f.A.BIrE f-

Cognitive Díssonance Theory vers¡u¡ Rational Emotive Theory

COGITITIVE DI SSOilÀI{CE
TflEORY (CDT)

RÀTIOI¡ÀI EITTTIVE
TEEORY (REÎ)

'rationalist''constructivist'
1

cognitive restructuring
('efegant' RET)

cognitive/behavioural theraPY
('ineleqant' RET)

CDT can embrace RE TheraPY
(both elegant & inelegantl

6
l'[ERIPY

lno key statenentl

Subject attempts to reduce
dissonance & tliscomfort bY

- changing dissonant Bs

- adtling consonant Be

- behavioural change

5.
PREDISTEI'
SIIB.IECT'S
RESPOI{SE

Íno key statenentf

llagnitude of tlissonance &

discomfort is related to
- importance of B

- ratio dissonant Bs
consonant Be

4
IIÀGII{IITTDE

OF
DISCOüFORT

Íno key statenentf
Peop1e need consistencY.
They attempt to

- reduce dissonance
- increase consonance

3

IIOTIVATIOT{

irrational belief
IB

I

I
V

emotion
rational
emotive

E 

-> 

therapy

dissonanee
(B-R)

I

I

i attemPted
tliscomfort dissonance

E --> reduction

2

PÀR.ÀDIGII

IRRÀTIOI{ÀL BEI.,IEF (IB) iS
detinetl to include:

- extreme rigid belief
- dissonanee
- evaluation

Ídetinitions varyf

C0GNITION íncludes anY
- belief (B)

- opinion
- knowledge

about:
- oneself
- one's behaviour
- one's environment

1.
Bå,SIC

EI,EIIENT
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Às argued in chapter L, the crucial element of discrepancy ('dissonance')

in the current RET definition of irrational belief is not captured by the

traditional self-report tests, guch as the general Irrational Beliefs Test

(I¡t; ,Jones, 1968) and the speäific Relationship Beliets Inventory (RBf;

Epstein & EideIson, 1981), which are designed to measure the extremeness of

belj-ef only (Hovlancl & ALsaker, 1986).

In the case of marri-age, it is reported from clinical evidence (Bagarozzi &

Ànderson, 1989; Dryden, 1985; El1is & Harper, 196L; Hartin, L97'l ' 1993;

L,azarus, i.985 : Sager, 1976) that spouses commonly enter marriage vith

unrealÍstic expectations (e.g. "l{e should always agree'). t{hen their

unrealistj.c expectations are not met, they are Likely to experience

tlissatisfaction and emotional and behavioural dystunction. Thus, in CDT

terms, unrealistic expectations are likely to be 'dissonant' vith perceíved

reality and, when they are, they produee 'psychological discomfort'

(Àronson, 1989, Lggz; Berkowitz & Devine, 1989a; Elliot & Devine, 1994¡

Festinger, 1957; t{est & I{ickland, 1980; I{ickland & Brehm, 1976). It is the

dissonance, the unmet expeetation, which does the damage, not extreme

expectation per se, even though extremeness of expectation makes tiissonance

more likely in a purely statistical sense.

This distinction is further supported by those clinicians (e.9. I{artin,

L977,1993; Sager,1976) r*ho recognise that, vhile happy couples are found

to have much in cofunon, they can also vary consitlerably in what they want

of each other. For instance, one spouse might have an extreme need for

approval, receive a lot and be happy, in line with CDT but contrary to RET.

Another spouse might be satisfied with occasional approval, but receive

none at all and be unhappy, again, Ín line with CDT but eontrary to RET.
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Unhappiness here is ilirectly relatetl to dissonance, consistent with CDT,

and inversely related to extreme expectation, contrary to RET.

Àt least one stutly has sought to measure irrational belief by other than

extreme belief. Hovlan<l & Alsaker (L986) devised a scale of t¡velve items

which included elements of dissonance and emotional consequence, more tul1y

reflecting the current notion of irrational belÍef. For example, their

'demand for approvaf item was framed as follows.

, I Íeel insecure, begin to vorry or become upset vhen I

experience not beinq approved of, accepted or foved"

Here, the implicit belief (B) was the need or demand for acceptance, the

reality (R) was non-acceptance and the discrepancy or dissonance between

the two (B-R) made the respondent upset (the emotional consequence).

Respondents were asked to rate the frequency with vrhich they experienced

the presented paradigm on a scale from 0 to 5, high scores reflecting high

Ievels of irrationalitY.

Hovland & Alsaker also tlevised a corresponding scale of t2 extreme rigid

betiefs, in the traditional RET vein. Thus, the 'demand for approval'item

vas expressed as:

,It is ahsolutely neeessary for ne to be approved or, accepted

or Loved.'

The two irrationality scales and a self-report scale of psychopathology

were administered to 199 undergraduate students. In terms of both internal

consistency and construct validity, the dissonance scale was found to be

'more promising,. Its correlations wi.th all nine psychopathology subscales

were significant (r=.25 to .55, p(.01), and consistently higher than those

for the corresponding traditional scale.
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Unfortunately, the possibility of common content between the dissonance

scale an{ the psychopathology scale vas not addressed by Hovland & A1saker.

Common content would have artificially inflated the correlation between the

two self-report measures (Smith, L982). In addition, it may be difficult

to know ¡+hether respondents genuinely experience the paradigms presented,

or simply acquiesce to their suggestive appeal (ilacobson et âI., 1985).

FinaLly, the inclusion of emotional consequence in the paradigmatic items

follorys the unacceptably circular definition that irratíonal belief causes

negative emotion by definition (Rorer, 1989a), as ELlis (1989a) himself

concedes. It ¡vould be interesting to assess the instrument's performance

¡rith that confounding element (the emotional consequence) omitted, simply

leaving a type of dissonance scale. In the present study, irrational

belief rras tlefined as the discrepancy betYieen subjective belief and

perceived reality.

2.5.L-Z Paradigms

Because of the dissonance el.ement in irrational belief. the RET paradigm

(irrationaL belief causes negative emotíon) is. at first, basicaLly similar

to that of CDT (the <tiscrepancy between belief and perceivetl reality causes

psychological tliscomfort). Thereafter, the two theories part, in that CDT

addresses the subject's motivation to reduce dissonance, vhile RET attends

to therapeutíc strategy, perhaps predictably, since it ftreY from ancl

continues to emphasize cl.inical application over theoretical tightness. By

Ellis'own admission (El1is,1989b, p.223), the'principal focus (of RET)

is therapy' .
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2.4.1.3 Motivation

CDT predicts that dissonance will not only cause a subject to experience an

aversive 'psychoLogical discomfort' (Àronson, 1989 , 1992; Berkowitz &

Devine, 1989a; Elliot & devine, 1994; Festinqer, 1957), but motivate the

subject to reduce that tliscomfort by reducing the dissonance which caused

ít. Like CDT, RET pretlÍcts the discomfort and general dysfunction, but

siclesteps the subject's motivation to reduce dissonance, attentling instead

to therapeutic implications. Ziegler (1989) rates RET as 'Low' on

'comprehensiveness'partly because, as a theory of personality, it fails to

address motivation. Etlis (1989a) accepts Ziegler's criticism. Although

the subject's motivation does not form a basic tenet of RET, one fleeting

recognition of the notion appears in the book, 'Overcoming Proerastination'

by Ettis and Knaus $977, p.63), where the authors state:

'vanting x and getting Less... (causes) frustration (which)...

notivates one to teduce that lrustration' ,

a comnent which essentially mirrors the fundamental CDT paradigm.

2.5.1.4 Magnitude of disconfort

CDT postulates that the magnitude of dissonance and the associated

psychological discomfort are a function of both the 'importance' of the

subject's cognition and the 'proportion of relevant elements that are

ilissonant' with the cognition in question (Festinger, 195?, pp.16-1?).

Ithat CDT has tlefineil explicitly about the magnitutle of dissonance and the

degree of associated discomfort, RET has ignored, assumed, implied oF, at

most, given eursory mention (Kassinove, 1986). One such mention comes from
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Dryden (1985, p.201) in regard to marital incompatibility from an RET

perspective; he makes the comment:

'GeneraJJy, the nore inportant the area (of incompatibility), the

greater the dissatisfaction' .

Àlthough RET provides no core statement equivalent to that of CDT

(Kassinove, 1986), it seems generally impticit in RET literature, that the

more extreme and rigid the belief (and, hence the more important), the

greater is the resulting tlystunction. Rorer (1989b) also asserts that

'importance' is implied by the evaluation which characterises irrational

beliet.

2-5.l--5 Subject's respons¡e

CDT predicts that a subject ¡riIl automatically try to reduce rlissonance and

the associated emotional cliscomfort, unlike RET, which posits no equivalent

process, being more concerned with therapist strategy instead. Accortling

to CDT, tlissonance with a certain important cognition motivates one to

alter dissonant beliefs, take on netv consonant beliefs or chanqe behaviour,

each toward consonance with the important cognition in question.

Untortunately, one of the most common criticisms of CDT has been the

ambiguous prediction of dissonance-reducing effects (e.9. Brown, 1-965).

Eagly (1992) considers that the initiaL decline in the popuLarity of all

broad theories from social psychology, including CDT' was

, the tailure of theories to enconpass the detail of the enpirieal

findings that they helped inspire.'
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In regard to that criticism, it has been emphasisetl by Aronson (1992) and

Itest & I{icklancl (19S0) that investigators need to nominate in advance which

method of dissonance reduction will be adopted, as well as the conditions

under which it is likely to occur. Festinger himself (1957) provitlecl one

guide, namely, that some cognitions are more resistant to change than

others. An important prior tlecisj.on (e.g returning to study or getting

marrierl) is especially resistant to change, particularly when the decision-

maker feels 'responsible' for that decision (tlest & Iiickland, 1980).

Dissonance reduction wil-l then occur via other l-ess resistant cognitions,

for example, by modifying counter-cognitions.

A common method of reducing marital dissonance, emphasiseal by clinicians,

is for partners to 'revise' their unrealistic marital expectations (Hartin,

Lgl't, p.ZÐ, to modify them 'in line with their experiences' (Dryden, 1985,

p.201), thereby reducing 'idea} / perceived spouse discrepancy' (Bagarozzi

& Anderson, 1989, p.94). That is, initial marital expectations tend to

converge towards marital realities, in line with Festinger's (195?) post-

decision dissonance effect.

2.5 - 1.6 TheraPY

I{hile RET is more a theory about therapy and personality change than of

general personality (E]l-is, 19?9c; 1.989a), CDT has also been widely applietl

therapeutically. Brehm (19?6) devotes two chapters of her book, 'The

Application of Social Psychology to Clinical Practice' , to the clinical

applications of CDT. She comments (p.116) that'

'dissonance has been Íound to be applicable to so nany hunan
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behaviours that it vouLd be strange indeed it it did not apply to

those very hunan behaviours of inportance in therapy' .

Dissonance techniques have been successfully applietl in many therapeutic

areas, such as helping clients lose weight (Àxsom & cooper,1981), reduce

phobias (Cooper, L980) and resolve marital conflicts (Richard, 1985).

Brehm (1976) proposes that Frank's (1973) view of psychotherâPY, as essent-

ially an attitude change paradigm, is in keeping with CDT and is therefore

readily explicable in CDT terms . Baqarozzi & Anderson (1989, p.21) argue

that all psychotherâÞy, whalever the underlying school of thought, involves

the therapist as a facilitator / provider of cognitive restructuring and

behavioural change directed at reducing the client's dissonance. In

particular, 'elegant' RET, the therapist's disputation (D) of the subject's

irrational betiefs (stage'D'of ElIis'ABCDE model) to promote and

facilitate the client's effective (E) functioning (stage 'E') , simply

amounts to facilitation of the subject's cognitive restructuring towards

consonance, in CDT terms.

The use of behavioural methods to change cognition and affect ('inelegant'

RET), is also readily accomodated by CDT (Brehm. t9'16; Festinger, 1951) ,

perhaps more readily than by RET itself, since RET rests upon the primacy

of cognition as a 'basic tenet', as claimed by EIlis himselt (1.989b)'

although elsvhere (E1lis, 1989a, p.211), he insists that RET has become

interactionist, commenting that,

'RET has not yet developed its ovn detailed theory of hov enotions

and behaviours inÍluence or cause thinkinq, but accepts (at least

tentatively) othets' lornufations of such theories'.

However, Mahoney et aI. (1989) remain unconvinced by Ellis' rationale.
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2.5.L.7 Constructivism versus rationalism

It is arguecl that CDT is concerned with the subjective discrepancy betneen

personal marital expectations and perceived realities in accordance with a

'constructivist' position, while RET imposes absolute criteria of extreme

marital expectations according to a 'rationalist' position.

Às reported in section I.2.5, El1is (1989b) posits RET as an 'existential,

phenomenologically oriented therapy'. Contrary to EIIis' claim, lfahoney

(1980) and l{essler (1992) assert that, in RET, a cLient is taught to take

on the therapist's notion of what is 'rational'. Consequently, they see

RET as a 'rationalist' theory, which assumes that 'absolutistic musts'

(E]1is, 1989b), in fact 'al1 dogmatic beliefs' (Rorer, L989b), are

irrational and necessarily cause emotional disturbance. In contrast, a

'constructivist' theory asserts that individuals are co-constructors of

their orn private realities (llahoney. 1991). Àccordingly, a given spouse

behaviour might be construed as totally unacceptable by partner X, yet

within acceptable limits by partner Y. Thus, X is clisturbed, Y is not.

ifany c].inicians claim that, while the marital expectations of happy couples

tend to have much in common, they can also vary a great deal too. Hartin

(1993 , p.2) sees every marriage as unique. IIe comments that

'Events vhich night shatter one narriage prove to be the cenent vhich

binds another together. I'tarriages vhich vere expected to last only a

Íev years go on and on, vhile others vhich seened to be the epitone

of stabilifi faLL apart.'

In other words, partners vary considerably ín their expectations of each

other, their circumstances, and their personalities. Arguing similarly
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from clinical experience, Sager (19?6, p.109) rejects the idea of 'one

paradigm' for marital relationships, claiming that 'any two persons must

find the r*ay that works best for them at that point' . It is this variation

which call-s for a 'constructivist', rather than a 'rationalist' framework

(Mahoney, 1980, 1991 ; Mahoney et al . 1989; Wessl'er, 1992) , thereby

accomodating subjective constructions of experience.

It is proposed that CDT, as applied in the present study' comes closer to

'constructivism' than RET. While RET postulates that certain extreme

beliefs necessarily leatl to misery (the 'rationaList' position) ' cDT

predicts that it is the discrepancy ('dissonance') betveen subjective

belief (not necessariry extreme) and perceived reaLity (not absoLute) which

leads to misery. Since this notion of dissonance draws upon subjective

beliefs and realities, not absolute extremes thereof, it is in keeping vrith

a 'constructivist' positíon, which can take account of the ideosyncratic

expectations and perceived realities of marriage partners (Dryden' L985;

Hartin, L977\ .

From the comparison above, it is proposed that, for the study of irrational

belief, cDT is fundamentally similar to RET, yet more witlely applicable and

more sharply and comprehensively rlefíned theoretically, rendering RET

unnecessary as a seParate theorY.

2-5-2 CDT Rer¡i-sed

A later version of CDT 'quite similar to

19S0), stiÞulates two necessary conditions

the original' (I{est & llickland'

for the arousal of dissonance:
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1. that some 'príor decision' (e.g.to marry, to return to study) forms

a cognitive focus which is highty resistent to change and

2. that the subject feels 'responsible' for that decision.

'ResponsibiÌity'is defined to mean that the tlecision is a'free choice'

r+ith'foreseen'consequences and / ot, that'central aspects of the self'

(e.g. abilities, traits) are invested. I{est & I{ickland (1980, p.79) assert

that some failures to find dissonance reducing effects in the past can be

attributed to the absence of these 'necessary' conditions.

Cooper & Fazio (1984) have arqued that it is the self-attribution of

responsibility tor an aversive consequence which generates the motivational

basis of dissonance, whether behaviour and beliefs are discrepant or not;

Eagly (1992) agrees. From a study aimed at testing this claim, Scher &

Cooper (19S9) conclude that tliscrepancy is neither necessary nor sufficient

for dissonance to be aroused in some situations. However, they also

concede that their stutly could be construed otherwise, namely, that it may

not preclude discrepancy as a necessity for the arousal of cognitive

dissonance. Berkowitz & Devine (1989b) suggest that, without the basÍc

element of discrepancy, the Cooper & Fazio (1984) reformulation of CDT

'should be called something else' .

Aronson (1968. 1989,1992) proposes that CDT makes its clearest predictions

¡vhen expectancies about the self are involved, that is, when one's'self-

concept' is at stake. Following Àronson, it is proposed that when one

enterg marriage with unrealistlcally high self-expectatj.ons, onlY to find

that personal behavÍour falls short of expected standards, the tliscomfort

of dissonance is likely to elicit attitudinal or behavioural change toward

consistency vith self-eoneept, that is, toward consonance. Consonance is
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also likely to be sought when one teels undervalued or mistreated by one's

partner relatj-ve to initial expectations. A common revelation occurring

automatically amongst newlyweds, âs welt as by tlistressed spouses in

therapy, is that initial expectations are idealistic and too high to be

maintained, that lower more realistic standards are appropriate (Bagarozzí

& Anderson, 1989; Dryden, 1985; EIIis & Ilarper, l-961a) .

Berkovitz & Devine (1989b) question whether the conditions purported to be

'necessary'for dissonance reactions are indeed necessary, suggesting

insteacl that they may simpJ.y 'facilitate or intensify the dissonance

reaction'. They cite early studies which yielded dissonance reactions in

the absence of the 'necessary' conclitions advanced by Cooper & Fazio (1984)

ancl ltest & tlickland (1980) .

The present study need not be confounded by the above controversy, slnce

marriage can be considered to satisfy these 'necessary' conditions anyyay.

Spouses have made an important 'prior decision'. for which they feel

'responsible' with aspects of the 'self' (e.g. abilities, judgement, self-

esteem) at stake. Therefore, a spouse's initÍaI, extreme expectations of

marriage, when discrepant with perceived marital realities, are tikely to

produce psychological cliscomfort manifest as marital dissatisfaction.

2 -5 - 3 Cf}T rn-initheories

I{hile CDT ís not without its controversies and critics (e.9. Brown, 1965),

many still regartl it as a long and weII established theoretical framework

(Àronson, 1989, Lggz; Berkowitz & Devine, 1989a, 1989b; Elliot & Devine,
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1994; Smith , Ig82; West & Iiickland, 19S0). It is arguecl that CDT can

subsume RET, a claim Aronson (1992) makes for 'a plethora of interesting

mÍnitheories' , rvhich have recently emerged in social psychology. To

illustrate, he Iists B self-concept theories (e.g. self-affirmation theory,

SteeIe, 1.988; self-ttiscrepancy theory, Híggins, 1987), claiming that

'yith a little vork, every one of then can be contained under the

qeneraT rubric of dissonance theory...'

Other ,minitheories' coul.d be addetl to Aronson' s l-ist. Chess' & Thomas '

(L9S4) 'goodness of fit'theory seeks to explain the origin and evolution

of behaviour disorders. Their model is strikingLy similar to CDT. It even

coins the terms 'dissonance' and 'consonance' vhich, defined approximately

as in CDT. According to this theory, and much like CDT, 'tlissonance'means

,poorness of fit' between a child's capacities, motj.vations, behaviour and

its environmental demands and expectations, creating excessive stress and

subsequent behaviour Problens.

Ànother apparent CDT 'minitheory', the 'cognitive matching hypothesis' by

Bagarozzi & Ànderson (19S9), asserts that people enter marriage with pre-

conceÍved 'conjugal myths' about an ideal spouse and marriage. Central to

their theory is the argument (p.94) that

,... congtuence hetveen one's ideal spouse and one's perceived spouse

plays an inportant role in deternining one's satisÍaetion...'

Àccor¿ing to this theory, vhen perceived marital reality is 'tlissonant'

¡¡ith the itleal, particularly the more 'important' aspects, dissatisfaction

results. The meanings and implications of the terms 'dissonance' and

,importance'in the'cognitive matching hypothesis' are just as in CDT.
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Àronson (1992) demonstrates that certain supposedly 'new' fintlings lrere

predicted over three decadeg ago by Festinger using CDT. He expresses

disappointment that recent theories relatecl to CDT, such-as 'biased

assimilation'by Lord, Ross & l,epper (19?9). have become 'insulated'from

CDT. I{hiLe Lord (1989) and Cooper & Fazio (1989) claim that CDT does not

account for the findings of Lortl et âI., Berkowitz & Devine (1989b) align

with Àronson (1-989) and cite other 'eminent dissonance researchers',

including Festinger, çho do see the findings as relevant to CDT.

Berkowitz & Devine (1989a) assert that CDT currentì.y receives less

attention within the cognitive orientation of social psychology beeause:

L. motivational theories are currently out of tavour,

2. 'big picture'('synthetic') approaches are less popular than the

narrow ' condi t ion-s eeking ' ( ' analyti' c ' ) s t rat egi es ,

3. researchers' personal motivations, such as the 'desire to be

innovative', steer their attention away trom existing theories

Aronson (19S9) agrees closely with Berkowitz & Devíne, Yet he concedes the

importance of both the 'analytic' and 'synthetic' approaches in research.

Nonetheless, he notes an absence of the latter in recent tj.mes, Iamenting

that 'hardly anyone' is trying to find the comnon ground among the modern

'minitheories' (Àronson, 1rgg2l. Folloving the 'synthetic' approach, it is

argued that CDT can embrace RET as well as the recent rash of self-concept

theories and other 'mÍnitheories' (Bagarozzi & Anderson, L989; Chess &

Thomas' 1984; ) cited above-

It is accepted by

CDT has correctly

many (e.g. Berkowitz, 1980; I{est & Wickland,

predicted many unexpected dissonance reducing

1980) that

effects in
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a ïide variety of natural and laboratory settings. It has been described

as the most influential of social psychological theories and the stimulus

of most research (l{est & Wicklancl, 1980) . Gotdstein (1980) regards CDT as

the most witlely appl-icable theory and the most interesting one, beeause of

its prediction of unexpected results.

Although numerous revisions (e.g. Àronson, L968; Brehm & Cohen, l'9621 and

alternative explanations (e.g. Bem, 1967¡ Cooper &. Eazzío, 1984) have been

put forward, Festinger's (195?) original formulation is still regarded as

sustainable (Àronson, Igg2; Berkowitz, 1980; Berkowitz & Devine, 1989a;

El1iot & Devine, 1994; l{est & I{ickland, 1980).

yhile the huge amount of research on CDT unequivocally demonstrates that

the ¿issonance state involves heightened arousal, Elliott & Devine (1994)

make the point that only a few studies have sought to demonstrate the

'psychological discomfort' associated with dissonance and, similarly, that

only a few have attempted to demonstrate the elimination of tlissonance by a

reduction strategy. Both concepts were originally put forward by Festinger

(195?). ElIiot & Devine (1994) lay claim to the first systematic, direct

attempt to demonstrate both principles. Their findings further support

Festinger,s original CDT-- In the present stutly, marital tlissatisfaction,

or unhappiness, lfas the adopted index of 'psychological cliscomfort'.

EIIis, RET has made a huge contribution to the study of irrational belief:

to cLinical application, to therapeutic methods and materials, to the sheer

weight of literature generated, to the stimulation of research and, indeed,

to the cognitive / behavioural movement generallY, which has gained

increasing impetus over the last three decades.
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Notvithstanding its impact upon cognitive-behavioural psychology, RET is

criticised for its vague theoretical constructs, its loose and variable

definitions, its questionable measures, its equivocal and, at best. modest

empiricaL support, and its rationalist form. Às arqued above, it is

proposed that CDT is more sharply definetl, more complete and more witlely

applicable, such that it can subsume RET. It is turther asserted that

irrationality is better ttefined as dissonance than as the traditional

extreme belief, because it avoitls the definitional problems, the systematic

errors in t,ratlítional irrational beLief tests and the inappropriate

rationalist constraints associated with RET.

2. 6' BFIT-LffiS .AES.]T MARR:[.AGE' Q(IESTIONI\IAIRE

The seconcl half of this study involves the development of a questionnaire,

'Beliets about lfarriage' (BAll). BÀll asks respondents to rate both their

bel-ief (B) and perceived reality (R) in relation to some marital idea,

event or behaviour concerning themselves (e.g. 'my honesty'), their partner

(e.g. 'my partner's financial competence') or their marriage (e'9. 'mostly

romance or day-to-day practicalities?') .

Content for BAll (appenrlix T) was based largely on the extreme unrealistic

expectations of marriage, also referred to as 'marital myths' (ElLis &

Ilarper, l-96La; Dryden, 1985; Lazarus, 1985), 'conjugal myths' (Bagarozzi &

Anderson, 1.989), 'fallacies of marriage' (Hartin, 1993) and 'unrealistic

relationship beliets' (Epstein & Eidelson, 19S1), which are often held by

individuals entering marriage.
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one huntlred indiviclual beliefs (81 to 8100), together with corresponding

realities (Rl to R10O), were grouped into 10 a priori sub-scaleg, each with

10 items. ÀIthough the sub-scales are describecl as a priori, they also

have some empiricaJ. support, since all but tvo of them reflect themes from

the sub-scales of .lones' (1968) Irrational BeLiefs Test (IBT) , which are

based upon Ellis' (1962) 10 core irrational beliefs. These subseales are:

1. 'Àpproval', 2. 'Performance', 3. 'Morality', 4. 'Catastrophisation', 7.

'ÀVOídanCe', 8. 'Dependence', 9. 'EXternal L.,ocug'. and 10. 'Ideality'.

The other two subscales are 5. 'Uniqueness' and 6. 'Àltruism', borrowing

mainLy from the clinically generated marital myths, which are documented by

Bernard (19S6), Dryden (19S5), Ell-is & Harper (1961a), EpsteÍn & Eidelson

(1931), Hartin (j977, 1993), Katz & Liu (19S8) and Lazarus (1985). These

'myths' also provide material for the other subscales.

'A¡>prorza]-'items examine the need for overt affirnation and

approval for one's opinions, sexual performance, domestic and parent-

ing contributions. From clinical experÍence, Gray (1990, p.167)

notes that women, in particular, need ongoing 'signs, synbols and

verbal reassurance that they are loved'.

'PerforrnarLce' items deal with the need f or things to be done

nell: home tluties, social behaviour, sexual activity and financial

management.

'Ivtrora.f-at a' items assess the need f or a strÍct code of moral

conduct in relation to generaì. honesty, fitlelity, sexuaL fantasy and

sexual activity. L,azarus (1985, pp. 24,49) and Bernard (1986, p.101)

1

,

3
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regard complete or compulsive honesty and openness as a mythical

ideal, which is often actually clamaging to a relationship. Katz &

Liu (19SS, p.3) see as unrealistic the expectation of 'never being

sexually attracted to anyone else'.

'Ca-ta.st.roptrisa.tj-on' assesses the tendency to generalise

isolated, minor antl transient difficulties, such as a disagreement a

sexual rejection or a minor mistake, as major, gtobal disasters.

This faulty informatÍon processing is similar to the systematic

errors of 'overgeneralisation' and 'maqnification' claimed by Beck et

al-. (19?9) to create and maintain tlepression.

'I-Iniquerress' items tap the notion that one' s relationship is

exclusive in terms of mutual understanding, confidentiatity antl being

perfectly in tune. Partners are made for each other; no other

partner could do. Ellis asserts that notions of such exclusivenèss

are ' irrational ' (Bernard, 1986 , p.90) . Hartin $97], pp' 24 , 25)

too, claims that people characteristically believe that there is 'one

right partner' for them, that their partners possess 'qualities found

in no other ...'. Hartin Í977, p.46) cites comments from divorcees'

which typify the expectation of a unique marriage, such as,

"r thouqht that conllicts and things goinq vrong ïere only in

bad narriagles'. , and " I expected our narriaqe rtould be

diflerent".

The 'mind-readinq faIIôCY', that spouses automatically knov what each

other thinks and fee}s, jlithout communication, also tends to co-exist

with the uniqueness expectation (Epstein & Eidelson, 1981; Epstein et

5
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âI., 1987; Hartin, L977 i lrazarus, 1985). Sager (19?6) the

and

Graygesture.

by the nen in

In tlescribing the illusory features of 'faLse love' (unrealistic

marital beliets), Ratz & Liu (1988) inclucle the expectations of

finding the one right parlner, never needing anyone else and rarely

wanting to be apart.

'.A-l-truísm' assesses the requirement that one's partner and one's

marriage should come before all else: before oneself, one's friends,

one's relatives, one's personal interests, In short, one should l-ive

for one's partner. Similarly, spouses expect altruistic priority

from their partners. Spouses'expectations that their partners

should alvays accomodate their wishes, change for them, ancl give them

priority is seen by Lazarus (1985, pp.I25-t29) as a marital myth. IIe

commonly finds that spouses expect to be considered first, to be at

the centre of their partners' universes.

'Arzoida¡ce' measures one's preference to avoid conflict, dis-

agreement, justifiable objections and protests. It reflects non-

assertiveness and the 'fallacy' (Epstein & Eidelson, 1981; Hartin,

L977) that dísagreement and conflict are bad antl should be avoided.

'Deperedet1ge' assesseg the need to depend on one's partner f or

be

describes

the soleunrealistic 'romantic partner' as one trho expects to

continual object of love, attention and romantic

(1990, p.I72) observes that women particularly

'Love to be singled out and treated specialTy

their lives' ,

6
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personal happiness, seeurity, emotional support, one's sense of

identity, one's reason for being. Hartin $971, p.20) asserts that

some see marriage as a'panacea'for alL emotional iIIs, that it will

'bring an end to personal loneliness and unhappiness'. More recently

he depicts the 'helpless' spouse as one who requires the other to

make the tlecisions, assume aII responsibility, supply limitless love

and affection and provide comfort. care and security (Hartin, 1993,

p.49).

Emotionally dependent partners are labeled by Sager (1976) as

'childlike'. He warns that they are destined to be hurt when their

extreme need for support is not met. The first year of marriage is

portrayed by ltatthews (1988, p.44) as reminiscent of the 'parent-

child relationship' . She reports that the 'take care of me' theme is

comnon. I¡azarus (1985, p.54) warns of the common myth that 'good

spouses should make their partners happy' . He insists that people

who take responsibility for their own happiless are more likely to be

happy.

'Ë<terrra-1 I_ocr-ls' reflects the

powerless to control financial, social,

r¡ithin marriage.

seJ.f-perception that one is

work and parental pressures

'Idea.l-atfa' asesses one's assumption that marriage vil1 always be

fun and romantic, that love will conquer aII, that one's partner must

alvays be just right physically, emotíonally and behaviourally.

Katz & I¡iu (19SS, p.3) report that people entering marriage often

expect 'complete futfilment, constant roma¡ce, great sex and constant

10.
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excitement' with their partners. I¡azarus (1985, p.13) describes hol

people commonly expect to find marriage

' ... a continuation oÍ the ecstasy of courtship and, when

careÍree rapture is replaced by the uninterestinq routine

of daily Tite' ,

tlisappointment and discord tollow. He also warns of the myths

(pp.30, 139) that husbands and wives should do everytbing together

and that sex should only occur when things are just right between

partners. Ilartin $9'l'l , p.47) tells of a divorcee who ditl not expect

to think about such practical things as 'fridges and mortgages'.

2.7 W V;\R[.ABT.FìS

À major feature of BAM is its abitity to generate a variety of cognitive

variables commonly employerl in the research of marital satisfaction. The

primary variable, reflecting how marriage should be, is the marital belief

or expectation (B) of a spouse. This is the traditional RET variable, such

as that used in the Relationship Beliefs Inventory (Epstein & Eidelson,

1981) . Tied to B is the perceived reality (R), reflecting hon marriage

actually is, as perceived by a spouse. Central to this study is a neÍr

dissonance variable, defined simply as the difference betveen each

corresponding B and R, that is, as B-R.

Item subsets of BÀlf also permit the generatíon of attributional dissonanee,

reflecting perceiverl partner shortcomings, and self attributional bias,

retlecting over-estimation of one's olrn marital inputs, or contributions,

relative to one's partner's perception
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2 -7 -L Be1ief s A. reaLities

Items of the BÀÌf are framed as below (see appendix T); for example, item 10

(with sample ratings) is expressed as:

10. The best Íun in ny life: First I Non

B...It should be vith ny partner. .( 6 )..1..( 5 )

R...It is ¡tith ny partner. ...( I )..l. - ( 1 )

Frequency ratings are sought on a scale from'0' (never), through'3' (ha1f

of the time) , to '6' (always) . The ratings for current beliefs (B) and

realities (R) are required in the 'Nolt' column. Retrospective ratings for

beliefs and realities at the beginning of marriaqe are placetl ín the

, First' column. Atthough retrospective memories and interpretations of

past relationship events are known to be susceptible to distortion (Duck,

1981; yarwick & Lininger, 19?5), the relationships of initial beliefs,

realities, and. their discrepancies to current happiness were prominent

interests in the present study. Despite their unreliability , it ryas

resolved to settle for retrospective ratings as the only practical method,

short of a longitudinal study, to meet the research interests described

above. Clear]y, cautious interpretation of retrospective ratings vould be

required.

In the example above, the respondent 'first' believed that her best fun

should always ('6')-be with her partner; in reality, it happened only half

of the time ('3'). 'NoÍr', she believes that her best fun should be with

her partner 'most of the time' ('5'); in reaLity, it rarely ('1') happens.
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Summing beliefs (EB) provides a measure of extreme belief similar to that

generated by the RBI (Epsteín & Eidelson, 1981), but which is more

comprehensive, tlue to extra scales (10 versus 3), extra items (100 versus

36), and greater ttiversity of intra-scale content. While cursory

inspection of BAM might give the impression of item repetition, closer

examination reveals that items which appear similar actually ask quite

different questions. For instance, although items 3 and L3 both focus upon

honesty within marriage, item 3 atldresses the respondent's honesty, whereas

item 13 seeks the respondent's perception of his / her partner's honesty.

Following the bulk of research findings for the RBI, a negative association

was predicted between belief and marital happiness. ln accordance with the

consistent findings for self-report questionnaires of marital adjustment,

such as the Þfarital Àdjustment Test (L,ocke & I{allace, 1959) and the Dyadic

Àtljustment Scale (Spanier, 1976), it was expected that reality (the sum of

perceived marital realities) would be positively associated with happiness "

2 -7 -Z Di-ssorrance

The dissonance (D) betveen each berief (B) and reality (R) Iras defined as

(B-R) . Initial dissonance f or item 10 above is 6 - 3 = 3, ¡vhil-e current

dissonance is 5 - L = l. Positive dissonance values reflect expectations

which are greater than perceivecl realities; that is, marriage provides less

than expected, causing psychological discomfort, according to CDT.

Negative dissonance values indicate that marriage is provitling more than

expected. Summing discrepancies provides an index of tlissonance, the newly

atlopted measure of irrationaLity for the presenL study of marriage.
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Basetl upon the foregoing argument, that dissonance ís a more valid

appropriate measure of irrationality' than extreme belief, it

pretlÍcted that dissonance would correlate negatively h¡ith happiness,

more strongly so, than extreme belief.

and

was

and

Extreme, unmet, marital expectations tencl to be 'revised' (Hartin , t97'l ,

p.ZÐ by spouses to bring them'in line with their experiences' (Dryden,

1985, p.201) ot, in CDT terms, to reduce dissonance, in accordance with

Festinger's (1957) post-decision dissonance effect. Therefore, it lras

predicted that initial marital dissonance (Bi-Ri) would lead to a drop in

expectations (Bi-Bc) trom the initiat 1evel (Bi) to the current level (Bc),

to reducing dissonance. That is, initial dissonance (Bi-Ri) rvas expected

to correlate positively and significantly with the drop in belief (Bi-Bc)

over time. lforeover, if as claimed by Dryden (1985), ElIis & Harper

(1961a), Hartin Og]7, 1993), L,azarus (19S5) and Sager (1976), that most

partners enter marriage rvith extreme, unrealistic expectations, a tlrop in

belief (Bi-Bc) coultl be expected for any sample of married couples after a

few years of marriage.

2 -'7 - 3 Ã'ttri]¡rrti-ona.l- di-sscara:;rce

Apart from items which focus upon oneself and one's marriage, the BAM also

includes 44 items, each of rr¡hich asks spouses to rate their betief (B) and

perceivetl reality (R) specifically in regard to their expectations of their

partners (see appenclix U). For example, item 36 of BAM concerns the

spouse,s demand to receive priority over his / her partner's personal

interests, as illustrated below ¡vith sample frequency ratings.
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B..lly partner should put ne betore personal interests..( 5 ) 'otten'

' rarely'R..lly partner puts ne tirst.... (1)

The rlissonance B-R = 5-1 = 4, for item 36 above. It has a tlistinctly

attributional flavour, that is, 'My partner puts his orrn interests before

me'too often. It is also closely akin to the notion of 'responsibility

attribution'employed in the study of close relationships (Fincham &

Bradbury,198?b), since it includes such key elements as an'expectation'

(B), the 'mismatch between actual and ideal behaviour' (B-R), and the

implied attributÍon of 'blame' to the partner.

BAM item 36 is similar in theme to one of the twelve 'spouse behaviours' in

the Maritar Àttribution styre Questionnaire (uesQ) used bY Fincham et al '

(19S7), namely. 'Your spouse begins to spend more time doing things without

you'. On a 7-point rating scale, respondents are asked to rate the extent

to which their partner's behaviour is 'intended to be positive versus

negative', 'motivated by selfishness' and 'worthy of blame versus praise'.

The three ratings are sumned to provide a score for 'responsibility

attribution' for that behaviour. Hotrever, one difficulty associated with

such a multi-faceted question is the danger of suggestion. Jacobson et aI'

(19S5) warn that it is impossible to know ¡vhether causal attributions would

have occurred had spouses not been asked to report them.

In the measure of 'responsibility attribution' used by Fincham et al., the

elements of intent', 'selfishness' and 'blame' feature explicitly, rhile

the elements of 'expectation' an<l 'nismatch' are presupposed and implicit,

but no less important (Fincham & Bradbury, L9S?b). I{ith contrasting

emphasis, the measure of 'attributional cligsonance' in the present study
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assesses 'expectation', or belief (B), and 'mismatch' (B-R) explicitly,

while 'bIame' (as welt as 'selfishness' for, sâY, the altruism items) is

implicit. It is argued that the 44 partner-focused BAM items constitute a

sub-scale measuring'attributional dissonance' which, despite difterent

emphases, is directly related conceptually to the notion of 'responsibility

attribution' employed by Fincham et a1. At the same time, 'attributional

dissonanee' avoids the risk of explicitly suggesting to respondents their

partners' 'intent', 'selfishness' and 'blame' where it may not exist, as

warned by .Iacobson et al. (1985).

Considering the 'robust' assocj.ation found consistently between 'responsib-

ility attribution' and marital discorti (Fincham & Bradbury, l-987b; Fincham

et al. 1987; .Iacobson et â1., 1985), it lras predicted that attributional

dissonance woultl correlate negatively with marital happiness.

2-7 -4 Se]-f a-ttrilrutiona.l- l¡ia.s

Another concept which has attracted some recent research attention is the

notion of 'attributional bias', which refers to the tendency of a married

individual to attribute more of the responsibility for marital experiences

either to selt or partner. À small amount of research has focused upon

partners' biases in responsibility jutlgements for relationship events.

Ross & Sicoly (1979) investigated 'egocentrie responsibility bias' amongst

37 married couples trom student residenees. They found that indivi<luals

tentled to claim greater contributions to marriage activities (both positive

ancl negative: e.g. preparing meals, financial decisions, causing arguments)
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than their partners attributed to them. However, the study included no

measurement of marital satisfaction, therefore precluding any assessment of

interaction effects betneen satisfaction and attributional bias. Thompson

& Kelley (1981) extended Ross' & Sicoly's study by including measures of

marital satisfaction. They discovered that satisfied spouses were more

willing to attribute 'good things' to their partners.

Schriber, Larwood & Peterson (1985) also clemonstrated attributional bias in

responsibility for marital conflict, showing that both married (N.=971 and

divorced (N,=56¡ subjects accepted more than average responsibj.lity for

marital problems, but the difference in responsibility bias between the two

groups r{as not signifj-cant. It is noteworthy, however, that no assessment

of marital satisfaction was included in this study, and the married /

divorce<l criterion for grouping might not have differentiated satisfied /

dissatisf ied intlividuals valitlly.

By including a measure of marital satisfaction, Fincham & Bradbury (1987a)

were able to extend Thompson's & Kelley's (198L) finding that attribution

bias depends upon relationship satisfaction. Fincham & Bradbury found that

high marital satisfaction is associated with higher self-rated contribution

to negative events and lorer self-ratings for positive events, compared

with the contributions attributeil by partners. Thus, attributional bias

depends upon both marital satisfaction and the kinds of events attributed.

The BAlf is equipped to assess self attributional bias. Fifty items exist

as tnenty five pairs (appendix V), each pair consisting of one item seeking

self-assessment (e,9. item 42. R.,,I satisty ny partner sexually\ and a

corresponding item requiring the partner's assessment of the same event
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(i.e. item 52. R...ìly partner satislies ne sexually). These item pairs

enable a comparison of an individual's self-assessment of some behaviour

with the partner's assessment of that behaviour, enabling an investigation

of the relationship between self attributional bias and marital happiness.

Following the more comprehensive studies of self attributional bias, cited

above (Thompson & KeIley, 1981; Fincham & Bradbury, 1987a), it was

prerlicted that the present study would yieltt a positive association between

self attributional bias (for 'good things') and marital dissatisfaction.

2.A DtrH\TDMTT VA.Rf.ABI-ES

Fitzpatrick (1988) briefly reviews a variety of measures commonly used to

assess marital satisfaction: single self-ratings of marital satisfaction or

happiness, ratings by family memebers, ratings by marital experts based-on

intervie'rs and selt-report inventories for marital adjustmenL, such as the

Marital A<ljustment Test (Locke & l{allace, 1959) and the Dyaclic Àdjustment

Scale (Spanier, 19'16) .

FÍtzpatrick (1988) reports a lack of convergent validity amon{J different

methods, which have been known to correlate poorly. She remarks that even

the frequently used marital ailjustment questionnaires have associated

problems. These incLude prescriptiveness and Iack of consensus about the

characteristics of marital quality, the obscuring of specific marital

problems by a summed score, and the difficulty of rating a couple's marital

happiness when the separate ratings of partners differ apprecíably, as they

quite otten do.
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Because of the extreme length of the BAlf questionnaire, requiring 400

ratings and more than an hour to complete, the already heavy demand on

subjects could not be increased further by the burden of completing yet

another questionnaire for marital adjustment. Thus, the simplest measure

was adopted, a single subjective self-rating of marital happiness, despite

the wel-l kno¡vn finding that very few people are willing to report their

unhappiness. even when reporting specific marital problems (Fitzpatrick,

1988).

It was resolved to settle for a single ?-point rating of marital happiness

at the end of the questionnaire. BA¡l item 100 also seeks a rating for

'frequeney of satisfaction with partner', which served as a reserve measure

of satisfaction, should a respondent neglect to rate happiness on the last

page of BAll. It also províded a valitlity check. Naturally, the two

ratings rrere expected to correlate hiqhly.

It would have been preferable to secure the happiness rating of respondents

prior to their completion of BÀl{, to avoid the possibility of their

responses to BAlf items prescribing or influencing tbeir general happiness

ratings (Darres, 19791. However, there rras no guarantee that subjects would

comply with a request to.tlo so, ryhen completing BAlf in private. Theref ore,

the potential for that bias remained, as also Ít does, however, for marital

quality surveys, such as the Dyadic Àdjustment Scale (DAS; Spanier,1976).

The DÀS presents items similar in content to the BAll realities (R), which

ask respondents to rate their perceived marital lot in such areas as

financiaL management, sexual satisfaction. beliefs, domestic duties and

disagreements, before requiring a rating of their general marital

happiness.
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fn accordance with RET antl the clinical and research evidence reviewed, it

vas predicted that extreme marital beliefs and expectations would be

associated with marital unhappiness. Applying CDT, argued above to provicle

a better theoretical framework than RET for the study of irrational belief,

it rias pretlicteil that dissonance, defined as the discrepancy (B-R) between

marital belief (B) and perceived reality (R), would be more strongly

associated yith unhappiness than extreme belief (B) alone. Às a post-

decision dissonance-reducing effect, it was further pretlictetl that initial

dissonance would be associated with a subsequent drop in marital belief.

Attributional dissonance (perceived partner shortcomings) and self

attributional bias (over-estimates of one's own marital input) were also

predicted to be assocÍated with the unhappÍness of both spouses.
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3 . ÌVIETTIOD

3 .1- STTJDY

Adult matriculation students at Kensington Park College (KPC) of the

Department of Technical Anrl Further Education (TAFE), South ÀustraLia, Irere

assessed for their irratj.onal beLiefs about study, as r+el1 as subsequent

emotional and behavioural effects, usinq a variety of new and established

measures. Prior to the main investigation, a piì-ot study was conducted for

the purpose of refining the nev measures to be used.

3 - 1- - 1 S\rbjects

Subjects r¡/ere selected from both the L98B and 1989 populations of adult

matriculation students. The 19BB group was used for the pilot study, the

1989 group for the investigation proper. In JuLy, 1988, a letter of

inbroduction (appendix A) was presented to a selected group of 145

students. Trial forms of the two experimental questionnaires: 'BeIiefs

About Study' (BAS; appendix B) and 'Feelings About Study' (FAS; appendix

C) , dere atlministered the students. Full-time and part-time students were

included. For the purpose of refining the content and format of the

experimental questionnaires, it was felt that distinction betveen ful1-time

and part-time students was unnecessary. The pilot sample (N=145) t*as also

much larger than necessary, merely because seven lecturers offered to

administer and collect the questionnaires in class, an efficient method of
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data collection, which placed litt1e burden on the author

The experimental group of subjects r+as dravn from the 1989 population of

263 fuLt-time students. This group excLuded 2I fee-paying overseas

students, whose responses on questionnaires may not have been valid, due to

their culturaL differences and their limited grasp of the English language.

Another ? students withdrei¡ ¡vithin the first two weeks to accept a late

offer of tertiary entry. Clearly these students should not have been

considered 'dropouts' since, on the contrary, they hatt actually enjoyed

accelerated promotion. They were therefore excLuded from the study.

Àside from the 28 overseas students and tertiary entrants, the rest of the

population constituted the experimental sample of 235 students, including

one student who transferred during the year to another colleqe to continue

the same course. Her progress tvas monitored and recorded as for the other

subj ects .

The ages of the experimental group ranged from L6 to 45 years. The dist-

ribution of age exhibited a characteristic positive skew, indicated by the

median age of 19 and a third quartile age of 22. The male : femaLe ratio

was 54*: 46t. As for previous popuLations, the majority of courses taken

¡gere arts biased; ?3t of students took arts dominant courses ()50t arts)

and 2?t took science dominant courses ()50t science). The group consisted

mainly of repeating students; 658 had already attempted matriculation

before as high school students, similar lo previous populations.
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3 -L-2 Varialcl-es a¡rd instrurnerrts

Data was gathered on a variety of variables in four stages.

Sta.gre 1- -

Stage l data was collectetl in the period, November, l-9BB to January, l-989.

Certain biographical indices were available from enrolment forms, completed

at enrolment by each of the 235 students in the eligible majority of the

popuJ.ation. The variables were defined as follows.

Àge

Age was measured in years on ilanuary lst, 1989.

Sex

Sex was treated as a alummy variable (Nie et a1., 1979), coded

male and '0' for female,

1 for

Educational level

Educational level rras defined as the highest educational IeveI

previously experienced (not necessarily completed) prior to 1989.

Levels were coded '1' to '5' for South Australian high school years

'8'to'L2'respectiveLy. Tertiary study at any level was coded as

r6' 
.

Àrts bias

Arts bias rras defined as (arts subjects) / (total subjects) X 100 t.

For each student, the numerator was determined after subject changes
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and before any reduction of subject load. Scores ranged from '0t'
for an all-science course to'1008'tor an all_-arts course, usÍng the

arts-science grouping set by the University of Adelaide for the

matriculation requirements .

Measures of 'reading comprehension' and 'written expression' were

also availabre for the'*hoIe experimentar group, from pre-enrolment

group testing.

Comprehension

A raw score for reading comprehension, ranginq from '0' to '20,, was

obtained from a selected short form of the Co-operative Reading Comp-

rehension Test, Form Þl (Àustralian Council for Educational Research,

1973).

I{ritten expression

Student's free essays on one of four given topics were rated by arts

teaching staff on a scale from'0'to'10'for aceuracy of grammar,

spelling, sentence structure and coherence. A rating of '5' or more

fras considered sufficient and '4' or less insufficient for the

purpose of essay-vriting subjects at matriculation level. The

reliability of these ratings is unknown.

Àbility

À crude measure of ability rvas defined as the sum of 'reading

comprehension' (/20) and'vritten expression' (/10),'*eighted 2:I

respectiveìy, to yield a single score ranging from'0'to'30'.
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Indepentlent variables derived from the specífic self-report questionnaire,

'BeIiefs About Study' (BAS) ancl the general'Irrational Beliefs Test' (IBT)

(Jones, 196B) rùere coll-ected from students immediately after enrolment.

The 48-item BAS fulL-scaLe (appendix E) includes B theoretical sub-scales

of equal length (6 items). Items are rated on a ?-point frequency scale

from ,1'(never) to '?'(always). To offset the acquiescence response bias.

half of the items are framed in the reverse tlirection. The score on each

sub-scale ranges from '6' to '42' . Sub-scales and meanings of high scores

are as follows:

Perfornance:

The need for high levels of academic performance;

Àpproval:

The need for approval of one's academic performance;

Competitiveness :

Comparison and preoccupation with others' performance;

Dependence:

The reliance on others for support, motivation and help;

Ideality:

The need for irleal academic treatment and circumstances;

Àvoidance:

The belief that study should not involve effort or difficulty;
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Certainty:

The need for certainty in regard to study outcomes;

External locus:

The belief that one's locus of control is external.

One of the most frequently used self-report tests of irrational belief, the

'Irrational BeIiefs Test' (IBT) by ,Iones (L968), provitled the measure of

general irrational beliet, to be used as a comparison for the specific BAS.

For the present study, the IBT was renamed'Beliefs in General' (BfC; see

appendix F) , to avoid any threat of the term 'irrational' to respondents.

The 100-item IBT has 10 sub-scales, each with 10 items ¡vhich reflect Ellis'
(1962) original irrational beliefs. Respondents are asked to rate the

strength of their'agreement'or'clisagreement'with each belief on a 5-

point sca1e, scores ranging from'1' to'5'. Ratv scores can be used as

such, or converted to normed sten scores for each of the l-0 sub-scales.

The L0 sub-scales and meanings of high scores are as foLlows:

Àpproval:

The desire for approval from all others;

Conpetence:

The need to be competent and successful at everything;

MoraI j-ty:

The belief that those ¡rho do wrong should be blamed and punished;
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Catastrophisation:

Over-reaction to frustrations;

Mood control:
The belief that unpleasant emotion is externally caused;

Ànticipatory anxiety:

I{orry over anticipated threats and difficulties;

Àvoidance:

The belief that facing problems antl tlifficulties should be avoided;

Dependence:

Extreme reliance on others for strength and support;

Determinism:

The belÍef that one is determined by one's past experiences;

Ideality:

The belief that life should be ideal, with perfect solutions.

Stagre 2 -

SeIf-report questionnaires for procragtinatÍon, anxiety, depression and

affect tvere completed by 116 of the 180 subjects who completed BAS, the IBT

and other stage 1 data. These data were collected during the period, Àpril

to June, 1.989 .
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Self-report Procrastination (Ps)

A 20-item questionnaire, 'Hot+ I Procrastinate' (ltlP; appendix H),

assesses frequency of delay in such tasks as reviewing lesson notes,

making a start on stutly, seeking help and. concentrating in c1ass.

HaIf of the items in the HIP are reversed in direction to offset the

acquiescence response bias. A self-report procrastination score (Ps)

is provided by HIP, ranging from'0'to'l-20'. À related 20-item'

self -report questionnaire, 'I{hy I Procrastinate' (I{IP; appentlix I) is

essentially the second part of the'PASS' (Solomon & Rothblum,19B4).

It assesses the student's reasons for delay in writing an assignment.

Since the I{IP was employed sotely to examine clusters of reasons for

procrastination, total scores were not appropriate to consider.

Ànxiety

Se1f-reported anxiety was assessed on the trait form Y of the State-

Trait Ànxiety Inventory (STÀIT; Spielberger et al.. 1970). The STAI'

entitled the SeIf-Evaluation Questionnaire (appendix K), comprises

two corresponding 20-item scales tor state (S) and trait (T) anxiety.

The trait form assesses how people teel 'generally', high scores

reflecting anxiety proneness and the tendency to perceive stressful

situations as threatening (Spielberger et âI', 1983)' Raw scores

were uged, ranging from '20' to '80'.

Depression

The short form of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck & Beek,

I9lÐ was used as the self-report measure of depression (appendix L,).

It consj.sts of 13 items (predominantly cognitive), rvhich reflect the

respondent's feel.ings of sadness, pessimism, guiIt, lethargy,
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indecisiveness, dissatisfaction

scores were used, ranging from

depression.

and disappointment with self. Raw

'0' to '39' , high scores reflecting

Àffect

The questionnaire, 'FeeIings Àbout Study' (FAS; appendix J), ¡{as

devised to measure the negative affect experienced by students when

their extreme beliefs are unfulfilled. FÀS presents students with 48

items corresponding to those of BÀS, Each FAS item is presented as a

hypothetically unmet belief about sturly, requirinq respondents to

rate their associated negative affect on a 7-point scale ranging from

'0' (not at all) to '6' (extremely). For each unmet belief (e.9.

item 25. 'IÍhen I don't score 'A's, I f eel...) , students are asked to

rate how intensely they feel on 13 negative affects: anxious, angry,

depressed, upset, bored, guilty, irritated, disgusted, enbatrassed,

foolish, helpless, frustrated, scared. For each unmet belief, a

score for neqative affect can be derived by sunmÍng ratings

(Kassinove, 1986; I{atson et âI., 198B) for the 13 separate aftects.

The affect score ranges from '0' to "18', high scores indicatinq high

levels of negative affect.

Sta.gre 3 -

Observed Procrastination (Po)

A rating of observed procrastination (Po) by lecturers rras based upon

repeated measures of procrastination behaviours (impromptness or

absence from classes, tests and tutorials; unmet assignment and
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project deadlines), assessed for each of the student's 5 subjects,

over a maximum of 7 months, in accordance with the principle of

'aggregation' (Azjen, 1988). Accorcling to instructions (appentlix M) '

lecturers were asked to refer to their ro11 books and marks books, to

derive a subjective, overall- rating based on their recorded data for

each of the 235 students.

Stagre 4 -

Data became avaitable for the following objective criteria in January,

1990, vhen the Senior Secondary Assessment Board of South Australia

(SSABSÀ) released students' final grades'

Perseverance

The perseverance of a full-time adult matriculant ¡ias defined as the

final number of subjects completed (graded by SSABSA), expressed as a

percentage of the number of subjects initially undertaken'

Grade point average (GPÀ)

Grade point average (GPÀ), '*as defined as the average of scaletl marks

from the subjects completed. To correct for inevitable variations in

subject difficulty and assessment, SSABSA rescales ralr scores to

provi¿e ,scaled marks'ranging from'0' to'20'for the determination

of tertÍary atlmission.
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Àggregate

tn:'aggregate' of scaled marks was used as a measure of performance

embracing both GPÀ and perseverance' as argued in chapter 1' A low

aggregate reflects 1ow GPÀ and / or with<lraval from one or more

subject (s) . Aggregates from 5 subjects ranged from '0' to 'l-00'

points.

3-1--3 Procedr¡re

Initial trial forms of BAS and FAS, together with an introductory letter of

explanation, were distributed to classes of matriculation students in July'

1988 by 7 vol-unteering lecturers. Having been briefed by the author on the

experimental rationale and aclministration procedure, Iecturers asked

students to complete the questionnaires in class. They vere asked to

emphasise to students that participation lfas voluntary, that the study

would have no effect on their course assessment and that results ¡voulcl be

kept completely confidential by the author'

Complete tlata were received from 145 students' Hhile this sample was much

Iarger than necessary for the purposes of the pilot study, administrati-on

and collection of tlata by willing staff simplitied the exercise' The large

sample also provided a clearer indication of the most popular 'affect'

descriptors used by students themselves on the trial form of FAS'

The internal consistency of the trial BAS full scale was low but adequate

(c=.?1). For 32 of the 40 items, item-total correlations ¡vere positive and

ratings satisfactorily distributed for retention' However' aLl of the
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'performance' items (1, g, I7, 25 and 33) generated smaIl negative item-

total correlations (from -.01 to -.10) suggesting that the performance sub-

scale stood apart from the rest of the BAS sca1e. It was the only sub-

seale which failed to correlate sj-gnificantly with the BAS fulI scale

(r=.05). The other ? sub-scales correlated significantLy rvith the full

scale, r ranging from .43 to .65 (p<.001). 'Performance' also correlated

significantly with GPA, based on a mid-year assessmen¡ (¡=.35, p<.001) '

contrary to RET pretlictions and in contrast with the fu11 scale ¡shich

correlatetl negatively with GPÀ (¡=-.2L, p<.05), in keeping with RET.

Consiclering all of these findings together, it appeared that students who

hact high self-expectations for performance were mainly the 'realistic

performers', those who were actually able to meet their own expectations.

Some of the'unrealistic performers'had probably withdrawn from the course

¡veII before Àugust, when the pilot study was conducted, because of the

tliscomfort of the discrepancy between their expectations and performance.

Other 'unrealistic performers' may have lowered their initial expectations

rvell- before August to fit their experience, a post-decision dissonance

effect (Festinger, 195?; I{est & I{ick1and,1980; I{icklantl & Brehm, 1976).

ConsequentJ.y, the separateness of the performance subscale may have been

partly (perhaps largely) due to on-course experiences, ¡shich would not

apply in the investigation proper, since BAS would be administered prior to

the beginning of the academic year of 1989 -

The separateness of the performance subscale of the triaL

expected. No report of such an effect for generaL tests was

BAS tlas

found in

not

the

literature. Irrationality in regard to performance,

and perfection features prominently in RET (ElIis,

suceess, competence

1958, 1962, t979a,
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1989b). It is the focus of the first of Eltis' (1989a) three

irrational beliefs. The author's counselling experiences tentl to

its prominence in students' clisturbances.

current

conf irm

I{hen considering the reguJ-ar finding that the performance dimension is

consistent with general irrationalíty (for general tests), the clinical

evidence of its importance, and the possibiLity that its separateness from

other subscales in the trial BÀS was, in part, an artifact of student

experience, it rras tlecitled to retain the sub-scale in the f inal f orm of

BAS.

Item 24 ('the likelihood of Íuture enpToyment') generated a negative item-

total correlation (r=-.15; non-significant). The item was rejecteil tor

that reason and because of the finding that certain students (some married

tromen and certain students who already hatl employment) did not require

employment and did not complete the item. Item 35 ('the expectation of

aLvays perforning at one's personal best ) generated a substantiaL.

negative, item-total correlation (r=-.35, p<.001) and was therefore

eliminated as wel1.

Àpart trom the 40 items in the trial BAS, another B generÍc items had been

witheltl for the finaL BAS, with the intention of using them to distinguish

more aceurately what students really meant by their ratings. For instance,

a generic item for the 'externaL locus' subscale was: 'I am not the master

of my academic destiny'. The author's discussion vith students over many

years suggests that such a statement coultt carry at Ieast 3 clifferent

meanings:

1. the l-iteral meaning: 'External forces control my performance'.
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3

a conalitional meaning: 'External forces exist, but maybe, it I try,

it is possible for me to offset them'.

exaggerated rhetoric, without serious literal intent.

11hiIe it is only the Iiteral meaning which is 'irrational' according to RET

the other meanings would also score high on External L,ocus, but spuriously

so. After Lengthy deliberation, it was decided that attempting to

distinguish between these idiosyncratic meanings r+as fraught wÍth too many

difficulties, as well as the risk of complicating the important comparison

betveen the BÀS and the IBT, should the two questionnaires differ too much.

Therefore, the B generic items were simply added to the BAS scale as extra

items ins teatl .

Apart trom the above considerations and motlificatíons, minor changes of

expression were made to some items and the variety of rating scales was

replaced by a common, ?-point, frequency scale ('never' to 'always') for

simpl,ification. The final 48-item BAS scale retained the original I sub-

scales, each rvith 6 items (appendix E) .

In responding to the trial questionnaire, 'Feelings About Study' (FÀS),

students used certain affect terms sufficiently often to warrant their

inclusion in the final FÀS. As wel-1 as anxious, angry and depressed

(affects prescribed by the trial FAS), 10 extra terms (those used by the

students) were addetl, namely , upset, bored, guilty, irritated, disqusted'

enbarrassed, toolish, heLpless, trustrated and scared. Item changes were

dictated by those in BÀS, since the items in the final form of F.AS (see

appenilix J) were to correspond with the 48 items in BAS '
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Enrolment of the 1989 student populatÍon, lhe experimental group, proceeded

from November, 1988 tiIl ilanuary, 1989. Àpplicants first attended an

information and testing session in groups of 20 to 50, run by the author.

Àt the close of these sessions, çlroups were informed about the present

researeh and invitetl to participate. It was emphasised that participation

was voluntary, that all data would be kept strictly confidential, that

atlmission to the course did not clepend on participation and that

questionnaires would only be collected after enrolment. Every applicant

was given a copy of the final form of BAS, as r*ell as an Irrational BelÍefs

Test (IBT; Jones,1968), to complete at home should they choose to do so.

Applicants were required to return to the college within the following week

to compLete enrolment requirements and participants lodged their completed

questionnaires with the author after enrolment. Complete stage l- rlata from

the BAS and the IBT, the tests of j-rrational beliet (specific and qeneral

respectively) were returned by 180 of the 235 students eligible for

investigation. Remaining stage 1 data: age' sex, arts bias, educational

level and ability, r{ere available from the application forms of aIl

students.

Stage 2 measures for the tlependent variables inctuded the questionnaires:

'How I procrastinate' (HIP) , "l{hy I Procrastinate' (I{IP) , 'Feelings About

Study' (FAS) , the 'SeIf-Evaluation Questionnaire' (STA1-T) and the 'Beek

Inventory' (BDI) (see appendices H to L), together yith an introductory and

explanatory letter (appendix G). Stage 2 packages ïere personally

presentetl by the author to each of the 180 stage 1 participants at the end

of lfarch, 1989, for self-administration. Completed questionnaires were

receivecl from 116 of these subjects during the period, April to June, 1989.
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At stage 3, cluring September, ratings of observed procrastination (Po) }rere

obtained from lecturers for each of the 235 students in the investigation.

Lecturers t+ere presented vith class lists and asked to place a rating, from

,0'(never) to'6'(always), next to the name of each student, to indicate

frequency of procrastination. A letter ltas presentecl to each lecturer with

instructions for rating the procrastination of their students (appendix M) .

Stage 4 measures of perseverance, performance and agqregate vere finalisecl

in January, 1990, immediately after the publication of students' final

grades by SSABSA. All stage 4 data (except for performance scores, which

did not exist for withttra¡vn students) were obtained for the 235 students in

the investigation.

The parent sample for the investigation was essentially the population of

235 full-time atlult matriculation students, for vhom most of the stage I,

stage 3 and stage 4 data ¡rere available. Stage 2 tlata were available for a

sub-sample of 116 students.

The procedural time frame is summarised beIow.

1988 1989 1990

r----
JÀNNOV--------aIÀN ÀPR--------i¡U!I SEPT

---- l----T--- l---- l---- l---- l---- l---- l---- l__-- l---- l---- l---- l----#- --- l

L-------------l L----l

stage 3

L----J

stage 1 stage 2
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3.2 MARRIAGE

After an unsuccessful attempt to engaqe KPC real estate students as

participants in the study of irrq!.ig.nal belief and its effect on marital

satisfaction, frientls and colleagues were successfully used as agents to

recruit participants from amongst their married fríends and relatives.

3-2-L Sulcjects

The bulk of the 88 experímental subjects could be described as middle aged.

micldle class, well into their first marriage, and including more happy than

unhappy spouses. By chance, the participants included equal numbers of

husbands GÐ and wives (44), whose ages ranqed from 22 to 54, (mean = 39i

standard cleviation = ?). The lengths of their marriages ranged from 1 to

23 years (mean = 14i standard deviation = 7). 0f the 88 subjects, 7? were

in their first marriages.

Based upon a single self-report rating, marital happiness t{as over-

represented in the group, 6? spouses self-rating 'at least moderately'

happy¿ compared with 2L who self-rated as '1ess than moderately' happy.

General comments by those engaged by the author to recruit subjects

suggested that individuals were mostly 'educated and mid<lle class' .

Of the 88 subjects returning complete 'current' data, a1l but one also

returned complete 'initial' (retrospective) data; one female respondent

returned complete 'current' data, but incomplete 'initial' data. The BB

participants included 39 couples who returned complete tlata. The tourtieth
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couple included the aforementioned female respondent who failed to complete

'initial' data,

3 - 2 - 2 Vari-a]¡l-es and- i-n-strurnent's

Indepentlent variables tyere derived from the experimental questionnaire,

'BeIiefs About Marriaqe' (BAl'f; appendix T). The ful1-scaIe includes 10 a

priori / empirical sub-scales, each of 10 items. Ratings of belief (B) and

reality (R) serve as the basis for all of the independent variables defined

be1ow.

Belief and reality

BAll items are rated for belief (B) and reality (R) on a 7-point frequencY

scale from '0'(neyer) to '6'(always). Scores on each of the 10 sub-scales

range from'0'to'60'. All B ratings are scored in the same directiòn.

À11 R ratings are scored in the same direction, except for R sub-scales 4

and 9 and the R ratings for items 43,53, 85 and 95. These expressions

were reversed solely to make semantically opposite meanings clearer to the

respondent. Belief sub-scales and meanings of high scores are as foLlows.

Àpproval:

The need for overt affirmation and approval for one's opinions,

sexual performance, tlomestic and parenting contributions;

2. Performance:

The need for things to be done well: home duties, social behaviour,

sexual activity and financial management;

1_
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3. Morality:

The need for a strÍct code of moral conduct in relation to general

honesty. fideLity, sexual fantasy antl activity;

4 Catastrophisation:

The tendency to generalise isolated, minor and

difficulties, such as a disagreement, a sexual rejection

mistake as major, globaL disasters;

transient

or a mrnor

5. Uniqueness:

The beliet that one's relationship is exclusive in terms of mutual

understanding. confidentiality and being perfectly in tune, that

partners are made for each other, that no other partner could do;

6. ÀItruism:

The requirement that one's partner and one's marriage should come

before all else: before oneself, one's friends, one's relatives,

one's personal interests. In short, the belief that one should live

for one's partner;

Àvoidance:

The betief that conflict, disagreement, justifiable objections and

protests should be avoided;

Dependence:

The need to depend on one's partner for personal happiness, securitY,

emotional support, one's sense of identity. one's reagon for being;

7

I
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9. External Locus:

The perception that one is powerless to control, or exert

influence on such maritat stresses as financial, social, work

parental pressures;

any

and

10. IdeaJ-ity:

The assumption that marriage will always be fun, romantic, that love

¡vitl conquer all, that one's partner must alvays be just right

physically, emotionally, behaviourally.

Other independent variables: dissonance, attributional dissonance and self

attributionaL bias, are also tlefined in terms of the B and R ratings.

Dissonance:

Dissonance (D) betveen each belief (B) and real-ity (R) is defined

simply as the difference (B-R). Summing these discrepancies (D)

between each B and R provides a measure of overall dissonance, the

measure of irrationality to be examined in the present study of

marriage. Positive D scores refLect marital expectations vhich

exceed realities.

Àttributíonal dissonance:

In section 2, it rvas argued that the 44 partner-focused BAlt items

(e.g. 'l,ly partner puts his o¡¡n jnterests beÍore me') generate a sub-

scale which yields a measure of 'attributional dissonanee' (see

appendix U). 'Attributional dissonance' is tlefined as the clissonance

(B-R) summed over the 44 partner-focused items, hÍgh scores indÍcat-

ing a spouse's perception that his / her partner is falLing short of
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marital expectations. Detined thus, attributional dissonance is

directty related to 'responsibility attribution' employed in the

study of close relationships by Fincham & Bradbury (1987b).

attributional bias:

'SeIf attributional bias' (SAB) reflects the tendency of spouses to

over-rate their otvn marital contributions compared with partners'

perceptions. Fifty of the BAM items exist in 25 pairs, each pair

consisting of a reality (Rs) requiring seLf-assessment (e.q. item 42.

Rs...'I satisfy ny partner sexuaTly') and a corresponding one (np)

requiring the partner's assessment of the same event or behaviour

(i.e. item 52. Rp...'My partner satisties ne sexuaLLy') . For each

spouse, the sum of these differences (Rs-np) for the 25 item-pairs

provides an overall SAB score. Positive SAB scores reflect over

self-assessment relative to the partner's assessment (or under

attribution by the partner).

The dependent measures trere as follows.

Self

Happiness:

llarital happiness is assessed by a

(not at aIl happy) to '6' (extremely

questionnaire.

?-point rating from '0'

on the last page of the

single

happv)

Satisfaction:
The BÀtl reality (R) item 100 provides a rating for 'trequeney of

satisfaction vith partner', ranging from '0'(never) to '6'(always).
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3-Z-3 Procedr:re

Five married friends of the author completed the BAM as a trial and

commented on tbeir ratings and general reactions to the questionnaire. As

a resul-t, no major modifications seemed necessary, apart from some minor

changes of expression. They reported that most items !/ere 'lairJy easy'to

answer and that focusing on the comparison between belief (how things

'shouLd be') and perceived reality (how things 'actually are', or 'appear

to be') heLpecl them decide their ratings. 0n most items, they recalled

that they 'quickly and easiTy' became clear about whether their expectation

was being met, and to what extent. However, they all commented on the

extreme length and demands of the test.

ReaI estate students at KPC typically included people in their 30s, 40s and

50s, who '*ere more likely to be married than other younger groups at KPC.

Therefore, real estate students were targeted tor the stud.y of irrational

beliefs about marriage in 19B9. Packages had been prepared, containing two

self-aclministrable BÀM questionnaÍres (appentlix T), two letters of intro-

duction and. instruction (appendix S) and two pre-paid, addressed, return

envelopes, one set for each partner.

The author was introduced to a class in lfay, 1989 and briefly discussed

experimental aims, instructions, procedure and student anonymÍty. BÀl'l

packages vere taken by 25 students. Unfortunately, not one of them was

returned. The non-response was attributed to the length and complexity of

the BÀlf questionnaire, the priva[e nature of its content and the fact that

the author hatl very little to do with real estate students professionally.
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Because of the demands of BAM, it nas decided to use selected 'agents' to

recruit their close friends and relatives. Àgents would know t*hich of

their friends and relatives woultl be prepared to contribute the time,

effort and care to complete BAM, despite its demands. Àgents would also

have access to networks of potential subjects not available to the author.

Subjects would feet a greater sense of anonymÍty, by not dealing with the

author directly, other than via the letter of introduction. Each agent was

thoroughly inductetl by the author in regard to the experimental rationale,

aims, procedures, materials, demands and potential problems, using sample

BAM questionnaires and answers, so that they could brief potential subjects

adequately.

Although this strategy produced a sufficient return, most subjects proved

to be happy. Ànother associate of the author. a professional marital

therapist, agreed to recruit some of her clients to participate in the

study. I{hile this measure had the effect of boosting the proportion of

unhappy spouses, the sample still remained biased towards happiness. The

complete¿ BÀM questionnaires were returned by mail throughout the months

.luly to December, 1989.

Ultimately, a sample of 88 married individuals, including 40 couples,

provitled complete 'current' data on BAll. Of these, 87 indíviduals, includ-

ing 39 couples, provided complete 'initial' data as well. 0f the 200 BAI'!

questionnaires distributed (i.e. 100 couple-packages, including the 25 to

ReaI Estate students which yielded no returns), 88 were returned, repres-

enting a return rate of 44t. The Letter of introduction / instruction

emphasised that partners should complete and return BAM intlependently.
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3-Z-4 .Ana.l-1'ses

All statistical analyses were performed by computer, using the 'statistical

Package for Social Sciences' (Nie et âI. , l-9?5; Norusis, 1985, 1990a,

1990b). The various analyses employed are described where relevant in

chapter 4.
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4 . R.ESI-]LItrS & CONCIJTJS IONS

4.L STUDY

Àfter an introductory overview of the general characteristics of the

student population, psychometric properties of the BÀS scales (tull- and

sub- scales) are examined in ttetail. Of central importance, the BÀS (a

study-specific test of irrational belief) and the IBT (a general test of

irrationaL belief) are compared in regard to their ability to correctly

predict students at risk. Finally, some of the properties of the self-

report procrastination measures, HIP and IIIP, are assessed.

4 -L -L Genera.a c*ra.ra.cteri.sti-cs of stud.errts

From ¿ata for the 1989 population of adult matriculation students at

Kensington park CoIlege, certain ¡veak but significant relationships are

apparent from table 2. Age etfects seem to reflect a population charact-

eristic of the College during the 80s (L,inke, 1980). Younger students

entered the eourse having reached higher education levels than older

students(r=-.35,p<.001).Typically,65sofstudentslfererepeating

matriculants from 18 to 27 years of age and'. It appears that younger

students tended to have more extreme expectations about study (r=-.20, -

p<.01). They also procrastinated more than older students, both" by

lecturers' ratings, Po (r=-.28, p<.001) and by self-report, Ps (r=-'20,

p<.05), Thus, in view of the evidence which links reduced performance to
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TABIJE 2

Correlations of all variables with biographical variables

Variable
Arts
Bias

Education
IæveI AbilityN Àge Sex

p(.05 ** P(.01 **'t p<.001 (tvo-tailed probabilities)

. 18*.03-. 17*-. 16*.15235Àggregate

.28r.*-.07- .10-.20r,*.29**164GPA

09.05-.14r.-.11_07235Perseverance

05-.02.18-.20*-.08116Itepression

.05-. 0308-. 16-.10115Ànxiety

.0100.05.03-.20*116Procrast (Ps)

-.1009.16*.2L**-. 28**235Proerast (Po)

- .13.L1-.03.06-.10180IBT (fu71 scale)

- tE**.11-.05-.07-.20**180BAS (tuLl scaie)

09.03-.01.13235Alitity

. 15*.11-.35r()t*235Eilucation lcvel

-.22**00235Arts Bias

-.03235Sex

235age
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irrationality (ElIis, L9'tg) and procrastination (Ellis & Knaus'

is not surprising that older students tended to score hígher

younger students G--.29, Þ(.00L) , despite entering the course

formal educational experience.

1977), it

GPAg than

with Less

There were very few sex effects and those which were significant vere weak'

Male students chose a smaller proportion of arts subjects ft---.22, p<'01).

procrastinated more (r=.2L, p(.01), and tended to report feeling less

depressed (r=-.20, p(.05) than female students. They also tended to score

lower GPAs (¡=-.20, p(.01) and lower aggregates (r=-'16, p< '05) than

females.

Arts bias effects were even weaker than sex effects. Àrts students tendeil

to be more itleal.istic (r=.15, p<.05) ' more inclined to procrastinate

(r=.16, p<.05) and less inclined to persevere (¡=-.14, p<.05); they also

tended to score lower aggregates (r=-.17, p('05) '

Investigations of irrational belief in the context of stutly generally omit

ability measures. Ilowever, Ettis' (L979a) impression from his clinical

experience is that irrationality is unrelated to ability; he claims that it

touches all peopLe of all abilities. The present investigation revealed

that, for atlult matrieulants, ability bore a low negative correlabion with

irrational belj.ef about study (¡=-.25, p<.01). Thus, less able students

tended to have more extreme expectations about study than those of higher

ability.

In regartt to performance for these students, the usual positive correlation

rlith ability was founil (Ànastasi,1988; L,inke,1980), indicating that the
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more capable students tended to score higher GPAs (r='28, p<001) and

aggregates (r=.18, P<.05) .

4 - L - 2 Depend-ent r¡a.ría-Icl-e intercorreaa-tj-orrs

In keeping with a previous study on a similar group of students (L'inke'

l-980), as well as other studies (Astin,19?1; Pedrini & Pedrini,197B), it

is evident from table 3 that perseverance (percentage of course completed)

and performance (gratle point average, GPA) in study are similarly related

to the same antecedents. Correlations of each with self-report procrast-

ination, ps (r=-.34 and r=-.31, p<.001-), observed procrastination, Po (r=-

. 68 and r=-.60, P( .001) , anxiety (r=-.34, p( ' 001 and r=- '27 ' p< ' 05) and

negative affect (¡=-.22, p(.05 and r=-.17, non-slg) are comparable; only

their correlations with depression differed (t=-'42, p<'001 and r=-'09'

non-sig). If perseverance and GPA generally stem from similar causes or

antecedents, as proposed, then both can be justifiably pooled for a single

inclex of performance outcome, such as the aggregate of scaled marks' used

in the present studY.

Table 3 shows that the positive correlations of self-report procrastination

(Ps) with anxiety (r=.43, P(.001), depression (r=.39, p <'001) and negative

affect (r--.27, p(.0L) are in keeping with the clinical experience of EIlis

& Knaus (19??) and the findings of Besriick et al. (1988) and Solomon &

Rothblum (1gg4). observed procrastination (Po) is also related to anxiety

(r=.27, p<.01). depressio¡ (¡=.34, p<.001) and negative affect (r=.22,

p<.05), confirming that both self-reported and observed procrasbination are

associated t{ith emotional discomfort'
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T.A'BI,E 3

Intercorrelations of dependent variables

Variable Ps Po À

Procrastination Ps
(Self-rePort)

1.0

Procrastination Po
(observed)

.48*t 1.0

Anxiety À .44** .27** 1_.0

Depression D .41** .35r,* , ?3*,r* 1 .0

Negative
Affect

Af .27** .22* .44** .42** 1.0

Pergeverance Pers - .37*r, -. 69*r(* - . 34"*
N=780

- .42*x - .22* 1 .0

D Àf Pers GPA

Grade-Point-
Average

GPÂ -.32**
N=700

-.60*** -.21*
lI=735 N=700

-.09
N=700

-.L7
N=700

.z]-*t 1.0
N=735

.93r<** .82
N=780Àggregate Àgg -.45*r. -.78*t(* -. 38**

Ì{=780
-.41*r, - .26*x

* p<.05 ** p<.01 **,t p<.001 (p values are for two-tailed tests)

Note:

N = 116 except r¡here stated othenvise (variation due to missing clata)
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ylhile self-report procrastination (Ps) bears modest but significant correl-

ations ,¡ith perseverance (r=-. 34, P( .00L) , grade point average (r=- ' 31 '

p<.001) and aggregate (t=.42, p(.001), the corresponding correlations tor

observed procrastination, Po (r=-.68 , -.60 and - ,77 respectively, p( ' 001-)

are approximately tlouble those for Ps. The strength of the assocíations of

Po r+ith perseverance, GPA and aggregate is in keeping rvith the claims of

Ellis & Knaus (19?7), partly reflecting the comprehensive basis of Po

which, for each student, embraced repeated measures of 5 procrastination

behaviours assessed by 4 or 5 lecturers over a maximum of 7 months ' in

accordance with Azjen's (1983) principle of 'aggregation' ' Previous

studies have used only single-act measures of observed procrastination

(e.g. Beswick et aI., L983), vhich are less representative of the frequency

and degree of procrastination and, therefore' are likely to result in

smaller correlations rvith performance criteria (Azjen' 1988) '

The correlation between Ps antl Po (r=.45, p<.001) was lower than desirable

for measures of the same construct (Campbell & Fiske, 1959), a result which

can be explaineil in terms of

1 dÍf f erences in content of Ps (delays in getting down to study,

requesting help and concentrating in class) and Po (assignment

tleadlines, tests and lessons actually missed) . The former do not

always lead to the latter, as noted by Beswick et al' (L988)' For

instance, ín this stutly, late starts on assignments (item 5. in HIP)

were reported to be much more frequent than actually unmet deadlines

(item 10. Ín HIP). Thus, vhile 42.5t of students were late starting

assignments more than hatt of the time, only 5t actually missed dead-

lines more than half of the time.
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2 the timinq of the measures. Ps sampled only the first 2 months of

the course; Po yas based upon the first 7 months. Procrastination

can set in well after the first tno months for a variety of reasons.

A low Ps, reflecting the first 2 months of disciplined input, can be

followed by a subsequent Ìapse, eventually resulting in a high Po.

3. the subiec tivitv of Ps comDar rl with the obiectivitv of Po. It is

apparent from the author's counsetting experiences that some students

(often the more perfectionistic) over-rate the frequency of their

delays, while others (often the less industrious) under-rate it, each

type resulting in a mismatch with observation (Po).

4 the cliffer e between oartici nts and non-oarticipants on Po. Table

16 (p.159) shows that non-participants scored significantly higher on

po than participants (t=5.2?, df=233, p(.001). Thus, if non-partic-

ipants hatl also completed IIIP, they probably would have raised the

correlation betveen Ps and Po.

Às frequently found in previous investigations (GotIib, 1984; Hollon &

Kendall, 1980; Spielberger et a1., 1983; Zurawski & Smith, 198?). the self-

report measures of trait anxiety (STÀIT) and depression (BDI), supposedly

assessing tlistinct psychopathological states, are highly correlated (r=.73,

p<.001) and, therefore, place their assumed orthogonality in question,

contrary to the claim by Beck & Beck Q97Ð, that 'the BDI tliscriminates

well between anxiety and depression'. It is likely thab a large part ot

this high correlation is due to common variance (Beck, Brown, Steer,

Eiclelson & Riskind, 198?; O'L,eary et aI., 1994). It is readily apparent

that 14 of the 20 anxiety (STAIT) items can be regarded as semantically
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equivalent to 7 of. the 13 depression items (BDI, short form), constituting

a large overlap in content.

The substantial correlations of Negative Affect with both Anxiety (t=.44,

p<.001) and Depression (r-- .42, p<.00L) , as weLl as the high correlation

between Anxiety and Depression (r=.73, Þ(.001), provide support for the

general trait of 'negative affectivity' advanced by l{atson & Clark (1984).

4 -1- - 3 Ttre BAS scaaes

To assess the a priori scales of BAS empirically, it was decicled to employ

cluster analysis rather than factor analysis, because of the relatively

smalt sample size (N=180), regarded as inailequate for 48 variables by

Tabachnick & Fitlell (19S9, p.603). They consitler it desirable to have 'at

least five cases tor each observed variable', as a'general rule of thumb'.

lforeover, cluster analysis often affords greater clarity of interpretation

(Borgen & Barnett, 198?; Borgen & I{eiss, I97I; Norusis, 1985). It was

decided to use agglomeratÍve, hierarchical cl-uster analysis, beginning with

aIl variables and progressively assigning them to bigger and bigger

clusters.

Of the numerous available methods for deciding which variables should be

combined at each clustering step, the'averaqe linkage'method was chosen,

vith absolute correlation as the measure of proximity. 'Average linkage'

is currently in favour (Norusis, 1985) because it considers correlations

betseen all pairs of variables nhen assigning a variable to a clugter,

unlike. for example, 'single' and 'complete' linkage methods. It is also

claimed to perform as well or better than alternatÍve methods in tletecting
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known clusters (Borgen & Barnett, 1987). Both versions of 'average'

Iinkage were employed in the present analysis: the 'within-group' version

which maximises the average of within-group eorrelations when assigning a

variable to a cluster, and the'between-group' version which minimises the

average of betveen-group correlations.

The tlendrogram in table 4 ilLustrates a '¡vithin-group'cluster analysis of

all 48 BÀS variables, yielding an interpretable ? cluster solution. The

clusters forme,il at a rescal-erl distance of 1B before further recombination

at a distance of 20. Clusters for 'Approval' (À), 'l{orry' (W),

'Dependenee' (D) , 'IcleaLity' (I) , 'External l-,ocus' (E) (clusters 5, 6) and

'performance, (P) resemble the themes of corresponding a priori scales.

The P scale is small (5 items) because 3 a priori performance items (b9,

b33 anct b4L) are peripherally attached to alien clusters. Because these

items are clearly performance beliefs on theoretical grounds and, since

their attachement to other clusters is only peripheral, it was resolved to

retain them as P items. In addition, two a priori'Competitiveness' items

(b19 and b43) are firnly embedded in the P cluster. Since the latter could

aLso make good sense as Performance ítems, it rdas decided to adtl them to

the 6 a priori P items for an 8 item P scale, on both the a priori and

empirical grounds advanced.

Because a priori grounds were considered in delineating the P scale, it was

deciiled to run anot,her cluster analysis without it. The remaining 40 BÀS

variables generate,rl a 5 cluster solution simil-ar to the f irst, as indicatetl

in table 5. The elusters formed at a distance of 18 (rescaled) before

further recombination at a tlistance of 21, and this solution inclutled
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T.A'BI.JE 4

Dendrogram of clusters of Beliefs À-bout study (48 variables)

B.A'S
itern 1 5

(N = 180)
10 15 20 25 Rescaled

Distance
Cluster
Combine

A

10
11
26
38
18
42

2

44

_t-

_t-
28
20
27
35
31
22
15
47

1

39
3

23
41

6

34
4

t2
46
33
2I
3?

5

13
45
29
36
48
24

l--

-Jli

D

I
t--

l-

E1 I
14
40
16
32
30

_l-

E2

P

9

19
25

1
43
t1
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T.A.BI,E 5

Dendrogram of clusters of Beriefs About study (40 variables)
(N = 180)

BAS
item 1 5 10 15 20 25 Rescaled

Distance
Cluster
Combine

10
1.1

26
3B
1B
42

2

44
28
20

5

34
4

t2
46
2'l
35
31
a.lLL

15
4'l

7

33
2

23
2t
37

5

13
45

_29
16
32
30
40
36
48
24
I

14

l--

r--A

D

__J l-

I

I{

_l

I
_l

E
_____l-

__l

Clustering 11as performed on the 40 BÀS variables, after
exclusion of the I 'Performance' variables'

Note:
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cluster (E) as 2 sub-clusters which combined at a distance of 20. The

clusters vere semanticaLly homogeneous and simíIar in theme to 5 of the a

priori sub-scales.'Between-group' clusters resembled the'within-group'

solutions, offering some confirmation for the clusters.

Clusters for'Approval'(A),'Ideality'(I),'External L,ocus'(E) and

'Dependence'(D) resembled a priori scales j-n item content, plus or minus

two or three items, and retained similar thematic sense. There is no

evidence from the cluster analysis to support the a priori scales of

'Avoidance', 'Certainty' and 'Competitiveness', whose j.tems are embraced by

other clusters. The main consequence is a new cluster of 10'worry'items,

inclucting aII of the'Certainty' scale, 3'Competitiveness' items and one

'Avoidanee' item.

The empirical / theoreticat 'Performance' (P) scale, and the clustered

scales for 'Àpproval'(À), 'Iforry'(if), 'Dependence'(D), 'Ideality'(D) and

'External Irocus'(E), Here assessed for internal consistency by Cronbaeh's

coefficient of reliability (alpha). It is clear from appendices 0 and P.

that the resulting vaLues of alpha (mean c=.70; range=.64 to .77) exceed

those of the a priori sub-scales (mean c=.58; range=.44 to.?0), indicating

that the clustered scales are more internally consistent, Yet just as clear

in theme. They have similar themes to 6 of the 8 theoretical scales.

On the grounds of superior internal consistency, no loss of and negligible

change in interpretability, the 6 empirical scales were adopted in place of

the I theoretical scales, for the purposes of predicting students at risk.

Items of each of the 6 scales are provided in appendix P'
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The P scaLe seemed to stand apart somewhat from the rest of the BAS scale.

IIaIf of its items (bL, b9, bL? and b19) yieldetl the only negative item-

total correlations, as indicatetl by the results of Cronbach's test ot

internal consistency in appendix N. From table 6, it can be seen that the

P scale has the w,eakest association with the fuII BAS scale (r=.2\, p<.01),

compared with the other five scales (r ranges from .38 to .75, p<.001) and

its correlations with the other five BAS scales are near zeto, four of them

margínalIy negative.

The separation of the P scale can be explained mainly in terms of the more

perfectionistic students, who scored low on other sub-scales, and the non-

perfectÍonistic ones rvíth high score(s) on at least one of the other sub-

scales. llhile the separation of the P scale reduced the homogeneity of the

BAS scale (c¡=.?9; see appenclix P), it was of little concern in this study,

which primarily applies the BAS sub-scales rather than the full scale.

4-L-4 BA,S a.s a- l-j-nea.r predíctor

Table 7 shows the correlations bet'*een the BAS scales antl ' the dependent

variables (both self-report antl objective). From the lett half of table 7

for self-report criteria, it is apparent that the correlations of the BÀS

scales ¡yith Depression and Procrastination (self-reportetl) are generally

weak, j.f in the expected positive direction. However, 9 of the 12

correlations of the BAS sub-scaLes with Anxiety and Negative Affect are

positive and significant. Thus, students who scored high on the Approval,

l{orry, Dependence and lrleatity sub-scales just prior to enrolment also

tended to score high on Anxiety (r=.19, p(.05 to r=.31, p<.001) and
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'f ABIrE 6

Intercorrelations of clustered scales of 'Beliefs Àbout Study'

(N = 180)

BÀS scale

* p<.05 ** p(.01 *'t;. p<.001 (two-tailed probability tests)

ErDrÀP

.50***.38*r(*.54***.75***.71***.21**FuIl Scale

1.0.10.L4.22**.26),*-.11Ht locus E

1.0.22**.1310-.t2Ideality I

1.0.30t(**.28"*-.02Dependence I)

1.0.41**r(04lorrT r

1.0-.04Àpproval À

1.0Perfornance P
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T.A'EILE 7

Correlations between BÀS scales and dependent variablee

Depenilent Variables

BAS
Sub-scale

1. Perform-
ance

2. Approval

3. I{orry

4. Depend-
ence

5. Ideality

6. External
Locus

FulI Scale

N

r, p <.05 'tr. p (.01 ,r*r( p (.001 (two-tailed probabilities)

Note:

À = Anxiety (on the STAIT)
D = Depression (on the BDI)
lf = Nègative Affect (BÀS sub-scale specific on the FAS)

Ps = SeIf-Reporteil Procrastination (on the HfP)

Po = Observed Procrastination (lecturer rated)
pers = Perseverance (proportion of subjects completed)
GPA = Grade-Point-Average
Àgg = 'Àggregate, (final aggregate of gcaled marke)

116 116 116 116 180 180 135 180

.39*** .20* .45*** .20* .11 -.08 -.1?* -.13

.1? .08 .16 .09 06 .01 .05-.o2

19* .19* .28** .19* .11 - .LZ - .26r'* -.19*

.22* .06 .28*" .17 09 - .27** -.18*.12

.31*** ,15 .40*** .13 .03 -.03 - .02 -.03

.29** .10 .31*t(r( .23* .o2 .03 -.14 -.01

09.04 .20* - .t7 .18* -.15* .01 -.13

SeJt-report
DÀfA Ps

Objective
Pers GPAPo Agg
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Negative Affect (r=,28, p(.01 to r=.40, p<.001) approximately 5 months

Iater cluring the academic year, The BÀS full-scale also correlates

significantly with the self-report criteria: Ànxiety (r=.39, p<.001).

Depression (r=.20, p<.05), Negative Affect (r=.45, p<.001) and self-report

procrastination (r=.20, p{.05). The above findings provide weak to modest

support for the basic RET hypothesis that irrational belÍefs (in this case,

study-specific) cause negative emotion.

It should be noted here that negative affect was assessed by the FAS

(,Feelings About Study'), a checklist of negative atfects, and is sub-scale

specific. For example, negative affect specifically resulting from the

unmet need for approval correlates with the BAS Approval subscale (r=.31,

p<.001). Similarly, negative affect specifically resulting from worries

about study correlates vith the BAS Worry subscale (r=.40, Þ(.001). These

data can be interpreted as support for the importance of attending to

specific irrational belief dimensions (e.g. Àpproval, Ilorry, etc'), which

tend to generate negative affect specifically associated with those

dimensions.

Neither the BAS full scal-e, nor any of the 6 sub-scales, bears a strong

Iinear relationship with any of the objective criteria: observed

Procrastination, Perseverance, Grade-Point-Àverage and Àggregate' The

right half of table ? is notable for its many near zero correlations,

significant correlations being both scarce and smal1. At tirst sight,

these fj.ndings reflect poorly on the criterion vaticlity of the BAS,

particularly when assessed by the objective criteria. Ilowever, the weak to

modest linear relationships cited above could well mask stronger non-linear

relationships. This possibility is examined later in section 4'1'6'
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4-L-5 Ttre IBT €r-s a. l-inea.r pred1ctor

Às illustrated in the lett halt of table B, 14 of the 30 correlations

between IBT sub-scales and the self-report dependent variables are

significant. Of the IBT sub-scales, 7 are significantly correlated with

Anxiety (r=.23, p(.01 to r=.44, p<001) and 4 with Depression ft=.2I, p(.01

to r=.40, p(.001). However, the highest correlation, that between the

Anticipatory Anxíety sub-scale and Ànxiety (r='44, p< '001) is clearly

inflated by items common to the tvo scafes. 0f the 20 STAIT items, 7

relate to worry and agitatíon, similar to ? of the 10 Ànticipatory Anxiety

items, constituting a large overlap.

Of the IBT sub-scales, Avoidance correlates most highly ttith selt-report

procrastination, Ps (r=.40, p(.001), although this may have been inflated

by common content, since the Àvoidance sub-scale consists of generaì-

procrastination items, such as

iten 7. I usually put off inportant deeisions.

iten 57. I seldon Put things oft.

ps is derived from the IIIP, which comprises similar Ítems, but specifically

applied to study.

.Just as for the BAS fuI1-scale, the IBT ful1-scale correlates significantly

with the self-report criteria: with Ànxiety (r=.44, P(.001), Depression

(r=.23, p<.05) and self-report Procrastination (r=.19, p<.05), proviiling

weak to modest support for the basic RET hypothesis that irrational beliefs

(in this case, general) cause negative emotion. Again, like the BAS

scales, most of the IBT scaLes are only weakly related to the objective

depentlent variables, as indicated in the right Ìralf of table 8.
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TÀ'BI,E A

Correlations between IBT scales and dependent variables

Dependent Variables

IBT
Sub-scaIe

1. Àpproval

2. Perform-
ance

3. Moralíty

4. Catast-
rophisn

5. llood
Control

6. Ànticip'
Anxiety

7. Avoid-
ance

Depend-
ence

9. Determ-
inism

10.Itlealíty

FuIl Sca1e

N

* p (.05 ** p <.01 **:t p (.001 (two-tail.ed probabititles)

8

116 116 116 180 135 180180

.44'tr(* .23* .19r, . 03 - .02 -.03 -. 04

-.10 -.18 -.09 .05 -.03 -.05 -.05

.23r, .03 06 .06 -.07 -.10 -.09

01 -.05.15 -.02 - .01 -.10 -.04

.26x* .09 .40*** 00 - .L4 -.05.05

.44*** .40**rt .27r,* 11 -.14 -.06 -.15*

.24* ,23t -.02 .10 -.06 -.01 -.05

30r.* .27:rl, .10 -.07 .14.08 t2

-.06 - .r4 -.16 -.01 .0805 07

.27** .z]-x .19* -.04 .03 .0609

.26*,k .13 05 .05-. 10 0505

Selt-Report
D PsÀ

Objective
Pers GPAPo Agg
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The BAS and IBT full-scales bear strikingly similar correlations with the

dependent variables. It appears then, contrary to hypothesis, that the BAS

is no better than the IBT as a linear prerlictor of dysfunction in study.

Despite their weak to modest Linear relationships with affect variables, in

accordance with RET, it is notable that neither the IBT nor the BÀS ful-I-

scales are significantly correlated with the objective criterion measures

of observed procrastination, perseverance, GPÀ and aqgregate.

4-1--6 BA-S as a threshol-d. pred"ictor

To test the hypothesis that hiqh BAS scale scores are likely to itlentify

students at risk of emotÍona1, behavioural and performanee dysfunction in

study, students trere defined'at risk'if they score'il above a threshold

value on one or nore of the 6 BAS sub-scales. Sub-scale scores ïere

transtormed to Z-scores for comparison with a range of thresholcl values

ranging from Z=.6 to Z=L.3 at intervals of 0.1. For each thresholcl Z-

vaLue, the 180 students lyere categorised in accordance with predictetl by

actual outcomes. Outcome was defined dichotomously as either 'suecess'

(completion of aL1 subjects and an agqregate of at least 59 scaled marks)

or 'non-success' (non-completíon of one or more subjects and/or less than

59 scaled marks). The resulting frequencies are shown in 2x2 contingency

tables in table 9, each accompanied by a chi-square value to assess the

clifferentiation between successful and unsuccessful students. as well as a

'hj.t rate', the percentage of correctly predicted 'unsuccessful' students.

Z=0.9, produced an optimumThe threshold value,

shown in table 10. 0f the 110 students 'at rísk',

'hit rate' of 72.7\, as

80 were'unguccegsful'.
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TABI,E 9

Contingency tables of risk (r) by succef¡s (s) for I criteria
of risÈ, derived from extreme beliefs about study on the BA'S

(N = 180)

(r) 'Risk' requires a z-score ) k (thteshold) on at
Least one of the six scaies of BAS

(s) 'success' requires conpletion of all subjects
undertaken and an aqgregate ) 59 scaled narks

(a) Thresholdl Z).6

SUCCESS

RISK

(c) Thresholclz Z) 0.8

succEss

RISK

No Yes

No 36

Yes L44

95 85 180

llit Rate = 861144 = 59.7 t

Xr = 12.6 (clf=l, Þ(.0004)

(b) Thresholtlz Z).7

SUCCESS

RISK

(d) Thresholtlz Z) 0.9

succEss

RISK

No Yes

No 49

Yes 131

95 85 180

Hit Rate = 83/131 = 63.4 t

Xt = 20.9 (df=1, Þ(.00001)

No Yes

No 62

Yes 118

95 85 180

Hit Rate = 80/118 = 6?.8 t

F = 29 .3 (df=l, Þ( .00001)

No

No Yes

70

Yes 110

95 85 180

IIit Rate = 80/110 = 72.7 *

Xt = 43 .1 (tlt=l, Þ( .0000L)

86 58

279

4883

3?T2

3880

4715

80 30

5515

L44



TABLE 9 continued

(e) Thresholal: Z) 1.0

succEss

RTSK

(g) Thresholdl Z)L.2

succEss

RISK

No Yes

No 78

Yes r02

95 85 r_80

Hit Rate -- 731L02 = 71.6 t

Xt = 31.6 (df=l, Þ(.00001)

(f) Thresholtl: Z) 1.1

SUCCESS

RISK

(h) Thresholdz Z) 1.3

succEss

RISK

No Yes

No 83

Yes 97

95 85 180

Hit Rate -- 59197 = 71.1 t

Xz = 26 .9 (ilf =1, P( .00001)

No Yes

No 96

Yes 84

95 85 1B0

Hit Rate = 56/84 = 66.? I

Xt = 11.2 (df=l, Þ(.0008)

No Yes

No 113-

Yes 67

95 85 180

llit Rate = 4L167 = 61.2 t

XJ = 2.52 (df =1, p(.11)

Note: (a) Xt includes Yates' contÍnuity correction fot 2x2 contingency
tables.

(b) ¡t ) 10.83 for .001 level 0f significance witb 1 tlf.

2973

5622

2869

5726

2856

5739

2641

5954
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T]$'BITE f-O

Predlcting students rat risk' (r) of tnon-success' (ns): À compar-
ison of BÀS and IBT hit rates using various criteria of risk

(N = 180)

(r)

(ns)

'Ris*' requires a z-score ) k (threshoid) on at
least one of the 6 scaLes of BAS' or at I'east one
ol the 70 scales of the IBT

'Non-Success' is detetnined by non-conpletion oÍ
subject (s) and/or an aggreqate ( 59 scaled narks

6t
?1 .1t

67 .8t
66.7*

63 .4t

6L.2*
59. ?8

56.0r

54.3t .1t 4 .0t
52.5t

?t

708

H

I
T

R

A
T
E

6oft

0t

50t

0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9

Note: I BAS hit rate
0 rBT hÍt rate

1 .0 1.1 L.2 1 .3 1.4 1.5 1 .6

THRESEOIÐ Z
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They faited to complete al1 subjects and/or scored

points requirecl for matriculation. The distÍnction

and 'unsuccessful' students is highly significant (xt

less than 59 scaled

between 'guccesgful'

= 43.1, p<.0000L).

The group of students identified by the BAS threshold model as being 'at

risk' of dysfunctional emotion, behaviour and. performance in study, vas

significantly tlifferent from the 'non-rísk' group on all of the tlependent

variables, and in the expected direction, âs indicated in table L1 .

Students 'at rísk' scored lower aqgregates (f=-8.23, p<.001-), Iower GPAs

(t=-3.54, p<.00L) and persevered less (t=-7.07, p<.001) than 'non-risk'

students. On average, the aggregates of students 'at risk' were only half

those of 'non-risk' students (33.6 scaled marks compared with 67.4, '

Iargely clue to their much lower perseverance, completing only 2.7 subjects

(perseverance = 53.3t) compared with 4.? (perseverance = 94.3t) out of 5.

In addition, students 'at risk' were also more anxious (t=4.78, p<.001),

more depressed (t=3.42, p<.001) and more inclinect to procrastinate, both by

self-report (t=3.69, p< .001) and accordinq to lecturers' observations

(t=6.9L, p<.001.). llhile students at risk were observed to procrastinate

almost'half of the time' (mean Po=2.80), non-risk students 'rarely'did so

(mean Po=l- . 07 ) .

Thus, extreme beliefs about study, as measured on the BÀS, effectively

predicted and identified students who were likely to experience dysfunct-

ional emotion, behaviour and pertormance in study, as hypothesised and in

keeping with RET. Àlthough it cannot be claímed that extreme belief caused

students' dysfunction, the suggestion of a caugal contribution is consist-

ent with the temporal structure of the experimental design. BAS vras
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Tls.BLE 1-l-

Dependent variable differences for 'risk' & 'non-risk' groups¡'
where 'risk' is defined by extrene beliefs about study on BÀS

t-test Cdnl>arisor¡.s

Variable Group N I{ean S.D. t p

Procrastination
(observed)

Risk

Non-Risk

110 2 .80

L .07

1 .84

t.26
6.91 .000

70

Procrastination
(self-report)

Risk 62 53 .4

l{on-Risk 54 41.4

L9.7

14.3
3 .69 .000

Ànxiety
Risk 62 4'.1 .8

Non-Risk 54 38 .8

11 .0

9 .13
4.78 .000

Depression
Risk

Non-Risk

62 6.90

54 3.50

6 .38

3.80
3.42 .001

p"¡ggyg¡enC€
Risk

Non-Risk

110

70

53 .3

94.3

45.9

19 .6
-7.07 .000

Graile Point Ave
Risk

Non-Risk

67

68

L2.7

14. 4

3 .13

2.46
-3.54 .001

Àggregate
Risk

Non-Risk

110

70

33 .6

67 .4

31 .1

18.3
-8.23 .000

Probabilities (p) are for two-tailed teets

'Risk' is deflned by a z-score ¿ 0.9 on at le st one of the 6 scales
of BAS, generating an optimum 'hit' rate of'72.7eó

Note:
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atlministerecl just prior to the beginning of the course, while dependent

measures were taken 3 to 12 months into the course.

The 110 students deemed 'at risk' are distinguishable as either 'hits',

those who were 'unsuccessful' as predicted, or 'faIse alarms', those who'

contrary to pretliction, 'succeeiled' in completing all subjects ancl scoring

at least 59 scaled marks. I{hen table 12 is examined for the differences

between the'hits' and'faIse alarms', it is apparent that the groups clo

not differ significantly on anxiety (t=1.32) or depression (t=l.27).

procrastination is the variable which separates the unsuccessful (the

'hits') from the successtut (the 'false alarms').

The ,hits' seored significantty higher than the 'false alarms' on both

observed procrastination (t=6.04, p<.001) and self-report procrastination

(t=2.33, p<.05). On average, the 'hits' t{ere observed by their lecturers

to procrastinate more than half of the time (mean Po = 3.36 on the scale

from 0 to 6) in regard to class attendance, submitting assignments'

completing long projects, doing tests and tutorial papers. In stark

contrast, the 'faLse aLarms' rarely procrastinated (mean Po = 1.30). Since

the 'hits' also perseveretl significantly less than the 'fa1se alarms' (t=-

8.35, p<.001). completing onty 35.8t of the course compared with 100t for

the 'false aLarms' , it is likely that their frequent procrastinatÍon

contributed to their partial (and in some cases, complete) course with-

drawal, as well as their lower GPAs (t=-5.L2, p<.001).

À cursory inspecti.on of the 30 'faÌse alarms' (see table 13) reveals 6

'realistic performers' (category P), rvho had relatively high expectations

Q>D of their academic performance but relatively lor scores (Z(0) for
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T.A.BI,E L2

Dependent variable differences for 'hits' and 'false alarms'

t-test CcrnPa-rl-sorls

t{ l{ean S. D. tVariable Group p

Procrastination
(observed)

Hits 80

False Alarms 30

3.36

1 .30

1 .66

1.39
6 .04 .000

Procrastination
(self-report )

Hits 39

False Alarms 23

57 .7

46 .0

18.6

19 .7
2.33 .023

Anxiety
IIits

False Alarms

39 49 .2 Ll .5

23 45 .4 9 .85
t.32 .193

Depression
Hi ts

False ALarms

39 7 .69

23 5.56

7 .02

4.99
L.27 .207

PerseYerance
Hi ts

False Alarms

80 35.8 42.0

30 100 0
-8.35 .000

Grade Point Ave
Itits 37

False Àlarms 30

1.r.2 3 .08

14.5 2 .01
-5 .L2 .000

Àggregate
Hits

False Alarms

80

30

19 .3

71 .8

23.t

9.86
-t2.0 .000

Note:

(r)

(h)

(f a)

Probabilities (p) are for tvo-tailed tests

'Risk'is determined by a Z-score ) 0.9 on at least one of the 6 sub-
scales of BAS. Students 'at risk' are 'hits' or 'false alarms'.

'lllts' are students 'at risk' and 'unsuccessful'; they dO not
complete aIJ. subjects anal/or score an aggregate ( 59 scaled marks'

'False ÀIarms' are students 'at riek', but 'succegsful'; they
complete all subjects and score an aggregate ) 59 scaled marks.
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TIIBI,E f-3

Characteristics of 'false alarms', students 'at risk' Yet
'guecegsfu]-'

(N = 30)

Variable

Performance
Approval
IÍorry
Dependence
Ideality
Ext Locus

Procrast
Procrast
Ànxiety
Depress
Àffeet

Aggregate

Category

Variable

Performance
Approval
ïlorry
Dependence
Iileality
Ext Locus

Procrast
Procrast
Anxiety
Depress
Àf fect

002 003

074 082

Po
Ps
A
D

Student ldentitY Number

004 014 020 02L 049

Student ldentitY Nunber

092 101 1.03 107 113

050 053 056

11s 117 118

Af

Po
Ps
A
D

Af

Aggregate

c cP ccc BBP

8666 ?06576 847369 6352

-.8
.9

1.9
2.6
-.4

_,
1.0

.1

.1
-1

-1. 33

4

I
0
0

-1.
-1.

-1.
-1.

3

2
6

8
2

1_

1.9
1.3
1.8
2.3
3.3

I
5

3

6
2

_,
.6

1.1
.5

1.3

8-1.3
-.3
-.8_.,
-.4

.5
t.9

-r.2
1.2

.6
-.0

2
3

3

3

9

1,

-1.
-1.

1.4
-.3

.5
-.9

.8
-.3

-1 .4
2.5

-1 .0
1.0

-1 .1
-.0

_,4
1.3
t_.8

.4
-1.1
-.2

1.0
2.0
2.4
-.3

.6
2.9

1

9
4

1

3

1

-1.

1

3

-.9
.3

1.3
t.2
-.3
1.0

1.0
1.0

t
.,|

1.4
-.3

1.3
,2
.8

-.7
1.0

.8

cPB cB BB B

6574 656415 69 63785961

2
7

6

0
3

-1.

-1 .3 3

6

7
3

7

-1.

1

1

8
1

0
4
4

_¿t

-1.

3

4
7
4
6

3

1
3

1
7

-1.

o
L

2 82
1

6

4
9

-1.
3

5
I
5
I
2
¡

1

-1.
-1.

_o 0
5
4
0
4
0

1
1
1
1

4
8

1
5

4
2

1

-1.
-r,'

-1.

1

2
0
4
0
5

0

-1.
-1.

-,4
1.3
2.2

-1.5
.5

2.3

-.7
.4
.1

r.4
L.4
1.8

.6

.5
-.8
2.6
2.4
1.6

-r.2
1.0
2.r
1.8
1.0
2.7

-t
-.5

.2
-.1
-.5
1.3-1.

6
6
1
4
6
0

1

Category
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T]\EIT F: f-3 continuetl

Student ldentitY Number

138 151 160 166 r74 175 176 L77Variable

Performance
Approval
l{orry
Dependence
Ideality
Ext Irocus

I27 1_31

Procrast
Procrast
Anxiety
Depress
Af f ect

Àggregate

Category

Note:

Po
Ps
À
D

Af

1

oÁ

3

'Rigk' is determined by a Z-score I 0,9 on at least one of the 6 sub-
scales of BAS

'Fa1Se alarms' are students 'at riSk', Yet 'SUCcesSfUl'; they
complete all subjects and score an aggregate ) 59 scaled marks

Variable scores are
'Category'

expressed as Z-scores, except for 'Aggregate' &

'Aggregate' = number of scaled marks (maximum 100)

'Category' B ='Borderline' aggregate
P = 'Performer' (realistlc)
C = 'Counsellee' (rational-emotive therapy)

4

5

BPPB Bc PBc

60887856 658594 916475

-.8
.6

1.0
.5
.5

-,,
-.8

.8
-.1
-.7

3

6

B

5

2

-1.-1 .3
.1

_n
-.6
-.8

3

6

8

6

3

-1
1

-1.

t
t
1

4
1

1

3

0
1
2
4

-1.
-1.

3I
7

2
4
9

3

1

3

4
8

-1.
-t

-.0
t.2
1.9
2.4

.1

.3

0
6
1

4
3

I

-1

1

1

2

2

t
2

I
-1.

-1.

20
6

7

1
0
8

1

1 1.4
-.9
-.6
L.2

.5
-L.2

-.7
.4
.9

2.0
.5
.6

2
8
5

1
1
1

1

,-,
.9

1.8
-1. 1

1.8
1.0

6
9

I
,|

t
7

_o

1-2.4
1.6

-1.0
_,7

_a .,

-.'l
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anxj.ety, depression, aftect and procrastination. Thus, despite their high

demands of their orrn performance ('irrational' by RET standards) , they

seemed emotionally in control and achievetl high aggregates (from 75 to 91

scaled marks).

Presumably the abilities, characteristics, attitudes and application of the

'reaListic performers' enabled them to meet their high self-expectations.

UsÍng the traditional measures of irrational belief (i.e. extreme belief),

such'false alarms'can be expected (llahoney,19?9), exposing an inherent

systematic error in the tests. This error could be removed by defining

irrational belief as the discrepancy between expectation and reality, or

dissonance (Festinger, L957). Then, the 'realistic performers' would not

be deemed 'at risk' in the first place. since their dissonance woul.d be

small. This proposition is testetl later Ín section 4.2.3.

Àside from the realistic 'performers', counselling ease notes revealed that

9 other 'false alarms' (category C) hatl received a considerable amount of

counselling for their irrational beliefs. ÀI1 but 2 of these scored above

average (Z)0) on anxiety, depression or affect. It is the author's belief

that cognitÍve restructuring helped these students retain sufficient

control to compLete the course successfully. Their disinclination to

procrastinate (Z(0 for Po and Ps) also untioubtedly contributed to their

academic survival. It is further apparent from table 13 that 10 of the 15

remaining'false alarms'scored near the borderline (category B), from 59

to 65 scalerl marks, although the causes are unknown.

Consitlering

'hit rate'

the make-up of the group of 'fa1ee alarms' , the substantial

of 72.7t can be considered conservative. The predictive ability
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of the BÀS is not only statistically significant, bul good enough for

practical purposes as weI1, considering the high proportion of students

precticted to be ' at rísk' , tvho really rtlere at risk ' Furthermore ' it is

clear that low to modest correlations betveen the BÀS scales and the

dependent variables actually mask a substantial threshold relatj.onship, as

hypothesised.

4 -L -7 Ttre IE¡T €ls¡ a- ttsrrestro].d predj-ctor

FolLoriing Ànastasi's (19S8) and Bandura's (1969) arguments for context

specificity, the specific BAS was expected to ittentify students at risk of

emotional anrl behavioural clysfunction signifi.cantly better than the general

IBT. To test this hypothesis, the IBT was subjected to the same thresholil

analysis which was applied to the BÀS. Students were detined at risk if

they scored above a threshold value on one or more of the 10 IBT scales.

IBT rat+ scale scores rrere transformed to Z-scores for comparison with 6

thresholcl values, ranging from Z=.9 to Z=1.4 at intervals of 0.1. It was

clear that these 6 values of Z were sufticient to incl-utle the approximate Z

score for a maximum hit rate. For each threshold value, the 180 students

were categorisetl in accordance ¡vith predicted by actual outcomes. Resulting

frequencies are presentéd Ín 2x2 contingency tables (see table L4), each

accompanied by a chi-square value, to assess the differentiation between

successful and unsuccessful students, âs well as a 'hit rate' , the

percentage of correctly predicted'unsuccessfuL' students.

The threshold value, Z = I.3, generated an optÍmum hit rate of only 56t antl

the differentiation between 'successful' and 'unsuccessful' students is non

significant (Xr = 0.6?, p<.42); see table 14. At best, only 56 students
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TABIJE L4

Contingency tables of rriskt (r) by tsuccess¡ (s), for 6 criteria
of risk, derived from extrene qeneral beliefs on the IBT

(N = 180)

(r) 'Risk' requires a z-score ) k (threshold) on at
Least one of the 70 sub-scal.es of the IBT

(s) 'success' requires conpletion of all subjects undertaken
and an aggregate > 59 scaLed narks

RISK

(a) Threshol<l: Z ) 0.9

succEss

No Yes

No 40

Yes 140

95 85 180

Hit Rate = 76/140 = 54.3 t

Xr = 0.34 (df=l, p<.56)

(c) Thresholil: Z ) 1.1

succEss

No Yes

60
RISK

Yes 120

95 85 180

IIít Rate = 661120 = 55.0 t

ts = 0.47 (dt=l, p<.50)

(b) Thresholdz Z) 1.0

SUCCESS

RISK

(d) Thresholdz Z)L.2

succEss

RISK

Io Yes

No 4'I

Yes 133

95 85 180

Hit Rate = 72/L33 = 54.1 t

Xr = 0.20 (df=1, p< .66)

No

No Yes

No 67

Yes 113

95 85 180

HÍt Rate = 61/113 = 54.0 t

Xr = 0.07 (df=l, p(.80)

6476

19 2L

72 51

2423

5466

3129

61 52

3334
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TABLE f-4 continued

(e) Thresholdz Z) 1.3

succEss

RISK

No Yes

No 80

Yes 100

95 85 180

Hit Rate = 56/100 = 56.0 t

Xr = 0.67 (df =1 , p(.42\

Note: (a)

(b)

(t) Thresholdz Z) 1.4

succEss

RISK

No Yes

100

Yes 80

95 85 180

Itit Rate = 42/80 = 52.5 t

xr = 0.00 (df=L, P=1)

No

Xt includes Yates' continuity correction for 2x2 contingency
tables.

xt ) 10.83 for.001 level of significance wíth 1 tlf'

4456

4T39

3842

53 47
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vere correctly identified as'unsuccessful'out of 100 defined as being'at

risk', compared with 80 out of 1L0 02JÐ correct identÍfications by the

BAS (Xt = 43.1, p<.00001). Table 10 shows the superiority of the specific

BAS over the general IBT in correctly identifying the 'unsuccessful'

students. It is clear from table L5 that the clistinction between'risk'

and'non-risk'groups by the IBT is non-significant on alL dependent

variables except for self-report procrastination, students 'at risk'

procrastinating marginally more than 'non-ri.sk' students (t=2.53, p<.05).

I{hile the IBT was comparable with the BAS as a 1ínear predictor, it was

ineffective in identifyinq students at risk of emotional, behavíouraL and

performance dysfunction, in contrast with the BAS, which was very effect-

ive. The superior discriminant vatidity of BÀS over the IBT ean be

attributefl largely to the speciticity of its content, as predicted by

Anastasi (19SS), Bandura (1969), Haaga & Davison (1989) and lloltzworth-

Munroe & Stuart (1994).

The stronq relationship betveen high BAS scale scores and emotional,

behavioural and performance dysfunction can be considered conservative

because of many near victims amongst the 'false alarms' and because the

participants exhibiterl a functional bias compared with non-participants.

Tab1e 16 shows that non-participants vere observed by lecturers to

procrastinate more than participants (t=5.2?, p<.001). They also scored

lower on Perseverance (t=-3.40, p<.001), GPA (t=-2.46, p<.05) and Aggregate

(t=-4.1?, p<.001). Consequently, if these less functional non-participants

had been included in the study, it is likely that they would have strength-

ened the relationship between extreme BAS scores and dysfunction even

further.
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TABIJE 15

Dependent variable differences for 'risk' & 'non-rigk' groupf¡'
whãre 'risk' is defined by extreme çteneral beliefs on the IBT

t-test CanPa.risorls

Variable Group N Ìlean S . D. t p

Procrastination
(observed)

Ris/<

Non-Risk

100 2.24

80 1 .99

1 .84

1.84
.92 .36

Procrastination
(seJf-report)

Risk

Non-Risk

61

55

51 .8

43 .4

20.7

t4.2
2.53 .013

Anxiety
45 .4

41 .6

11.5

10.4

ßis/<

Non-Risk

61

55

1.86 .065

Depression
Risk

Non-Risk

61 6 .18

55 4.36

6.32

4.50
t.77 .080

Risk

Non-Risk

100 66.6 43 .8

80 72.5 41.5
- .92 .36Pergeverance

Grade Point Àve
.Ris.k

Non-Risk

73 13 .6 2.58

62 13.5 3.31
29 .17

Aggregate
Rislr

Noa-Risk

100

80

45 .0

49.0

31.5

31.5
-.85 .40

Probabilities (p) are tor two-tailecl tests

'Risk' 1e tlefined by a z-score ) 1.3 on at 1 ast one of the 10 sub'
ecales of the IBT, gãnerating an-ptimun 'hit' rate of 56t

Note:
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PartÍcípant /
Perseverance,

T.A'E¡IJE f- 6

non-participant differences on Procrastination,
Grade-Point-Àverage and Àggregate

Variable Group

t-test CanPa.rj-sorrs

IT l{ean s.D. t p

Procrastination
(observedl

Non-Partic

Participants

55

180

3 .58

2.t3

1.63

1.84
5 .27 .000

Perseverance
Non-Partic

Participants

55

180

46.4

69.2

46 .6

42.8
-3 .40 .001

29

135

L2.0

13.5

3 .69

2.93
Graile-Point-Ave

Non-Partic

Participants
-2.46 .015

Aggregate
Non-Partic

Participants

55 43 .5

180 57.1

31.6

24.8
-4.L7 .000

Probabilities (p) are for tvo-tailecl tests
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4. 1 - a - Procra-stina.ticvn sca]-es

The HIP ('IIow I Procrastinate') scale nas found to be internally consistent

(Cronbach's o, =.90), with item-total correlations ranging from .30 to ,'11,

as presented in appendix Q. The significant correlation of self-reported

procrastination (Ps) with observed procrastination (r=.48, Þ(.00L), also

provides a measure of its construct valiclity.

In attempting to check for causal dimensions of procrastination, tollowing

the study by Solomon & Rothblum (1984), who found dominant factors for

'fear of failure' and '1ow frustration tolerance', it ÍÍas decided to

perform a cluster analysis on the I{IP ('I{hy I Procrastinate') rather than a

factor analysis. Cluster anaLysis was selected for easier interpretability

(Borgen & Barnett, L98?; Borgen & I{eiss, L97l; Norusis, 1985) and because

of the relatively small sample avaiLable in the present study (N = 116) '

compared with that usetl by Solomon & Rothblum (tl - 3421. As for the BAS

clusters, 'average Iinkage' clustering methods were used (both 'within-

group' and'betneen-group') .

As illustrated by the dendrogram in table 17, 4 clusters can be discerned,

forming at a rescaled' ilistance of 27 before recombining at 23. The 2

clusters which stand out represent'Fear 0f Failure' (FOF; cluster 1 with

12 items) and 'L,ow Frustration Tolerance' (L,FT; cl'uster 2 with 5 items), in

tine with the experimental findings of Solomon & Rothblum (1984) and the

clinical tindings of Et1is & Knaus (19?9) . FOF items reflect students'

eoncerns about not meeting standards (their om and others') , feeling

inadequate, overwhelmed and in need of help. IrFT items reflect laziness,

dislike of assignments and a preference for quick, easy, pleasures.
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T.A'BIJE L7

Dendrogram of clusters of 'Why I Procrastinate' (WIP)

(N = 116)

TfIP
item 1 5 10 15 20 25

10
3 26

23
15

3 _l------13
2 19

20 IJE-T
8

4
7

11
2t

t
l7
1''LA

5

5
1

I2
25
18

4
9

14
24
16

__l

__l

t-

Rescaled
Distance
Cluster
Combine

___l l
_l

FOF
1

_l

Note:

1

2

Clusters ïere found using the 'vithin-group' average linkage' method
by SPSS (Norusis, 1990a) .

F O F = Fear Of tailure (cluster 1)

L É- T = I¡ow Frustration Tolerance (cluster 2)

r.6 L



Both clusters are internally consistent (see appendix Q). Cronbach's o =

.86 for the FOF scale, item-total correlations ranging -from '38 to '70'

For the LFT scale, Cronbach's o =.'14, item-total correlations ranging from

.41 to .61. 11hat is particularly pertinent about these 2 clusters is the

frequency and prominence with which they feature in students' reasons for

procrastination, confirming the experimental fÍndings of Solomon & Rothblun

(1984) and Besvick et a1. (198S) . The response frequencì'es in appendix R

show that FoF items account for 'half to all' ()'3') of the cause of

procrastination for 668 of students, on average. LFT items account for

'half to aII' of the cause of procrastination for 42\ of students. About

half of the items in both clusters have a median rating of '3' on the scale

from '0'(none) to '6'(al1) for procrastinatory contribution'

lfhile cluster 3 reflects stimulation from the pressure and challenge of

last minute efforts as a cause of delay, cluster 4 is hartl to classify.

lfore importantly, and in contrast with clusters I and 2, only 24\ of

students attributed'half to aII'of their reason for procrastination to

cl-uster 3 items and a mere 10t to cluster 4 items. Since aIl but one ot

the items in clusters 3 antl 4 attracterl a median response of '0' (none),

their items rrere completely irrelevant to the cause of procrastination for

more than haLf of the students.

CLusters 1 and 2 correlate significantl.y with other variables, but each

with different ones. Table 18 shows that students who feared failure

tended to be more irrational- (on the BÀS and IBT scales) than those who

avoided frustration. Thus, cluster L (FOF) correlates signiticantly vith

the BÀS scales: Dependence (r=.28, p<.01), l{orry (r=.29, p<.01), Approval

(r=.27, p< .01) , IdeaJ.ity (t=.2't, p<.01) and the ful1-scals (¡='3?, p< '001) '
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Correlations of
Tolerance' (LFf)

SCÀLE

SCÀI¡E

vÀnrÀDLEs

T.ã.BI-'E f- a

'Fear Of Failure' (FOF) and 'I¡ow Frustration
with other variables

(N = 116)

Fear Of
Failure
Fr)F

Iov Frustration
Tolerance

LFT

Variable

1. Performance
2. Approval
3. lforry
4. Depentlence
5. Ideallty
6. External Locus

. Approval

. Performance

. lloralÍty

. Catastrophisation

. lfood Control

. Anticip ÀnxietY

. Àvoidance

. Dependence

. Determinism

. Iileality

Procrastination Po
Procrastination Ps
Anxiety
Depression
Perseverance

I GPA
Aggregate

* p<.05 r,r. p<.01 *** p<.001 (tno-tailed probabilities)

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
I
9

10

Note: * eample size for GPA is N = 100 due to missing data
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t'ull IBT Scale .24** .t7

,t*
.19*

-.08
.15

-.r2
.39***
.20*
.L4
.09

- .13

.3?'(**

.09

.09
-.03
-.03
-.10

.16

.39***

.08

.08
- .05

.16FuIl BAS Scale

-.02
.27*r,
.29**
.28**
.27xx
.10

-.2L*
.17
.09
.09
.14
.231,

ìfIP
Cluster 1

I{IP
Cluster 2

.19*

. 50*r(Jr

.45***

.42*tt*.
-.22*
-.2L*
-.28**

.25x*

.58***

.11

.05
-.03
-.2L*
-.11



Cluster 2 only correlates significantly with Performance (¡=-.2L, p<.05)

and ExternaL l,oeus (r=.23, p(.05), indicating that the'avoiders' tended to

be less concerned about their performance ancl tvere more likely to attribute

their difficulties to external forces rather than to themselves.

In keeping with a fear of failure, cluster L correlates significantly with

IBT sub-scales: Approval (r=.22, P(.05), Performance (r=.19, D(.05),

Ànticipatory Anxiety (r=.39, p(.001-), Àvoidance (r=.20, p(.05) antl the full

scale (r=,24, p(.0L), while cluster 2 only correlates significantly with

Avoidance (r=.39, Þ(.001), reflecting 1ow frustration tolerance.

The characteristics ryhich tlifferentiate the two types of procrastinators

most sharply are atfective. Cluster 1 (FOF) is significantly relaterl to

both self-report Ànxiety (r=.45, p<.001) and Depression ft=.42, Þ(.001), in

contrast with the corresponding relationships for cluster 2 (LFT) (r=.11

an<l .05; both non-significant).

The FoF and LFT scales aLso have some relationships in common. Às might be

expected, they are related to the act of procrastination, both self-rated,

ps (r=.50, Þ(.001 and r=.58. p(.001 respectively) and observed, Po (r='L9,

p{.05 and r=.25, p(.01 respectively). These correlations are probably

under-estimates, because non-participants scored sÍgnificantly more on Po

than participants $.=5.27 , df=233, Þ( .00L) , ôs indicatetl earlier.

Therefore, if non-participants had completed the I{IP, they probably woultl

have strengthened these correlations. For the same reason, the negative

correlations of FOF and LFT with GPA (r=-.21, P(.01 for both) are probably

also under-estimates, since non-participants scored lover GPAs than

participants (t=-2.46, p< .015) .
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In summary, cJ.usters L and 2 are homogeneous in theme and internally con-

sistent. They were frequent and substantial causes of de1ay, replicating

previous results (e.g.Solomon & Rothblum,19S4) and supporting RET (Etlis

& Knaus , 197'l). The complementarity of their relationships with other

variables aÌso confirms their different constructs and, correspondingly,

the need for different therapeutic strategies, as noted by Solomon &

Rothblum. Cluster 3 is short, redundant, infrequently citetl by students as

a cause of their delay, and therefore needs further investigation. Cluster

4 can be dismissed as a heterogeneous artifact of extremely low response,

perhaps a cluster by tlefault, arising from those students who were prepared

to attribute their procrastination to almost anything but their or{n 'fear

of failure' , 'frustration avoidance' , or other reasons not assessed bY the

If ÏP.

4.2 MARR:IAGE

The following analyses use both current and initial tlata from the question-

naire, Beliefs Àbout Marriage (BAM); see appendix T. Current ('nos') data

Ì{as derived from respondents' current belief and reality ratings, while

initial ('at first') data represents retrospective ratings of their beliefs

and realities at the beginning of marriage. Since memories of past events

are known to be subject to distortion (Duck, 1981; Ilarwick & I-,ininger.

19?5), âtry conclusions dram from retrospective initial data must be

considered nith caution.

The tlegree of marital happiness, H (item 101 of BAM) was intended to be the

main dependent variable. 'Frequency of satisfaction with partner', S (from
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reality ratings of item 100) serves as an alternative measure. l{hile tl is

eurrent only, S offers both initial (Si) and current (sc) measures of

satisfaction with partner. As expected, H and Sc are highly correlated

(r=.94, p<.001-) and their relationships with other varÍabIes are similar,

as is evitlent throughout the remainder of this section.

For the purpose of assessing sex effects, sex was treated as a dummy

variable, by assignment of the scores '0' and '1' to female and male

partners respectively, folloving Nie et al. (1975).

4-2-L Ma.ri_taJ_ l¡el-iefs & real-i-ties o.l/er Li-frùe

In the following discussion, 'Bi' and'Rí' are used to represent the sums

of initial belief antl reality ratings respectively from the 100 BAI{ j.tems.

'Bc'and'Rc'represent current scores for the belief and reality seales.

Table 19 indicates that beliets dropped significantly from a mean initial

totaÌ, Bi = 422 (maximum 600) to a mean current total, Bc - 363 (t=9.56'

df=8?, p(.001), supporting the clinicaL evidence (Bagarozzi & Ànderson,

1989, Dryden, 1985; El1is, 7962; Eltis & Harper, 1961; Hartin, 197'1, 1988,

1993; Lazarus, 1985; Sager, 7976), that most couples enter marriage with

unrealistically high expectations, which are usually unsustainable.

It was also found that initiaL dissonance (Di = Bi-Ri) correlates

significantly with the tlrop in beliefs (Bi-Bc) over many years of marriage

(r=.5?, Þ(.001), supporting the hypothesised tendency of partners to lorer.

their initially high expectations of marriage, in an attempt to reduce the

discrepancy between their beliefs and realities. Some subjects concluded
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the BAM questionnaire with comments iLlustrating the drop in expectations

rvhich they experienced.

Subject 1. (male: H=5)

'I Ítas altrays ideaiistic (at first)...but, as I have grovn and

fearnt, I have chanqed and noderated ny viev'-

Subject 2. (female: H=5)

'I certainLy remenber that I vore rose coloured glasses initially-

lor the first six nonths at feast' .

Subject 40. (female: H=6)

'I tound it very interesting...to see hov different ny 'noï' ansvers

vere. lle have both changed considerabfy, I vas gJad to note.

Subject 56. (female: H=4)

' ...partners change during narriage in order to nake it vork.. .'

This tlrop in marital expectations, to fit realities better, illustrates the

post-rlecision dissonance effect, originally predicted by Festinger (1957)

and observed by marriaqe clinicians (e.g. Bagarozzi & Ànderson, L989;

Dryden, l-985) without adherence or reference to CDT. The comment by

subject 56 demonstrates that she is actually aware of lowering her marital

expectations toward consonance, that is, '... to nake jt (marriage) vork'.

ltarital realities also dropped significantly from a mean total of Ri=36L to

Rc=313 (t=?.55, df=8?, p(.001), probably reflecting the greater, but

unsustainable, initial efforts of partners to meet each other's unrealistic

marital expectations.

1,67



T.A.BIJE L9

Differences between initial belief (Bi) and current belief
(Bc), between initial reality (Ri) and current reality (Rc)

(N = 88 subjects)

t-test corrlpa.rj-sorls for I>ai-red- samlpl-es

BÀlif
Parent Scale Mean

Standard
Deviation df t

Probabilities (p) are for two-tailed tests

Mean ]¡el-ief stcores a¡rd- 6* l-i¡rriü's

500 494

450
TEIN
SCÀIrE
SCORE Bí=422 4L9

400

Ri=367 Bc=363
350 3 0

Rc=373
3

curren

p

rnl

Ri

Rc

361

313

48 .3

65 .5
87 ? .55 .000

Bi 422

363

7\.9
87 9 .56 000

Bc 55 .9

300
al,Ly
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Despite the dissonance-reducing lowering of expectations by spouses, the

mean level of current marital reality (Rc=3L3) remained significantly less

than the mean level of current belief (Bc=363) after many years of marriage

(t=?.55, p<.001). Thus, Ít seems that spouses continued to expect more

than they received from marriage and partners.

4-Z-2 Ma-rj-ta.l- l¡eLief amd Tra-ppj-ness

Tab1e 20 reveal-s a significant sex difference for initial maritaL belief.

Although the unreliability of retrospective data must be borne in mind, it

appears that wives entered marriage with higher expectations than husbands

(r=-.30, p(.01) , especially the expectation of approval (r=-.37, p< '001-)

antl emotional dependence on husbands (¡=-.41, p<.001). These findings tencl

to mirror clinical and research findings. For example, GraY (1990, ÞÞ.34,

91) claims that women are inherentl-y'more Ínterested in love antl relation-

ships' than men, their self-esteem primarily depending upon nurturing

relationships. Guthrie & Snyder (19SS) cite the frequent tlemands of

unhappy wives for attention, love and acceptance from husbands.

Table 20 indicates that alI initial belief sub-scales correlate negatively

with sex, 8 of the 10 significantly (¡=-.06, non-sig to r=-.41, P(.001)'

reflecting a consistent sex clifference across aIl belief dimensions.

However, while wives seem to have entered marriage with more extreme

expectations than husbands, the difference was insignificant after many

years of marriage (r=-.1, non-sig). It appears that, during the course of

marriage, the drop in maritaÌ expectation was greater for wives than for

husbands (r=-.33, p<.0L). Perhaps some wives realised that they had
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TABLE 20

Initial belief seales: Internal consistencies and correlations
with initial satisfaction, current happiness and sex

(N = 87)

Initial Belief
Scale

fnternal
Consistency

Initial
Satisfaction

Current
Eappiness Sex

1. Àpproval
2. Performance
3. Morality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. Àltruism
?. Àvoidance
8, Dependence
9. External Irocus
10.Iileality

.90

.83

.83

.78

.80

.85

.81

.88

.8?

.70

.04
-.00

.27**
-.29*x

.01

.t2
-.02

.18
-.24*
-.02

-.t7
-.09
-.07
-.42***.
-.27**
- .07
- .13
- .08
-. 40***
-.23*

-.37***
-.28**
-.27*,\
- .08
-.31**
-.26x
- .06
-.41r(*,k
-.26*
-.24*

FuIl Scale (Bi) .96 - .03 -.29*t -.30**

Current belief scales: Internal consistencies and correlations
with current satisfaction, current happiness and sex

(N = 88)

Orrrent Belief
ScaIe

Internal
Consistency

Ctrrrent
Satisfactiou

Current
Eappiness Sex

1. Approval
2. Performance
3 . ùforality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. Altruism
7. Àvoidance
8. Dependence
9. External Locus
l0.Irteality

.86

.'t6

.85

.80

.71

.79

.?8

.84

.86

.64

- .05
.03
.36*'kt(

-.48*r.*
.35t(**
.44*rt)k
.15
.43***

-.14
.09

-.08
.00
.33,tJ.

-. 53*,t*
.37***
.39***
.07
.37**r(

- tR*
.02

-. 18
-.t2
-. 18

.09
-. 14

.02
t2*

-.19
-. 09
-.16

FuIl Scale (Bc) .94 14 .06
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expected too much initially, as illustrated by the comments of female

subjects 2, 40 antl 56, reported earlier.

Previous stutlies using the Relationship Beriefs rnventory (RBr) (Epstein &

Eitlelson, 1981; Epstein et â1., 198?; Fincham & BradburY, 1987b; Kurdek,

1993) have produced modest to substantial associations between marital

expectation and concurrent maritat dissatisfaction. This assocíation does

not appear to be supported by the present study, considering the near zero

correlations found between betief and concurrent satisfaction / happiness.

For initial belief and initial satisfaction, r=-.03 (non-sig); for current

belief and current happiness, r=.06 (non-sig). Therefore, contrary to

hypothesis and RET, general marital expectation (as measured on BÀl't), is

not significantly associated '*ith concurrent unhappiness / tlissatisfaction,

on the basis of either initial (retrospective) or current ratings.

Although current belief is not significantly correlated with current

happiness, tío of the BÀìl sub-scales (Catastrophisation and External L,ocus)

are (r=-.53, p<.001 anrt r=-.25, p(.05 respectively), as shonn in table 20.

InitiaIIy rated Catastrophisat,ion and External Locus are also correlateil

with both initial satisfaction (t=-.29, p<.05 and r=-.24, p<'05) and Ìater

happiness (r=- .42 ancl r=-.40, P( .001) . Thus , the initial tendency for

spouses to make catastrophies out of minor marital ttifficulties' and to

feel pogerless to infLuence them, rras associated with their initial and

later unhappiness. This finding is in line with RET'

I{hi1e Catastrophisation and External Locus maintain a significant negative

association vith happiness, the correlations betneen other belief seales

and concurrent satisfaction / happiness are positive and increase through
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marriage. For Morality and concurrent satisfaction / happiness ' r

increases from .2't to.33 (p<'01); for uniqueness' r increases from '01 to

.3? (p<.001); for ÀItruism, r increases from .L2 to .39 (p('001) and, for

Dependence, r increases from.lB to .3? (p<.001). Thus, it appears that

happier individuals expected higher Levels of morality, uniqueness,

altruism and emotional dependence from themselves and their partners 
'

compared rsith unhappy individuals.

These associations seem to contradict RET. which predicts that high

('irrational') expectations leatl to unhappiness, not happiness' However'

it must be rememberetl that, oD average, current beliefs (6Bk of scores

between 363+56) were found to be significantly lower than initial beliefs

(68t of scores betveen 422!7Ð; see table L9. That is, high current

beliets were not extreme or 'irrational' as defined by RET, simply high

within a moderate range, compared with the range of higher initial beliefs.

Therefore, over years of marriecl life, marital expectations appear to have

rlropped to a more moderate level and, within that moderate range, happy

spouses valued higher leve1s of morality, uniqueness ' altruism and

emotional dependence than unhappy spouses.

This multi-¿imensionality of maritaL belief confirms the need to examine

sub-scale scores as weII as, perhaps instead of, full-scale scores, just as

for irrationality in the stutly context. It also exposes the inadequacy of

the simple RET prediction that high marital expectations generally cause

unhappiness. Indeed, the present results yield a non-significant linear

relationship betveen belief and happiness overall, which masks ttifferential

subscale effects, such that happy spouses were less Iikely to exaggerate

marital difficulties, antl felt powerless when confronted by them, compared
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\{ith unhappy spouses. Eventually, happy spouses also expected higher

leveIs of morality, uniqueness, altruism, and emotional dependence in their

relationships than unhappy spouses.

4-2-3 Ma.rita-l- t¡e]-ief versl¡€3 dissonance

It is evitlent from table 2I that dissonance is significantly associated

with unhappiness, in contrast with the non-sj.gnificant association between

ful1-sca1e belief and unhappiness. Inj.tial and current dissonance bear

moderate and strong negative correlations vith initial satisfaction and

current happiness respectively (r=-.39 and - .79 , p< .00L) . Furthermore r

these correlations are significantly stronger than the corresponding

correlations for the belief fulL-scales Q=L6.2 and 45.6 respectively,

p< .001) , applying Fisher's r-to-z transformation. Therefore. as predicted,

the evidence is convincing that dissonance is more strongly associated with

concurrent marital unhappiness / tlissatisfaction than the belief ful1-

scale.

It is conspicuous in table 2L that 9 of the 10 dissonance sub-scales

correlate significantly and negatively with concurrent happiness / satis-

faction, compared vith only 2 of the 10 belief sub-scales (Catastrophis-

ation and External Locus), as indicated in table 20, Aside from the

External Locus sub-scale, for which content may warrant some modification,

current dissonance sub-seales are aII negatively correlated with current

happiness (¡=-.25, p(.05 to r=-.83, P(.00L) . Similarly, correlations

between the initi,al dissonance sub-scales and initial satisfaction are

negative, S of the L0 significant (r=-.13, non-sig to r=-.53, p<.001).
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T.A.BIJE 2L

Inítial dissonance scales: fnternal consistencies and correl-
at,ions with initial satisfaction' cument happÍness and sex

(N = 87)

Initial Dissonance
Scale

Internal
Consistency

Initial
Satisfaction

Current
Eappiness Sex

1. Approval
2. Performance
3. llorality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. Altruism
7. Avoidance
8. Dependence
9. External Locus
10. Ideality

.91

.85

.82

.76

.81

.82

.79

.92

.84

.12

-.27**
- tÂ*

- .18
-. 13
-.39*:k*
-.39***
-.24*
- .38**r(

.11
-.60***

-.35***
-.16
-.27**
-.46***
-.53*:k*
-. 45***
- tE*

-.44***
-. l_3

-.48***

-.39)k**
- tÁ*

-.20
-. 03
- t2*

-.26*
- tR*

- tÃrr

.04
-.16

FuIl Scale (Di) .92 -. 39*r(* -. 52*** -. 28**

Attrib Dissonance (ÀDi) .90 -.46*** -.55:k*t( -.32**

Current dissonance scales: Internal consistencies and correl-
ations with cgrrent satisfactionr current happiness and sex

(N = 88)

Current ltissonance
ScaIe

Internal
Consistency

Current
Satisfaction

Current
[appiness Sex

1. Approval
2. Performance
3. ltorality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. ÀItruism
7. Avoidance
8. Dependence
9. External L,ocus
10. Ideality

.93

.86

.81

.79

.82

.83

.76

.81

.80

.?3

-.66***
-. 34**
-.69***
-. 15
-.67***
-.'17***.
-.24*
-.66**rr

.13
-.81***

-. ?0***
-.38*r(r(
-. ?0***
-.26x
-. 67**r.
-.77***
- tF*

-.68*rr*
.03

-.83**rr

-.23*
-.08
-.L4
' .08
-. 14
-.02
-. 13
-.19

.08
-.L7

FuIL Scale (Dc) .91 -.74¡k*¡t -. ?9*** -.15

Àttrib Dissonance (ADc) .93 -.78r(*t( -. 82***

]-74

-.16

* p<.05 r.'t p(.01 **'t p<.001 (two-tailed probabllíties)



The consistency and strength of the dissonance/ happiness associations

across different dimensions of marital expectation are in contrast with the

highly variable associations between the belief scales and happiness. The

consistent sub-scaIe contributions to total dissonance and the associated

unhappiness are also in keeping with the additive nature of dj.ssonance

according to CDT. These findings support the assertion that 'irrational

belief is more appropriately defined and measured as dissonance against a

theoretical backdrop of CDT, than as the tratlitional extreme belief in RET.

In examining longitudinal effects, it is evident from table 20 that initial

belief Ís associated rvith later (i.e. current) happiness (r---.29, p<.01) .

Table 21 indicates that initial dissonance also correlates significantly

¡vith later happiness (r=-.52, p<.001) and again, significantly more

strongly (Z=LL.8, p(.001), applying Fisher's r-to-z transtormation. To the

extent that retrospective initial ratings can be regarded as reliable, it

appears that vhile extreme initial belief predicts later unhappiness.

dissonance does so significantly better, This tinding supports clinical

evidence that unmet marital expectations (that is, dissonnance) often have

lasting effects on happiness (Hartin, 1993; Sager, 1976). Kurtlek (1991)

found that extreme marital beliefs, on the RBI (Epstein & Eidelson, 1981),

were positively related to ideal / actual relationship discrepancy. He

also found them to be 'relatively enduring predispositions' associated with

marital dissolution, in a 5 year l-ongitudinal study (Kurdek, 1-993).

Since current dissonance (Dc) is defined as the discrepancy between current

belief (Bc) and reality (Rc), that is Dc = Bc-Rc, it could appear that the

strong correlation between dissonance and happiness H (r=-.79, p<.001) is a

definitional artifact of the strong Rc/H correlation (r=.83, Þ(.001).
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A strong Rc/H correlation is not problematic per se. Indeecl, it is

expected, since it is well documented that happy spouses rate their marital

lot (pereeivetl realities) highly (Epstej.n et al. 1987; Fitzpatrick, 1-988;

Spanier, Ig'16). Mathematically, however, a strong Rc/H correlation does

not necessarily ímply a strong Dc/H correlation, just because Dc = Bc-Rc.

For any given set of Rc and H scores (hiqhty correlated), the Dc/H

correlation could be positive, negative, large or small, depending upon the

Bc scores and the intercorrelations of Bc, Rc, Dc and H.

To demonstrate these possibilities, 3 hypothetical data sets (N=20) of B,

R, D and H scores were generated (see appendix I{) with R and H scores

common anti highly correlated (r=.82) for each set. By choosing clifferent B

scores (wittr corresponding D scores = B-R) in each set, three tlifferent D/H

correlations were fountl: t=-.79 for set I, r=.80 for set 2 ancl r=.04 for

set 3, illustrating all- of the possibilities proposed above. The matrix of

intercorrelations for set 1 is similar to that in table 22 for the obtained

experimental data, both current and initial.

Another fincting which mitigates against the possible artificiality of the

strong Dc/H correlation is that Dc contributes substantially to the

explanabion of II after the effect of Rc is removed, as indicated by the

tirst-ortler partial correlation between Dc and H (x;,,,=-.62, p<'001) '

The first-order partial correlation between initial dissonance (Di) and

initialsatistaction(si)(tì,,,=-'4L'p<'001)isalsosubstantial'after

the effect of Ri is removed. Furthermore, while recognising the tallib-

iLity of retrospective data, table 22 shows that initial dissonance (Di)

significantly preilicts Iater (current) happiness H (r=-.52, p<.001), unlike

initial reality (Ri) (r=.19, non-sig).
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Intercorrelations of initially rated belief, realitY,
dissonance and satisfaction

(N = 87)

Bi Ri Di

Ri

Di

si

. 60***

.53r'**

- .03

-.11

.44*¡k*

-. 63***

.83*** -.79***

-.39***

H - .29** .19 -.52***

* p<.05 *r. p<.01 *** p(.001 (tryo-taileil probabilities)

Intercorrelations of cugently rated belief , reality,
dissonanee and happiness

(N = 88)

Rc DcBc

Rc

Dc

.44**.*

.42***.

.06H

* p<.05 ** p(.01 *** p<.001 (tvo-tailed probabilities)

Note:

Bi = maritat belief (i¡itiail
Ri - perceived marital rearity (i¿itial)
Di = marital dissonance (initiall = Bi-Ri
Si = marl.tal satisfaction (i¡itial)

Bc = narital beliet (current)
¡q = pêrceived marital reality (curre¡t)
Dc = marital ilissonance (current) = Bc-Rc
H = marltal happiness (curre¿t)
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For all of the reasons advanced above, the high DclH correlation cannot be

tlismisseal merely as a definitional artifact of the hiqh Rc/H correlation.

Finally, it should be remembered that the strong D/H correlation was pre-

tlicted, along r+ith related findings (e.g. the post-decision clissonance

effect and the adclitive property of dissonance) from a rvell establishetl

theoretical position (CDT). EssentiatLy, RET also predicts that dissonance

associated with unmet marital beliefs is likely to cause unhappiness.

4 -2 -4 Attrj-1crrüj-orra.l- d-j-ssorrance & happi-ness

The beliefs and realities of 44 BAItf items, which are specifically partner

focused, amount to expectations and quasi attributions respectively; see

appendix U. For example, BAlf item 72 focuses upon a partner's promptness

in fulfilling certain tluties (e.g. regarding chores and bills). The belief

(B) antl reality (R) are as follorvs, aceompanietl by hypothetical ratings.

B. -.Ìly partner should be pronpt ( 5 ) i-e- 'nostJy'

R...ìty partner is pronpt .. ( I ) i.e. 'rareLy'

The respondent's clissonance, arising from his / her partner's impromptness

(relative to expectations), is quantified simply as B-R = 4.

The sum of such differences for all 44 attributional items, provides a

measure of Attributional Dissonance (ÀD), which is directly related to the

notion of 'responsibility attribution' employed by Fincham & Bradbury

(19S?b), as argued in section 2.7.3.

As shown in table 2L, current Àttributional Dissonance (ÀDc) correlates

strongty with current marital happiness H (r=-.82, p<.001), in keeping vith

the recent and consistent findlng that conceptually related 'responsibility
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attribution' for marital problems and negative partner behaviours is firmLy

associated with both concurrent and later marital dissatisfaction (Fincham

& Bradbury, 198?b, 1993).

Considering couples as cases, ít is further apparent from table 23, that

current AttributionaL Dissonance (ÀDc) for husbands and wives correlates

highly t+ith both their own and their partners' current happiness, the 4

correlations ranging from -.68 to -.83 (p<.001) . Thus, after years of

married experience, spouses who perceived their partners to be falling

short of expectations (regarcling honesty, altruism, tinancial management

and sexual performance) rrere distinctly unhappy, as vere their partners.

Husbands were about as likeIy to experience Attributional Dissonance as

wives since the sex effect (r=-.1,6) is non-significant.

Tab1e 2I also indicates that initial Àttributional Dissonance (ÀDi) is

negatively correlated with initial satisfaction (Sí) (r=-.46 , p< .001) .

Spouses seemed to experience AD from the very beginning of marriage, wives

marginally moreso than husbands (r=-.32, p<.01). The correlation of female

ÀD rvith the satisfaction of the couple (r=-.47 with Sm, p(.001-; r=-.60 with

Sf, p<.001) is only marginally stronger than for male AD (r=-.30 with SR,

non-sig; r=-.43 with Sf, p<.01), as table 23 shows.

From the retrospeetive data, the present study provides the opportunity for

cautious consideration of possible longitudinal effects of AD. For married

indivi<luals, AD experienced at the beginning of marriage tentled to persist,

as inalicated by the high correlation between initial and current ÀD (r=.73,

p<.001) . Table 2l also suggests that Ínitiat AD predicts later (current)

unhappiness (r=-.55, p<.001) .
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Correlations
happiness (II)

T,â.BIJE 23

of attributional dissonance Hith current
and initial satisfaction (s) of self and partner

I
N

I
T
I
A

L

(N = 39 couples for initiaL data)
(N = 40 couples for current data)

Current Happiness Initial Satisfaction
Àttributional
Dissonance (AD)

-. 82***-. 70***ADf

-.68***-.83***ADm

* p<.05 *r. p<.01 *** p(.001 (two-tailed probabilities)

Note:

m=male, f =female

c
U

R

R

E

N

T

- , 60¡k*r(- .4'l**.*.-.58***-.37*ADf

-.43**-. 3044*x- .56**i(ADm

sfSmHfHm
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Consiclering couples as cases, table 23 provides no evidence of a sex

difference in the relationship between initial AD and later (current)

happiness, since the 4 correlations range from r=-.37 (p<.05) to r=--58

(p<.001) , This fintling supports the latest finding of Fincham & Bradbury

(1993), contrary to an earlier one (Fincham & Bradbury, 1987b) rvhich did

produce a sex tlifference. Fincham & Bradbury (1987b) put forward the

causal hypothesis that relationship expectations give rise to negative

attributions which, in turn, cause marital dissatisfaction. Results from

the present investigation tend to be consistent with this modeI, which

constitutes one source of marital dysfunction.

4-2-5 Sel-f attrilcutional bia-s a::d tsra'ppiness

Às shown in appendix V, 50 of the BAU items exist in 25 pairs, each pair

consisting of a reality seeking self-assessment (Rs) from a spouse, such as

item 42:

Rs 'I satisfy ny partner sexualTY'

and the corresponding partner's rating (np) seeking the partner's assess-

ment of the same event or behaviour, in this case, item 52:

Rp 'My partner satisfies ne sexuaJly'

Because each couple was treated as a case for this ana1Ysis, it was decitled

to number the husband's BAÈf ratings from 1 to 100, the wife's corresponding

BAIrt ratings f rom 101 to 200, to distinguish the tlr'o. Self Attributional

Bias (SAB) is detined in the following way; sample reality ratings (R) are

considered for a husband and wite.
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Hr:.slcand

42. R...1 satisfy ny partner

sexually. .( I )

52. R. . .lly partner satisÍies

ne sexual.Ly....( 4 )

142.

152.

Itif e

R...I satisfy nY Partner

sexualJy. .( 5 )

R. . .Ì|y partner satisf ies

ne sexuaLLy....( 3 )

The husband's self attributional- bias (SAB) for his sexual performance is

tlefined as (his self asessment - his wife's assessment).

= (Rrt - Rtlt) = (L - 3) = -)

Negative SAB scores reflect under self-assessment relative to the partner's

assessment (or, over attribution by the partner).

The wife's self attributional bias (SAB) for her sexual performance is

defined as (her self assessment - her husband's assessment).

= (Rt{t - Rtt) = (5 - 4) =

Positive SAB scores reflect over self-assessment relative to the partner's

assessment (or, under attribution by the partner).

Five catastrophisation SAB items originally generated negative item-total

correlations. Às discussed earlier in section 4.2.3, non-catastrophisation

was found to be valued by happy spouses, like the other 20 SAB behaviours.

Therefore, it was tlecitled to score the 5 catastrophisation items in reverse

to reflect non-catastrophisation, so that the ful1 SAB scale would comprise

items about valued marital behaviours, that is, behaviours which are

typically seen by spouses as'good things' (Thompson & Kelley, 1981). The

reverged scoring also improved the SAB scaLe's interna] consistency.

Às tables 24 antl 25 indicate, the 25-item SAB scale has adequate Ínternal
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consistency acrosÊ the four conditions, male / female by initial / current

(mean a=.'16; range=.67 to .79), with only one neqatÍve item-tota1

correlation out of one hundred.

The 5-item SAB subscales for 'performance', 'non-catastrophisation' and

'altruism' also have suitably consistent scale properties over the four

conditions. Item-totaI correlations are all positive, if 1ow, and alpha

values are low but generally adequate (mean cl=.60, rançte=.34 to .83). The

low alpha values are partially explicable in terms of the diversity of

content in the SAB sca1e, particularly for the Performance and Non-

Catastrophisation sub-scales, as is evident belov.

For the 3 SAB sub-scales, positive scores reflect the following self

attributional biases of, sdY, a husband in comparison with his wife's

perception. Thus, he perceives that,

Perf orrnance

he is tidy (nore oÍten than she thinks\ .

he is fina¡cially conpetent (nore often than she thinks) .

he satisfies her sexually (nore often than she thinks) '

he Ís prompt with chores and bills (nore often than she thinks).

he impresses visitors (nore often than she thinks) -

Norr- Ca. t a-s t roPtr j- s a.t j- orr

iteclining her sex is not general rejection (as often as she thinks) .

ilisputing her opinion ís not general rejectÍon (as often as she thinks\ .

rejecting behaviour is not general rejectiou (as oÍten as she t.hinks) .

his nistakes are ninor (nore otten than she thinks).

his glance at another yonan is harnless (nore otten than she thinks) .
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TABLE 24

Correlations of female self attribution bias SÀB with current
happiness (II) and initial satisfaction (S) of self and partner

(N = 39 couples for initial data)
(N = 40 couples for current data)

I
N

I
T
I
A

IJ

c
U

R

R

E

l¡
T

Fenale SAB

(a)
Internal

Consistency

.02-.50***-.42**-. 51*r(*.79FuII Scale

-.25- .31-.53*:krr-. 53***.72Àltruism

.32*-.14-.28-. L5.62Non-catast

-.14-.63***-.L732x"59Performance

Initial Satisfaction
Sm Sf

Current Happiness
Hm Hf

-.31*-. 53***.79Full Scale

-.57*:k*-. 68**rr.83Altruism

.15-.04.48Non-catast

50***-.63***.70Performance

r, p(.05 ** p(.o1 **'t p<.001 (two-tailed probabilities)

Note: llm, llf = happiness of maLe, female partner respectively
srî, st = frequency of ma}e, female satisfaction with partner
c = Cronbach'g alpha
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T.A'BIJE 25

Correlations of male self attribution bias (SAB) wittt current
happiness (H) and initial satisfaction (S) of self and partner

couples for initial data)
couples for current data)

(¡¡

N
=39
=40

lfale SAB

(c)
Internal

Consistency

I
N

I
T
I
A
L

c
U

R

R

E

N

T

-.18.11.7'.lFuIl Scale

-. 19.1364Altruism

-.15- .04.66Non-catast

-.15-.0534Performance

* p<.05 *r( p(.o1 *r,'t p<.001 (two-tailed probabilities)

Note: IIR, IIf = happíness of male,
Sil, Sf = frequency of male,
c = Cronbach's alpha

female partner resPectivelY
female satisfaction with Partner

-.22.21-.02.08.67FuIl Scale

- .19-.09-.08.1057Altruism

-.38*.18-.20-.t2.7LNon-catast

-.01.01.11-.08.39Performance

Initial Satisfaction
Sm Sf

Current llappiness
Itm tlf

r.B 5



Al-tru:ism

he puts her before frientls (nore often than she thinks\ .

he puts her before his orn interests (nore oÍten than she thinks) .

he changes for her (nore often than she thinks\.

he puts their narriage first (nore olten than she thinks) .

he puts hinself about for her (nore otten than she thinks).

Table 24 reveals a strong relationship betveen female SAB and unhappiness

of the couple. The eurrent SAB of wives is negatively associated with both

their own happiness (Hf) (r=-.31, p<.05) and that of their husbands (Hm)

(r=-.53, p<.001), but significantlY more so with Hm than Hf (Z=5.0, p('001-)

applying Fisher's r-to-z transtormation. The association is particularly

strong f or altruistic SAB (r=-.68 '¡ith Hm, p( .001 ; r=-.57 rsith Hf , p< .001)

and performance SÀB (r=-.63 with Hm, p(.001; r=-.50 vith Hf. p(.001)' but

non-significant for non-catastrophisation SAB (r=-.04 with Hm, r=.L5 with

Hf ).

As is evident in table 24, the SAB (both initial and current) of wÍves is

generally negatively correlated with current happiness of self (llf) and

husband (Hm), and initial satisfaction of self (Sf) and husband (Sm) . 21

of the 24 correlations are negative. It is especially noteworthy that

wives' initial SÀB (fulL-sca1e) is substantialty and negatively correlated

with theÍr husbands' initial satisfaction, Sm (r=-.50, p<.001). but not

their ovn, Sf (r=.02, non-significant). The pattern is particularly strong

for wives' performance SAB, which correlates significantly with Sm (r=-.63,

p<.001), but not with Sf (r=-.14, non-significant).

Initial SAB is also negatively related to later (current) happiness of
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self, Hf (r=-.42, p<.01) as well as that of husband, Hm (r=-.51, p(.00L),

particularly for altruism SAB (r=-.53, p<.001). In short, wives' initial

SÀB appears to have predicted the later unhappiness of both partners.

Thus, during the early part of marriage, vives' SAB (particularly for

altruism and performance) tvas firmly associated r+ith their husbands'

initial dissatisfaction, but not their otvn. Later, wives' SAB vas also

associatecl with their or+n unhappiness, if marginally less so than their

husbands' .

Tab1es 24 and 25 present a striking contrast. The former, for wives' SÀ8,

is as striking for its abundance of siqnificant correlatj.ons as the latter,

for husbands'SAB, is for its absence of then' À11 but one of the 24

correlations in table 25 are closer to zero than significance. Generally

then, husbands' relative over-estinates of their olrn valued behavÍours

(both initial and current) were not significantly associatetl ¡vith their osn

or their wives' unhappiness,

Overall, the current SABs for husbands (mean SAB = 1.9; s.d.= 15.1) and

wives (mean SAB = 3.?; s.d.= 15.9) did not tliffer significantly (t=.48,

df=39). The SAB score of any particular spouse can be considered to have

reflectetl SAB behaviours generally, considerÍng the satisfactory internal

consistency of the scale, as reported above. Further, the SAB of husbands

is inversely related to that of wives (¡=-,62, p<.001), indicating that,

when one was high the other tended to be Ìow. tlhile the partner clisplaying

greater SAB r¡as just as lÍkely to be the wife or husband, the assocÍations

of SAB with unhappiness are markedly ditferent for the ttro. Whereas

husbands'SAB was unrelated to unhappiness, wives' SAB was highly related,
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particuLarly for altruism and performance.

The above results on self attributional bÍas and its relationship with

marital unhappiness can be Iinked coherently, albeit tentatively, with

certain established finttings from marrÍage research and clinical evidence,

as a possible paradigm for one source of marital discord. Since women have

been found to be more concerned about attachment, intimacy and caring than

men (Fitzpatrick, 1988; Gray,1990), it is not surprising that wives in the

present study entered marriage with higher expectations than their

husbancls, particularly for approval and emotional dependence, as reported

in section 4,2.2. They also experienced more dissonance, both general and

attributional.

It is possible that, perceiving their orvn marital input as greater than

that recognised by their husbands, wives may have pressed their husbands

for more recognition, perhaps recÍprocation as ttell, resulting in their

husbands' initial retreat and dissatisfaction. Noller (1987) reports that

¡vives more commonly feel unappreciated by their spouses than do husbands.

The demand by dissatisfied wives tor more attention, aceeptance and

emotional expression from their husbands is r+ell documented (Christensen,

1988; Gray, 1990; Guthrie & Snyder, 1988). Such demands may ¡veIl have

initiated a 'demand-withdraw' pattern, wídely observed for clistressetl

couples (NotIer, 1988), whereby wives <lemand, husbands ¡vithdraw, wives

demand. more strongly, in an escalating, maladaptive cycle of conflict.

Feeling unappreciated for marital input seems to have mattered much less to

husbantls than to wives in this study, considering the non-significant

association of male SAB with the unhappiness of the couple. Alternatively,
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husbands may have been unaware that their marital contributions were being

under-estimatecl by their tvives, although the signs of under-attribution

woulcl generally be difficult to miss, even for a most unintuitive male.

4-2-6- Dissorrance a-s a. tkrreshol-d- pred-ictor

In accordance vrith the hypothesis that hiqh dissonance scores on the BÀM

scales are likely to identify unhappily married inclividuals, spouses were

clefinecl at risk if they score<l above a threshold value for dissonance on

one or more of the 10 BAM scales. 'Happy' spouses ¡+ere clefined to be those

who rated themselves as'more than moderately' happy ()3) on the ?-point

scale of happiness, r*hich ranges from'0' (not at all happy) to'6'

(completely happy). Spouses were considered 'unhappy' if their self-

ratings fel1 within the range, 'not at aIl' to 'moderately' happy ((3).

Àlthough an upper limit of'moderate'happiness (rating 3) might seem too

high for the'unhappiness' category, it was adopted to allol for the known

tendency of spouses to over-rate their own happiness (Fitzpatrick. 1988) -

Current BAlf scale dissonance scores tvere transformed to Z-scores, which

were compared riith a range of standardised threshold values. For each

thresholtl value, the 88 spouses were categorised in accorclance with

predicted by actual outcomes. Às shown in table 26, the threshold value,

/ = !.2, generated an optimum hit rate of 19.4\. That is, 27 'unhappy'

spouses were correctly identified from 34 who were definetl 'at risk'.

The differentiation betveen 'happy' and 'unhappy' spouses is highly

significant (Xt = 6?.0, p<.00001). I{hen 'attributional tlissonance' was

used as a singLe predictor of unhappiness, a threshold of Z = 0.4 gave an
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T.ã.BLE 26

Contingency tables of 'risk' by 'happineSs', for 2 criteria of
'risk' (r1 and r2) derived from 'Beliefs Àbout Marriage' (BAM)

(N = 88 subjects)

Dissonance
(ra) Threshold: Z)L,2

HÀPPINESS

No Yes

Àttributi.ona1 dissonance
(r2) Thresholdz Z).4

HÀPPINESS

No Yes

No 60

RISK
Yes 28

30 58 88

IIit Rate = 27/28 = 96.4 t

XJ = 47.4 (dt=l, P=.00000)

RISK

Note:

No 54

Yes 34

30 58 88

IIit Rate = 27/34 = 79.4 *

F = 6?.0 (df=l, Þ=.00000)

1

t

3

'Risk' (r1) requires a z-score > t.2 (thresholtl) on at least one of
the 10 BAll dissonance sub-scales

'Risk' (r2l requires a z-score ) 0.4 (threshold) on the BÀlf

sub-scale for attributional dissonance (ÀD)

'Happiness' is detined by ratings of 4 to 6 ('fairJy' to 'conpJetely'
happv)

'Unhappiness' is defineil by ratings of 0 to 3 ('not at all' happy to
'noderately' happY)

4

't27

513

127

5?3
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optimum hit rate of 96.4t. Using this threshold, 27 'unhappy' spouses were

correctly identifierl from 28 who were 'at risk' . The distinction between

'happy, and ,unhappy, spouses is highLy significant (xr = 47.4, p<.00001).

As hypothesised, the measures of general and attributional dissonance used

in the present study, hrere highty effective in identifying unhappy spouses'

further supporting the use of dissonance as a measure of irrationality, and

the use of thresholds for identification of couples at risk.

4 - 2 -7 Percei-rzed- Rea-1i-t1- and- trappiness

How spouses perceive their marital lot. that is, their real.ities (R), is

known to be associatetl with their self-rated happíness or satisfaction

(Epstein et ô1.,198?; Fitzpatrick, LgSB; Russell & I{e11s,7994; Spanier,

19?6). Table 2? shons that ? of the 10 initial reality scales bear strong

positive correlations with initiaL satisfaction. Spouses tentled to be more

satisfied ¡sith their partners when they experienced relativel-y high Ievel-s

of approval (r=.42, Þ(.001) , performance (r=.31, p<.01) , morality (r=.43,

p<.001) . uniqueness (.4L, p<.001) , altruism (r=.51, P(.001), dependence

(r=.46, p<.001) and ideality (r=.'14. p(.00L) . However, Catastrophisation

and External Locus of control (in regard to marital ctifficulties) are

negatively associated with initial satisfaction (r=-.22, p(.05 and r=-.35,

p<.00i. respectively). Therefore, those who catastrophised and perceived

themselves as powerless in regard to marital difficulties tended to be

dissatisfied as well. Current data generate simiLar associations betneen

reality seales and happiness and correlations are generally stronger, as

well as being more reliable because of the currmt status of the data.
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:f FrE¡IrE 27

InitÍal realÍty scales: Internal consistencies and correl-
ations with initial satisfaction' current happiness and sex

for initial tlata)
for current data)

(N=
(N=

8'l
BB

Initíal Reality
ScaLe

Internal
Consistency

Initial
Satisfaction

Current
Eappiness Sex

1. Àpproval
2. Performance
3. Morality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. AltruÍsm
7. Avoidance
8. Dependence
9. External Locus
10 . Ideality

.86

.60

.70

.79

.6'l

.80

.80

.7B

.90

.79

.42*.*.x
,31**
.43***

- ,r*.
.41***
, 51***
,T4
.46*x*

-.35t(*t<
. ?4***

.26*

.07

.L6

.05

.23*

.36***

.04
t1*

-.33x*,k
.39***

.05
-. 10
-.11
-. 06
-.13
-.02

.11
-.30**
-.32*x
-.03

FuIl Scale (Ri) .91 .44xx* .19 -.r4

Current reality scales: Internal- eonsistencies and correl-
ations with current satisfaction, current hapfiiness and sex

Current Reality
ScaIe

Internal
Consistency

Current
Satisfaction

Current
Eappiness Sex

1. Approval
2, Performance
3. lforality
4. Catastrophisation
5. Uniqueness
6. Altruism
7. Avoidance
8. Depend.ence
9. External Locus
10. Ideality

.91

.61

.85

.76

.87

.91

.'t9

.8?

.87

.90

.71***

.47***

.82***
-. 47***

.79**i<

.84**x

.26*

.85***
-.29*1,

.91**rr

.76***

.49***

.81***
-. 41***

.81***

. B1***

.L7

.81***
-.33***

.89**x

.L3
-.02
-.01

.04

.01

.04

.31**
-.01
- .17

.09

Full Scale (Rc) .95 .85r(r(x .83**)t 06

PFIQS Scale .9? .88xx* .86*** .09

* p<.05 ** p(.01 *** p<.00L (two-tailed probabilities)

pllQs = perceived ltarital ouality Scale (= Rc, gcales 4'& 9 reverse scored)
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Thus, happy spouses experienced aIt of the realities of BAlf except tor

Catastrophisation and External locus, for which they experienced the

opposite. Avoidance was about equally likely to be practised by happy

spouses as unhappy spouses. Perhaps this reflects a greater readiness of

happy couples to compromise some of their rights, needs and r¿ishes some of

the time, as a mutual give-and-take, instead of unconditionally asserting

their rights in all mabters all of the time.

The ful] reality scale (Rc) is hiqhly correlated with happiness (r=.83,

p< .001) , despite j.ncluding the tvo negatively correlated sub-scales for

catastrophisation and external L,ocus. Internal consistency for Rc is hiqh

(o = .95), despite the 20 negative item-tota1 correlatons out of 100, I'l

from the Catastrophisation and External L,ocus subscales. Thus, when these

2 subscales are scored in reverse, aLf 10 sub-scales correlate positively

with happiness. This adjusted reality scale amounts to a perceived marital

quality scale (PttQS), which correlates more highly with happiness (r=.86,

p<.001) and has higher internal consistency (c = .91) , 19ith onty 3 negative

item-totaI correlations out of 100.

Table 27 reveals that Sex is not significantly correlated vith either Rc

(r=.06, non-sig) or the PIÍQS (r=.09, non-sig), indicating that, overa1l,

husbands and wives t{ere equalty likely to experience the BÀ}f realities.

In general, it is clearly apparent that happy couples actually experience

higher levels of approval, performance, moral standards, non-catastrophis-

ation, uniqueness, altruism, emotional interclependence, personal control

(ot marital problems) and ideality than unhappy couples. It seems that

these facets of healthy marriage relationships have not fJone out of
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fashion, a fintling'which tits clinical experience. Lazarus (1985, p.32)

finds that happy marríages include '?5-80 percent togetherness' , still

Ieaving sufficient separateness to permit individual growth and essential

privacy. l{atthews (1988, p.44) nakes a similar observation:

,In Jong and strong narriages vhere eonstaney has firnJy taken hol'd,

partners achieve interilependence. They help each other, dra¡t on each

other's strengths, and teel a sense of nutual ob)igation - yet they

feave each other enough roont to do and pursue things on their ovn'-

Às a measure of marital quality, the PlrfQS is similar in essence to other

commonly used self-report measures, such as the Dyaclic Àtljustment Scale

(Spanier, l9?6), which inclutles content much like that of the PMQS, but

Iess of it, and similarly asks respondents to rate their perceptions of

their marital realities.
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5 DTSCIJSSION

5 .1- STTJDY

Results of the present stucly support the hypothesis that irrational beliefs

about study are better assessed by a study-specific test, such as the BAS,

than general tests, such as the IBT, as predicted by Anastasi (1988) and

Bandura (1969) [or attitude measures generally and by Holtzworth-Munroe &

Stuart (1994) for irrational belief tests.

I{hile the sub-sca1e clusters of BAS are some¡r'hat tenuous, forming late and

combining soon after on a rescalecl distance dimension, it is argued that

this j.s at least partly due to their diversity of content. The same reason

can be advanced as a partial explanation for their 1ow, but mostly adequate

internal consistencies. Notwithstanding their tragility, the BAS clusters

correspond vith theoretical sub-scales in theme and item content, givÍng

added weight to their structure.

lfore research is required to clarify further the structure of the clustered

sub-scaÌes and i.mprove their internal consistency. One particular problem

¡r'hich also needs to be addressed is the separateness of the Performance

sub-scale from the rest of the BAS scaLes. Àlthough this anomaly has not

been found previously for general measures of irrational belief, sub-scale

effects and intercorrelations have not always been reported. Às argued

earlier and, as demonstrated in the marriage context, this problem (as well

as others) could be resolved by defining irrational belief in terms of the

discrepancy between belief and reality instea¿ oi extreme belief.
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Although the effects of greater cognitive purity and reduced item

redundancy of the BÀS were not explicitly assessed, ihese characteristics

ensured that the BAS really does measure cognition, without the emotional

and behavioural impurities of many other tests (e.g.the IBT) ancl, that the

clustered sub-scales, despite their fragility, cannot be dismissed as an

artifact of j.tem redundancY.

Threshold analysis was more effective than correlation analysis in reveal-

ing the true strength of the association between irrationality (extreme

beIÍef) and dysfunction. The present results vindicate the use of hígh

scores on separate BAS dimensions of irrationality, rather than correlation

using the fulI scale.

The greater etfectiveness of the separate scales Ín identifying students at

risk, compared with the gtobal full-scale, confirms the need for recognis-

ing the multi-tlimensionality of írrationality. Irrational beliefs about

study can be he¡l on one dimension (e.g. fdeality), without necessarily

being held on others (e.g. Apptoval, Iforty, ExternaL l'ocus). Neither is

irrationality in study necessaril-y generalised across other contexts (e.S.

marriage, sport, work). In addition, irrationality on one dimension in one

eontext tends to be a sufficient condition tor dysfunction in that context,

as proposed by DrYden (1985).

Attending to both the

irrational belief has

irrational beliefs can

themselves can be used

a cIÍent's problematic

context-specificity and the multi-dimensionality of

the immediate therapeutic advantage that specific

be isolated for cognÍtive restructuring. Test items

by the counselLor as a basis for targeting tlirectì'y

belief s .
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The abiLity of BAS to identify a group of students at risk of emotional and

behavioural dysfunction is consistent with the basic RET tenet, that

extreme dogmatic beliefs cause maladaptive emotion and behaviour. I{hile

the present experimental design could not infer causation, it is worth

recalling that BÀS vas completed just prior to the beginning of the 1-989

academic year. For a pre-course r non-intellective test to identify

students at risk, with a sufficiently hiqh hit rate for practical use in

intervention, constitutes a promising advance over the traditional, general

tests of irrational belief, such as the IBT. Furthermore, the predictive

power of BAS cannot be i.nterpreted as an artifact of comnon variance due to

common content shared by the BÀS scales and the independent variables,

since behavioural criteria of procrastination, perseverance and performance

were used in addition to the usual self-report measures of emotionality.

The predictive por*er of BAS stands to improve even further, shoulcl BAS be

redesigned following the BAM format. As demonstrated in the marriage

context, fuLl-scale dissonance (B-R) was found to be highly correlated vith

marital dissatisfaction, unlike full-scale belief (B). While retaining

their study-specific content, BÀS items could be reframed to provide

ratings of. both belief (B) and reality (R), as for the BAM, providing a

similar measure of dissonance.

At the same time, it rvould be desirable to express BAS in the present

rather than the future tense, making it appropriate for on-course instead

of pre-course administration. Current expectations from respondents are

also likely to be more reliable than projecte<l ones.

Requiring a negative affect rating corresponding to each B and R rating
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tÍou1d add a further dimensi.on to a revised BAS for both research and

therapeutic application. For each item, BAS could require students to gi.ve

separate ratings indicating ho¡v things 'should'be (B), how they 'actually

are', or appear to be, (R) ancl the negaLive affect experienced when things

are worse than they should be, that is, when dissonance (B-R) is high.

The relati.onship between dissonance (B-R) and the associated negative

affect would be of fundamental interest to both RET and CDT. The idea of

obtaining from a student a separate, subjective rating of affective

reaction to a specific, unmet expectation about study warrants further

investigation. Specific negative affect may prove more usefuL in research

than general measures of emotionality (e.9. seÌf-reported anxiety and

depression). particularty considering recent research on cognition/affect

specificity (Higgins, l-987; Ingram, Kendall, Smith, Donnell & Ronan, 1987;

Vasey & Borkovec. 799Ð. In the therapeutic setting, particular beliefs

associated with high dissonance as well as high negative affect would be

especially targeted by a counsellor for cognitive retructuring.

Procrastination (particularly observed procrastination) emerged as a hiqhty

important behavioural variable in distinguishing between successful and

unsuccessful students. This finding is consistent vith Ellis' & Knaus'

(7917) claim that procrastination stems from irrational beLief and has

'enormous sabotaging effects' on students. In the present investigatj-on,

'irrational' students trere observed by lecturers to procrastinate almost

'half of the tíme'compared with the'rational' students, who did so only

'rarely' . The 'irrational' students also scored aggregates which, oil

average, were only half of those of the 'rational' students.
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From the group of irratíonal' students, those who ultimately succeeded,

despite being at risk (i.e. the 'faIse aLarms'), were 'rarely' observed to

procrastinate, while the unsuccessful ones procrastinated more than 'half

of the time' . Overall then, observed procrastination was strongly

associated with non-perseverance, low GPA and 1ow aggregate. It tras the

best single predictor of poor performance.

A new self-report test of procrastination, the I{IP (How I Procrastinate)

demonstrated hiqh internal consistency and satisfactory construct valiclity.

Its test-retest reliability remains to be assessed. Results for the I{TP

(l{hy I Procrastinate) yielded clusters for 'tear of faifure' and 'Lov

Itustration toLerance' representing the main reasons for procrastination,

in keeping with Ellis' & Knaus' (19'17) clinical evidence and supporting the

factors found by Solomon & Rothblum (1984). The clusters are internally

consistent, homogeneous in their separate themes and associated with

different variables, confirming their different constructs and the need for

different therapeutic approaches, as noted by Solomon & Rothblum.

5.2 MARR:I.AGE

ResuLts of the present study indicate that the BÀll is a promising self-

report test which taps the major cognitive variables currently used in

marriage researeh: extreme belief, attribution, self attributional bias,

marital quality and marital happiness. It also generates a measure ot

dissonance vhich, as hypothesised, proved to be significantly better as a

measure of irrationality in marriage than the traditional extreme belief.
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To the extent that retrospective ratings can be trusted, the evidence

inclicales that the initial beliefs of spouses dropped significantly over

the early years of marriage, supporting the clinical evidence (Dryden'

1985; Ellis & IIarper, 1961; Hartin , 1.97'1, l-993; Lazarus, 1985; Sager ' I976)

that most couples enter marriage with unrealistically high expectations'

which generally remain unfulfiltetl. This drop vas hypothesised as a post-

decision dissonance effect (Festinger, 195?), whereby spouses probably felt

responsible for and committed to their marital decision and, therefore'

automaticaì.ly reduced their dissonance (B-R) by lo¡rering their expectations

(B) toward their perceived marital realities (R) . Maritat realities also

feI1 cluring early years of marriage, probably reflecting the greater, but

unsustainable, initial eflorts of both partners to meet each other's

unrealistic, ínitiaI, marital expectations.

Qverall, results support the contention that irrational belief, defined to

include dissonance in contemporary RET, is therefore more appropriately

assessed by belief/reality discrepancY than by extreme belief in tests of

irrational belief. The relationship of betief to maritaL dissatisfactj-on

was hiqhly variable across the 10 BAI'Í sub-scales and stages of marriage

(initial and current) . Further contrary to RET was the finding that fu]1-

scale belief did not correlate significantly ,rith ttissatisfaction.

Unlike the belief scales, dissonance was significantty associated with

unhappiness for 9 of the 10 subscales and, on the basis of current ratinqs'

the fulI dissonance scale was highly associated with marital dissatis-

faction, in strong support of RET. Thus, it appears that tlissonance does

the damage, not extreme belief per sê, although the latter is likely to

result in dissonance more frequently than low to moderate levels of belief '
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Belief/reality discrepancy '*as fountl to be a more effective and appropriate

basis of irrationality in RET than the traditional extreme belj.ef. To CDT,

discrepancy is fundamental. The present findings support the claim that

CDT offers all that RET offers and more, theoretically and in practice.

Clearly, the findings do not negate the enormous and valuable impact of RET

on cognitive-behavj-oura1 psychology, but they do suggest that RET can be

regarded as one of the many díssonance'mini-theories', as Àronson (1992)

proposes. In short, the present study supports the assertion that

irrationality is better defined as dissonance against a theoretical

background of CDT than as extreme belief from a backqrouncl of RET.

Partner-focused tlissonance (attributional dissonance) was marginally more

strongly related to unhappiness than general dissonance. Hiqh scores for

both dissonance and attributionat dissonance were extremely successful in

identifying unhappy spouses. If their memories ean be relied upon, spouses

experienceil 'attributional dissonance' (perceiveil partner shortcomings)

from the very beginning of marriage. Initial 'attrihutional dissonance'

seemed to persist through marriage, remaining highly associatect vith the

unhappì.ness of the couple.

I{hen partners felI short of spouses' expectatÍons, both parties suffered

and the suffering may wel-l have originatecl from initial attributions,

consistent with the causal model advanced by Fincham & Bradbury (1987b),

who propose that a spouse's extreme marital expectations give rise to

negative attributions about partner behaviour, which subsequently lead to

marital dissatisfaction. Hartin (1993, p.43) appears to refer to

'attributional djssonance' when he describes the anger, frustration and

confusion felt by spouses when their partners 'depart' trom the partly
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conscj.ous, partly unconscious' marj,tal 'scripts' prescribed for them'

11ives entered marriage with higher expectations than their husbands and

experienced more dissonance, particularly in regard to their expectations

of approval (from husbands), performance (by husbands) , uniqueness (of

their relationship) ancl emotional dependence (on husbands), in keeping with

Noller's (19S8) evidence for the typícal demands of unhappy wives.

t{ives' seLf attributionaL hias (SAB), that is, over-estimation of their own

marital input relative to their husbands' perceptions, was strongly related

to both their own and their husbands' unhappiness. This was particularly

true in regard to their self-assessed altruism and marital performance. On

the other hand. husbands' SAB was not significantly related to either their

o¡.¡n or their Hives'unhappiness. Since marriage vas initially more

important to wives, particularly their husbands' approvaJ-, it is IikeLy

that feeling under-valued by their husbands cut deeply, possibly resulting

in retaliatory negative behaviour towards their husbands (Bradbury f(

Finchanr, Lggz; Floytl & Markman, 1983) and unhappiness for both. It appears

that feeling under-rated was less important to husbands, or perhaps they

were simply less aware of it. This relationship is particularly persuasive

because SAB rests upon independent ratings by both partners about a common

concept.

SÞouses were happier when they experienced high Ievels of approvaJ-,

performance, morality, uniqueness, altruism, dependence' ideality, non-

catastrophisation and internal locus as perceived realities. This adjusted

reality scale constj.tutes a 'perceived marital quaLity scale', the PMQS'

which is internally consistent and correlates highly with happiness '
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[{hil-e BAM is much too long and demanding in its present form, a simple

modification which omits retrospective ratings would render it far more

manageable for respondents, by halving the completion time and simplifying

instructions. A revised BAll coultl take the same shape as that recommended

above for BAS, each item requiring a belÍef (B) and reality (R) rating' as

welL as a rating of negative affect associated with discrepancy (B-R) .

Epstein, Baucom, Rankin & Burnett (1991) have produced a measure involving

similar elements. ftems of their 'Inventory of Specific Relationship

Stanclards' (ISRS) ask the respondent to rate how his/her partner 'should'

behave (a belief) , whether the partner's behaviour meets the expected

standard (dissonance) anil how upsetting (negative affect) ttre partner's

unsatisfactory behaviour is for the respondent. using the ISRS in a study

of tlomestic violence, Holtzworth-Munroe and Stuart (1995) found that

,di.stressed' husbands expected higher behavioural standards of their wives

than 'non-distressed' husbands, were less satisfied that those standards

were being met and were more upset by the discrepancy'

However, the extension of BAM to assess negative affect as ¡vell as belief

and reality, nould partly restore BAM's currentLy excessive demands.

perhaps, BAM could exist in two forms, the choice bet¡veen the ttro being

determined by particular research demands. The shorter form r*oul-d retain

BAll's present form, less the retrospeetive ratings, and rely upon the

simple global 'happiness' ra[ing as the measure of manifest 'psychologica]-

discomfort' . The long form would simply extend the short form by requiring

an affect rating for each item.

Modified either wâY, BAM warrants being put to the longitutlinal test
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because its two basic variableg, belíef and reality, yieltl other important

measures of dissonance, attributional dissonance and self attributional

bias, all of which are strongly related to marital dissatisfaction. It is

unlikely that response biases coultl completely account for such strong

relationships. Respondents' extra comments on their questionnaires suggest

that their ratings lvere carefully considered. Ànd, like the partly similar

Relationship Beliefs Inventory (RgI: Epstein & Eidelson, 1981), BAM is not

Iikely to be atfected by the social clesirability response bias. as shown

for the RBI by Emmelkamp et aI. (1987).

It would be clesirable for a longitudinal study to include other known

pretlictors of marital distress as we1I, particularly measures of marital

interaction (Bradbury et â1.. 1995; Noller et â1., L994) and neuroticism

(Kurdek, 1993; Russell & I{ells, 1994), with the aim of shedding more liqht

on the relative contributions of cognitive and behavioural elements in the

aetiology of marital dissatisfaction and dysfunction.

Couples could be located via marriage celebrants just prior to marriage for

their pre-marriage beliefs and realities and tested again after one or two

years. A sufficiently large sample could be targeted to afford empiricaL

validation of theoreticaL subscales by factoring or clustering. Test-

retest reliability remains to be assessed as we1L. A shortened and simpler

form of BAM would be less daunting to subjects and more likely to achieve

all of these ends.
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/ / BE}-

I NSTRUCT i CINS

This que5tionnaire asks you about some of the beliefs you holcl in
relation to your matriculation studies-

For each item r You are asked to indicate the strength of your
bel ief wi th ã t ick (,/ ) on the 7-po int scale provided .

Consider the sample item below. The tick at point 6- on the
scale shows that this student considers popularity with the
lecturer to be à relatively unimportant part of suc.cess in study-

Rernember that this is not a test, with right and wronq answers;
it simply asks what y.W. believe and how strongly you do scr'
Please answer every item, in privacy, and at your own Pace'

Final 1y, try to avoid considering what might be 'ideal' or
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For succeEs in study,
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(
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over the extent to wh ich others d istract rne f rom

1

É.

3
4
5
6
7

I

1

E
3
4
5
6
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

1. ( )
¿.. ( )

3. ( )

4. ( )

5. ( )

no

6. ( )

7. ( )
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17. ü.Jhe,never I am faced
reading, I exPect to

18 . l¡Jhen I

.A'PPE!ÛI'I)(. B

with a new idea during a lecture or my
gresp i t

1

e
3
4
5
6
7

)

)

)

)

)

)
)

1. ( )

e. ( )

3. ( )

4. ( )

5. ( )

6. ( )

7. ( )

immediatelY

after awhi le

eventually.

receivegoodgradesfromtestsandas=ignments'itis

a I ways

somet i mes

never

important to me that other students are impres=ed '

19. As a student,

the

I expect to be

best

average

at the bottom.

eO. When forming rny own ideas I

never

somet irnes

a I ways

strong need to hear other students' opinions'

1. ( )

?. ( )

3. ( )

4. ( )

5. ( )

6. ( )

?. ( )

1

?
3
4
5
â
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

have a
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?t. If å lecturer,
ob ject ionab Ie weys,

never

somet i mes

.A'PPEN[DI}( B

desp i te bei ng
I should

cornpetent, haE some

1

¿
3
+
5
ó
7

have to

a I ways

accep t them.

e?.

a 1 ways

somet i mes

never

think Eeriously about wåys of avoiding å test or exarn.

e3

constant ly

occasional ly

never

rernind myself of the need to be in comP lete comfnånd of aI I
trour5e work covered.

e4 . l¿Jhenever I th i nk about emp l oyment , and the apparent scarc i ty
of it, I am usually left feeling that matriqulation

wi I I certainly

fnay

will

find å

possibiy

I

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

I

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

certainly not

job.he 1p rne
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e5. In ny

.ã'PPENDI)( B

tests and assignments, I

must always

sometimes hope to

never expect to

A' s.

constantly

somet i mes

never

about the
whether I

1

?
3
+
5
6
7

score

I

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

eö

think
doub ts

importance of proving myself to someone who
wi I L succeed.

?7. I am

åwere

¿e. I am

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

never

somet i me=

constant 1Y

of the importance of improving my grades'

never

somet i mes

a I ways

to wr i te my own i deas n¡ i thout conf i rmat i on f rorn the
that I am on the right track.'

1

e
3
4
5
6
7

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

wi I I ing
I ec turer
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e9. For rIìêr it is of

no

50me

utmost

importance, that a lecturer is rnore than
rnust be inspirinq/interesting /captivating

1

e.

3
4
5
6
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

competent; helshe
es we1 1.

30 weekly asEignrnent Iooks difficul't: mY imrnediate
is to

make e start immediatelY

put it off for a few daYs

put it off 'titI the last day'

31. During tests and exams, I am

never

sometimes

l¿.Jhen a
though t

1

?
5
4
5
6
7

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

distracted

constant 1y

by doubts about mY Performance'

3e. I have

cornp Iete

50fne

control over how satisfying study is for me'

no

1

e

4
5
6
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(
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33. In teEts and exams, I think it is realistic to exPect that I
shal I

never

Eomet i mes

make minor

a I ways

m i stakes ,

3+. actual 1y undertook th ís studY

ent i re 1y to P I ease someone e Ì se

ås much for someone else es for myself

entirely for mYself.

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

I

1

e
J
4
5
6
7

1

e
3
4
5
6
7

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

35. I

L

?
3
4
5
ó
7

think it is realistic to expect that I can

never

somet i mes

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

perform

a I ways

at my personal best.

3ó . Mak i ng sure that students do the i r horne-wor k i s

entirely my resPonsibilitY

as rnuch the lecturer 's responsib i I i ty a5 fn lne

entirely the Iecturer's resPonsibility'
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37. Lecturers shoul.d

distribute
student.

38. Nhen T-

want to

39. I

doub t
1n my

40. How much

1

?
3
4
5
6
7

1

e
õ
+
5
ê
7

never

somet i mes

a I way=

fuI I pr inted notes of their lectures to each

.( )

.()

.()

.()
tl

.()

.()

1

e
3
4
5
ó
7

have d ifficul ty understand ing someth ing , I

a I ways

somet i mes

never

hide rny ignorance from the lecturer '

never

somet i mes

constant 1Y

whether rny Matriculation grades wi 11 gain me a place
chosen ter t i arY course .

Eense my lecture notes rnake depends

entirelY on rne

as rnuch on rne as the lecturer

ent irel,Y on the lecturer '

1

e
3
4
5
6
7
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Name:

APPENDTX C

FEELINGS ABOUT STUDY

( Fi. rst Name ) ( Surname )

yeårs- Date of Birth: / / -

()/Female()

oó / ae-

Age:

Sex: MaIe

Date = /

I NSTRUCT I ONS

This questionnaire asks you about some of the feelinqs you
experrence as a matriculation student.

For each situation presented, think carefully about how you
usuaì. ly feel (e-g. anxious, angry, depressed etc. ) and indicate
how strongly you do 50¡ with a tick <r') on the 7-point scale
provided -

The rnarked sarnple itern below indicates that the
'sIightIy' angry (e) and'considerably' bored
Iecturer labours a point already understood.

student feels
(5) whenever a

Samole Item

to talk at length about an idea which It"Jhen a I ec turer cont i nues
al.ready understand, I feel

Not
1 65.5

Moderate I y
4

Extremely
.1

anxl0Lr5
ançrY
deo r es sed
/.,;-t¿

Notice that the student herself nominated her feeling of boredom'
entering 'bored'in the space reserved for any feelinq other than
anxiety, ånger and depression- Please do Iikewise for any other
feeì.ing ygll experience (e.g- guiì.t, irritation' envy, etc- ).

C.

This
what
rhdr

IS
you
you

not a test, with right and wrong
feel and how strongly You do so-
have experienced, in PrivacY, and

ansÞ.ers; it simPlY
Please answer every
at your own pace-

asks
i tern
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tJhen my flrEt atternpt at answering a home-assiçnrnent is
unsètisfactory to frê: I feel

frlo t
1 65? 3

Moderately
4

Extremely
7

Éxtrernely
7

Ex treme I y
7

Ex treme 1 y
7

Ex treme I y
7'

anx 10u5
èngry
dep r essed

l¿Jhen I proPose an idea or ansh,er in c1ass, and the lecturer
disagrees with fiê: I feel

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

e

Not
1 ? 65

Moderately
4

Moderately
4

anxloLls
àngry
depressed

enx 10us
angry
depressed

if I
VET SUS

ånx I ou5
angry
dep r essed

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

3 If , in tests and assignrnents, I score Iess than certain other
s tudents , I fee I

Not
1

Not
1

Not
1

652¿
å.nx 10u5
ångry
depressed

4. If ,.someone (e.g. parent/spouse/friend) does not make rne study'
or encour age rne to do 50 r I f ee I

ó53a
Moderately

lL

Modera te I y
¿+

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

5 can't choose my own form of assessment (e.g' tests
as=ignrnents), I feel

653e
(

(

(

(
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6. The ongoirrg demands of study make me feel

Not
I 65?

ModeratelY
4

ModeratelY
4

Extremely
7

Extremely
7

ExtremeIY
7

Ex trerne I y
7

5

I

9

anx 1 0u5
angr y

:::::::::

Si.mply not
rne feel

anx 1 0u5
ånqry
depressed

Nhen
fee I

anx I OUS
angry
dep ressed

knowi.nq how my qrades wi 1I f inal ly turn out, makes

Not
1

65Je
anx 1 0u5
èngry
dep ressed

Nhen EociaL conflict= (e.g. with parent/spouse/chiId/friend)
badly affect mY studY, I feel

ExtremelyNot
1

7653¿
ModeratelY

4
)

)

)

)-

(

(

(

(

I don't seern to be gett ing very f ar, wh i Ie =tudying ' 
I

Not
1

653?
l"loderate i Y

4
anx louS
ançry
d ep r essed

tO" The thought of
mèkes me feel

(

(

(

(

my reEults letting down rny parents/relatives

Not
1

653e
ModeratelY

+
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11. The thaught of not beating
achievements of a certain Person

Irlo t
1

Not
1

Not
1

653C

or ma tch i nq the
makes rne f ee I

acadernic

Extremely
7

a 1 ways

Extrernely
7

Ex treme I y
7

Extrernely
7

ExtremeLy
7

f"'loderate I y
4

Moderately
4

Modera te I y
4

Moderately
+

Moderately
+

ènx 1 0us
anqry
d ep r essed

1e. If I don' t have sorneone ( e. g. teacl¡er / tutor /f r iend )

near at hand to help wi th rny study, I f eeI

L5
ånx10us
angr-y
dep r essed

13 If I can't personally choose what to study within è subiect,
I feel

655?
anx 10u5
ang ry
dep ressecj

L4 . L.Jhen p ar t
( toward the

anx r ous
ànq ry
dep ressed

15. ïhe
test

ànxtous
angry
Cepressed

(

(

(

(

of a sub ject is uninterest ing, I general ly feel
whole subject)

Not
'I

Not
I

653?

possibility of unusLrèl or unexpected questions in the next
rnak es me f ee I

653¿
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ló. l¡Jhen others distract rne f rom study, I f eel

Itlo t
I

Not
I

765?
l'loderately

4

Moderately
4

Moderate I y

Moderately
4

Extremely
5

anx r ous
ènqry
depressed

17. t¡Jhen I don't underEtand a new idea imrnedi.ately, I feel

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

653?
Extremely

7

anx 10u5
anqry
depr essed

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

1B . hjhen
fee I

other students do not seem impressed with my qradest I

Not
1 7654.]?

Ex treme I y

Ex treme 1 y

Extrernely
7

anx I ouE
angry
dep ressed

19. Nhen I don't score top grades, I feel

Not ModeratelY
te34

anx I ouS
angry
depr essed

eO. When I
students

(
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

()
()
()
()

()
()
()
()

765
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

tackle an ass ignment wi thout knowinq what other
think about it, I feel

Not
1

655a
anx L ous
àngry
dep ressed

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)
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eL. Any objectionable wàye of an other-wi.se cornpetent ì'ecturer' måk'e

me fee I

Not
L e

anxlous
ançry
dep r essed

??. Tests and examE make rne feel

Not
1

anx I ou5
ançry
dep r essed

?3. When
fee I

65
ModeratelY

¿+

ExtremeLy
7

Extremely
7

Extremely
7

Ex treme 1 y
7

Extremeì.Y
7

L5q3c
Moderatel.r,

ModeratelY
4

tloderately
4

t4oderate Iy
4

(

(

(

(

I arn not total ly in cornmand of al t course work covered, I

Not
1

Not
1

anxl0Lts
anq ry
depr essed

25. t,lhen I don ' t score ' A' s, I f ee I

Not
I

ànx 1 0u5
ènçry
dep r essed

,55J?
anx 101r5
êngry
dep r ess ed

eq. The thouqht of not eventually qetting a job måkes me feel

(

(

(

(

655e

ó55a
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?6. lf ,
who
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at any t ime, I seem unl i kelY to
doubts whether I r¡i I J' succeed, I

Drove myself to someone
fee I

Not
1

ànx r ous
ançFy
d epr e= sed

?7.l,,lhen my qrades don't improve, I feel

6e
Moderately

4

Moderate I Y
4

Moderate I Y

Moderately
4

Moderate Iy
4

Extrernely
7

Extremely
7

Extremely
7

Ex treme I y
7

Extrernely
7

q

1l
1)
()

Not
1

Not
1

65.5?
ånx r oug
êngry
dep ressed

Tf,
the

anxlouS
àngry
d ep r essed

If a
fee I

anx r ous
angry
depressed

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

EB when tackl inç an assignment, I arn unEure whether I am on
riçht track, I feel

6543Í-
(

(.

(

(.

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

e9 lecturer, desp i te being competent , lacks char isnra ' 
I

Not
1

ósJe
)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

30. Nhen
fee I

Iputoffadifficultassignmentuntilthelastday'I

Not
1

ó53e
ånx LouE
añgry
depressed
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exams, I åm distracted by thoughts of31. If, during tests and
doinq PoorlY, I feel

Not
1

lrlo t
I

Not
1

Not
1

è'nx 10u5
ånqry

:::::::::

35. Nhenever I Perf orrn below

Not
le

ånx I OuS
angry
dep ressed

653?
Moderate I Y

4
Extremely

7

Extremely
7

Extremely
7

Extremely
7

ånxrouS
ènçry
depressed

3e. LJhen study is not satisfying for n€r I feel

(

(

(

(

6J?
ModeratelY

4 5

àn x I olJ5
angry
depressed

33. hlhenever I make minor mistakes in tests and exams, I feel

)

)

)

)

ó5J?
Moderate I Y

4'

Moder ate I Y
+

my personal best, I feel

Moderately
45

anx r ouS
an9ry
dep ressed

3+. Takinq on matriculation mainly to please sofneone'else leaves
me feel i ng

Ex treme I y

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

7ó53?
)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

63
(

(

(

(
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3ó. t¡Jhen å Iecturer does not ensure that I do my homework, I f:eei

Not
t 65.J¿

ModeratelY
4

Ex treme I y
7

Extrernely
7

anx 1 0us
ånqry
depressed

37 . hlhen
fee I

printed lecture notes are not handed out regularly' I

Ex treme I yNot
1

7655¿
ModeratelY

4

ånx I ou5
àngry
dep ressed

38. t^Jhen I approach a Iecturer f or heIp, I f eel

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Not
I 653e

Moderately
4

enx I ous
angry
depressed

(

(

(

(

39 lnlhenever
course,

I have doubts about getting into rny chosen tert iary
fee I

Ex treme 1 y

I

Not
1

Not
1

7653?
Moderately

4
anx 10u5
àngry
depressed

40. Nhen my lecture notes don't make much sense' I feel

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

65J¿
Moderately

4
Ex treme I y

7

ànx 1 ous
angry
depressed

)

)

)

)
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October 1988

Dear Student t

I am researching students' beliefs and attitudes about study'
reEearch is appioved by the Psychology Departrnent, University
Adelaide, and is under the suPervision of Dr J. M. Innes.

The
of

An initial part of this research reguires students
the questionnaires: 'Bel iefs About Study' and
General'.Iamthereforeseekingabout30minutes
should you be wi I I i ng to contr ibute '

PIease note that

to cornplete
'EeliefE in

of your t ime t

be kept secúre and strictly confidential

aIl data witl be used for research only'

1

?

3

4

all data wilI
by rne.

any resul ts
i nd ividual 's

will be
data wi I I

available in grouP form and no
be identifiable.

quest ionnaires wi I I
research.

Your participation will be äPpreciated'

Sincerely,

be destroyed after cornPletion of the

Innes Linke
COUNSELLOR
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.A'PPENDIX E

BELIEFS ABOUT STUDY

Name
(Flrst Narne)

Aqe: vears. Date of blrth: 
-/ -/ -

Sex: MaIe( ) / Fenale( )'

Dater 

-/ -/ 
-.-.

(Surname )

INSTRUCTIONS

This questionnaire asks you about some of the beliefs and exPectations you
have in relation to your matrlculatlon studies.

For each item, you are asked to lndlcate the extent of your bellef wlth a

number fron'1' lo'7', using the followlng frequency scale'

1 2 + 5 6 7.
alwaysnever half tlme

In sample ltem 1. below, the student's rating <Ð indicates her belief that
populaiity with the lecturer wllI'rarely' be lmportant for success in
study. Her ratlng (4), in sanple item 2,, shows that study will be her nost
iurportant concern about 'half of the tine' ,

Sample I tems

Renenbe r thab thls ls not a test , wlth rtght and wrong answers; it slmply
asks what you belleve and to what extent you do so. Please answer every
ltem, ln prlvac/r and at your otJn Pace.

Flnally,
answers.

try to avold consldering what m15ht be ''1deaI', or 'deslrable'
Slmply concentrate only on what you actually belleve'

243

1 For success ln study, gettlng on well
be lnportant,

wl th the lec turer wt]jl-(Z )

2 On ny 'personal llst of lmPortant
flrst.

th1n6s', study wilL-(4-)-come



1
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i '¿ J + 5 6 7,
alwaysnever half tlme

I should_(_) _expec t to take more than one or two at tempts lo
complete a take-home asslgnment, and get lt Just how I want 1t.

The lecturer's compllments f or my ideas/answers will-(-) 
-beinportant to me.

How my grades for tests and assignments compare with other students'
grades will-(-)-be of intense interest to me.

To motlvate me to study, I will_(-)-need someone ( e,5; parent/
spouse/friend ) to encouraSe or drive me.

The method by whlch I an assessed ( e.5l test versus asslgnment )

should-(-)-be the Iecturer's choice rather than mlne'

The denands of matrlculatlon study wiIt-(-)-seem too great for
the eventual rewards.

DurinS the year, I will_(_)-be wlshlng that I could know how

I an golng to score at the end of the course.

How my study pro8resses will_(_)-dePend more on other people
( e. g: famlIy/frlends/lecturers ) than me.

L/hen I study, I wi1I-(-)-expect to cover rnaxlnum ground with the
ttne and thought I spend.

10 I wI11_(_)_be wlthout the need to lmpress parents/nelatives
with my achlevenents ln studY.

11. I wl1l_(_)_be wlthout the need to beat or natch the acadenlc
achlevenents of a certaln Person.

I wl1I-(-)-need someone (e.5: relatlve/f rlend/ tutor) whom I can

consult for help wlth studY.

2

J

4

5

6

7

I

I

12,
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1 2 + 5 6 7.
alwaysnever hal f tlme

13. The different
choice rather

topics whlch nake up a sr-rbject should-(-)-be my

than the lecturer's.

14. To keep me working at a subJect, it will-(-) have to interest me

int ense I y.

l5 I wilI_(_)_be wilhout concern for unexpected or unusual questions
ln the next test.

16, The way I see it, I can-(-)-have controf over the extent
whlch others (e.gr fan1ly/friends) distract me fnom study,

to

L7 I will_(_)_expect to take a long tlne to ErasP new ideas durlng
lectures and ny reading.

18, irlhen I receive good grades f rom tests and asslgnments' it wiII

-(-)-be 
inportant that other students are impressed.

19, I w111-(-)-exPect to score below the top few students'

I will-(-)-f eel sure about rny own ldeas, without hearing other
students' oplnions,

Zt, If, desplte betn6 competent, a Iecturer has some objectionable ways'
I should-(-) 

-have 
to accept the¡o'

22. I w1l1-(-)-Iook f orward to a test or exam.

23. I w111_(_)_be prepared to take a rlsk (e. g: PrePEre llkely test
questlons and lgnore others, lgnore part of a boplc etc,)'

How my study works out w|]1-(-)-depend. more on my circumstances
(e. g: flnanclal/hone/employment) than me.

20

2+
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1 2 J 4 5 6
alwaysnever half tlme

25. I wl ll-(-)-need to score .A's in my tests and assl6nments, f or
personal sablsf action,

26 Iwill-(-)-bewithouttheneedtoprovemyselftoacertaÍn
Person,

L/ Durlngtestsandexams,Iwill-(-)-bewonderln6whetherother
students can answer questions which I can't'

I will-(-)-be willtng to wrlte my oq¡n ideas without checklng
wlth the lecturer that I am on the nlght track'

DO For ne, a lecturer-(-)-needs to be more than compebent, that ls'
lnsplrln6 as we1I.

Llhenever a weekly assignment looks difftcult, my first thought will

-(-)-be, 
to start imnediatelY'

31 During tests and exarns'
ruy perfornance.

I wilI-(-)-be distracted by doubts about

32. I wilI-(-)-have full control over how satlsfylng study is for me

33. Mak1n6 one or two mlnor nistakes ln a test or exan will-(-)-be
easy for ne to accePt.

34. I wlll-(-)-f eel that I an undertakln8 thls study more f or someone

else than mYself,

aÉ I¡lhen answertng an asslgnnent, I w1 II-(-)-be wonderlng whether

other sbudents have thou6ht of better ldeas than mlne'

Maklng sure that I do my hone-work should-(-)-be more my

responsibllf ty than the lecturer's'
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1 J + 5 6 7,
a I $Jaysnever half tlme

37, Lecturers should-(-)-dlstribute f uIl printed notes of lhelr
Iectures to each student.

It will_-(-)-be easy f on me to exPose my iSnorance to
Iecturer, when I have dlfficulty understanding somebhlng'

the
38

39 LJhether my Matricufation grades eventually Eet me into my chosen

tertiary course wiII-(-)-be on my mlnd'

How much sense my lecture notes eventually make wlII-(-)-
depend more on the Iecturer than me'

The need to be in complete command of al-l course work covered'

will-(-)-be on mY nind'

A Iecturer,s wrltten correctÍons/criticisms of rny ldeas/answers in
an assi8nment will-(-)-be easy f or me to take'

\¡Jhen I think of Sood ldeas f or an assl8nment, I will-(-)-
hesltate lo discuss thern with other students'

As a student, I will-(-)-want to do thin6s my or^/n way'

wlthout help/suggestions from others'

40

41.

+2

43

4+

+5 I wl1l-(-)-readily accept a minor dissatisfaction wlth my study

situatlon (e,6: the system, lecturer, tlme-tabIe etc' ) '

l¡Jhen a problem (e. gl wlth f lnance/f amily/f rf end) threatens my studles'
ny firsï thou'ht "Trr-(-)-be, 

to put off deallng wtth it'

I will--(-) 
-f 

ind the on-5olng uncertalntLes ln study (e' 5l
I'11 meet a deadllne,be ready toi a test, etc' ) easy to bear'

46.

whether
+7,

+g, I wl 1I_(--)-f eel that I, alone, am naster of my academlc destlny'
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a a o

INSTRUCTION5

This is en inventory of thc way you bclicvc and feel ¿bout various things. Thcre are a

numbcr of sla(cments with which you will tcnd t<¡ rgrce or disagree- Answers are to
bc circlcd in eithcr ¡grecmcnt or disagrcement: Strongly Agrec lA), Agree (a), Neirher (n)

Disagree (d), ¿nd 5trongly Disagrce (D|.

l¡ is not nccessary to think over ¿ny itcm vcry long. Mark your answer quickly and

8o on to the ncxt 5tatement-

Bc sure to mark how you ¿ctually feel about the statement, not how you rhinkTou
should feel.

Try to avoid thc neutral or "n " responsc as much as poss¡ble- Sclect this answer only
if you really cånnnot decide whcthcryou tend to agree or disagreewith a statement-

N¡me
(Last) (Fut) (lnittol)

S<hool (or address, occupå¡¡on, as imtructed)

Age of Einh Grade 

--M¡le 

-- p¿¡¡¡¿l¿--

I
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Aprtl 1989

Dear Sludent 
'

As a part of my research on the bellefs and expectatlons of adult
matrlculatlon studenls, I am seeklng a flnal contrlbutlon from you, the
completlon of the foIlowlng questlonalres: How I Procrastlnate, Why I
Procrastlnate, FeeIln6s Abãut Stuay, the SeIf-Evaluatlon Questlonnalre
and the Beck Inventory, You wlll flnd a copy of each enclosed.

The questlonnalres provlde clear dlrectlons for self-admlnlstratlon'
you wttL probably iäXe an hour, at most, to complete them all, but 1t

may be adïtsable to answer them in two or three slttlngs, to avold

confuslng the varlety of lnstruclons and to malntaln concentratlon'

I remlnd you thal

l. bhls research 1s approved by the Psychology Deparlment'
unlverslty of R¿erãi¿e, and ls under the supervlslon of
Dr J, M. Innes'

2. alI data wllI be kept secure and str-ict1y confldentlal
by me; they will not be released to any other Person'

3. ail d.t. wilt be used for research only'
+, any results w111 be avallable tn Sroup form only and no

lndlvldual's data wI11 be ldenblflable
5, questlonnalres wtlI be destroyed after completlon of the

research.

As I lntend to present sesslons on'Procrastlnatlon' and'Mana51n5 Study'
Stress' for lnterested students ln term 2., I would llke completed
questlonnalres returned to me by Frlday, Aprtl L4, the last day of term 1'

dhoutd you wish, I wtll be happy to dlscuss your results' and any

lmpllcatlons, prlvately wtth you ln term 2'

please return all materlals to me as soon as convenlent and before Aprt1 L4

1f posslb]e. If my door ls closed,sllp your (sealed) envelope under it,

Your contrlbutlon wlll be nost appreciated and I wllL reclprocate by

providlng help, for those who request lt, to overcome Procrastlnatlon and

stress. The sesslons I run wlll be open to any lnterested students'

Slncerel y ¡

Innes Llnke' COUNSELLOR.

I support Mr Llnke,s research and trust that students who are havlng

dlf lcultles wlll take advanta6e of bhe hetp he can provlde'

DTD,Keegan,HEAD,SCHOOLOFMATRICULATIoNSTUDIES'
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HOW I PROCRÀSTINÀTE

Name:
(First Name) ( Surname )

Date:

INSTRUCTTONS

This questionnaire examines some of the ways in which students
put off tackllnqr study.

Using the following frequency scaIe, indicate your tendency
on each item, by placing the appropriate number (from \Øt to '6')
in the brackets at the riqrht-hand side of the page.

ø 1_ z 3.
half-time

4 5 6.
alwaysnever

l_ when I work on a hone assiqnment, my mind wanders
ofl the toPic

Á When f am supposed. to be studying, f daydream about
other things

3. I put off consultinqr the lecturer when r encounter
a difficulty with mY studY

^
rf my study talls behind, r catch up without prompting
from anyone

I put off starting an assignment

f put aside marked tests and assignments $rithout
correcting or improving them

Soon alter each lecture, I make sure that my
notes are ordered, complete and understandable

(-)

(

5

6

7

I phoneI allow socia]- distractions
ca1ls,...) to interfere with

( e. g. friends ,

my study

9 forlong time for me to get 'warmed uP'

10. f compleEe assignment.s on time.

It Eakes a
s tudy

()
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I leave test preparation as late as possible.ll.
1a Study comes before mv other interests (e.9. T-V

radio, sport,....)
13. To reduce my evening: workload,

between lectures for studv....
I use 'free' periods

L4. My study is irregular and determined mainly by
approacfring tests ãnd deadlines '.. ' " (

15. With me, study is 'hit-or-miss' depending on the mood
I'm in

L6. My mi-nd wanders of f

L7. When I miss a Ie
my ovrn initiative. -

the topic du'ring lectures

cture, f catch uP Prompt]-y on

I d.o other things when f ought to be studying ' " ' ' ' (

When personal library research is required,
f do it promptly.. " ' (

While preparing for a test, I test myself first to
make sure I'm prePared " " (

()

()

18.

19.

2ø.

)

Ø.
never

I aô 1

half-time
AI 5 6.

always
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WHY T PROCRÀSTINÀTE

Name:
(First name) ( Surname )

Date:

Think of past occasions when you put off starting a take-home
assiqnment.

Try to recall what you were thrnking
procrastinating. Prevj-ous students have 9ri
reasons for their procrastination- Indicate

I was worried about getting a low grade

prepared tof didn' t teel suflicientlY

while you erere
ven a variet)'of
how much of your

thouqht you typically spent on each of the following reasons, bV
pia"r-nS the appropríate number (from 'ìØ' to'6') in the brackets
at the right hand side of the Page.

Ø I z 3
hal f

4 5 6
alInone

I was concerned the lecturer would not like my work

thef waited for another student to complete
assigrnment, hoping for some help/advice

3. There were other more enjoyable things I preferred to
do

I wanted help,. but telt
the lecturer

uncomfortable approachinqr

I

2

4 ()

()5

6 start the
assignment

7 f resented havinqt
eIs e

f simply dislike doing assignments

I felt overwhelmed bv the task

f Iike Elie challenge
IasC mrnute. . .

to do things assigned bY someone

of Eacklirrg an assì-gnmenE at, the

8.

q

LØ.
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Ø

none
1 2 3

hal f
4 5 6

aIl

11. I was concerned that my classmates might resent me if
I was too prompt

L2.

13.

14.

l_5.

16.

L7.

19.

2ø.

2L.

z¿.

23.

f expected to find the task difficult

f walted for a better state of mlnd

I was put ofi. by the expectation that it would take
too long

I resent having deadlines set for me

Most students procrastinate; why not me?

An unsatisfactory first attempt miçrht be hard for me
to face

18. I waited, hopinq for more information about the
assigrnment from the lecturer
I simply felt too Lazy

My friends were pressuring me to do other things

f was concerned that if f got a grood grade people
would have hiqher expectations ot me in future
f was' afraid f woul-dn't meeE my own e)<pectations .... -. - (

f know that I work.best under pressure (e.9. just
before a deadline)

24. f felt that the period of time available to me
then was too short for a worthr¿hile start

25 . There were other things which, ât the Èime, f felt I
had to do þut, Iooking back, $rere really unnecessary

26. I like the excitement of doing an assiqnment at the

()

()

Iast minute
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FEEIJINGS ABOUT STUDY

Name:
(Fi-rst Name) ( Surname )

Date:

This questionnaire asks you about some of the feelings you
experience as a rnatriculation student.

For each situation presented, think careful-ly about how
usual11. feel (e.g. anxious, guiltl', anqr]¡....) and indicate
strongll' )'ou do so, with an appropriate number ( f rom I 

O I to
according to the f olJ-owj-ng scale.

you
how

'6' )

Ø t- Z 3
moderately

4 5 6
extremelvnot at all

Consider the sample items Sl and SZ below.

Sample Items

ùr.

Ò¿.

When a lecturer continues to tal-k at
an idea which I alreadl' understand, I

When I'm not getting on wel-l with the lecturer, I

s tudent , since she alwa!'s
the wavy line down the 52

Iikewise for any sit.uation

length
f eeI

about

feel

Responses to sample ítem S1- (see answer sheet) indicate that the
stuãent feels 'a l-ittle' angry (1), 'somewhat' frustrated (2),
'considerably-' bored and irritated (4) when a lecturer labours a

point alreadl' understood; the other feelingrs are 'not at all'
experienced (Ø).

Sample Item 52 does not apply to this
grets on weII with her lecturers. Hence
column on the answer sheet. PIease do
which does not apply to you.

This is not a
what you feel

test, with right and $¡rong answers; it simply asks
and how strongrly you do so.
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When my first attempt. at answering a
unsatisfactorv to me, I feel

home-assignment is

2

3

4

When I propose an
a compliment from

idea or answer in class, wit,hout receiving
the Iecturer, I feel

ff, in tests and
other students, I

assignmenEs, I score Less than' certain
feel.....

If someone (e-9. parent/spouse,/friend)
study, or encourage ne to do so, I feel.

does not make me

5 When I
ve rsus

can' t choose mv or{n
assignnent), I feel..

form of assessment (e.qr. test

don't seem Eo be-getting very far, while studying, I

6. The on-going demands of study make me fee1..

Simply not knowing how ury grades wj.11 iinally turn out,
makes me feel

When conflicts with other people ( e. g. parent /spouse,/
child/triend) badl!' affect my study, I feel

7

a

9 When I
feel. .

10

l1

L2.

13

14

The
next

The thought of my results
relatives makes me feel

letEing down my parents/

The thought of noc beating or maEching the academic
achievemenÈs of a certain person makes me feel

If I don't have
near at hand to

sonreone (e.s. t.eacher/tutor,/friend) always
help with my study, I feel

If I can't
subject, I

persooally choose from the-topics which make up a
feel.....

f'¡hen part of a subject is unlnEeresting, I feel (toward Ehe
whole subject) .....

possibiLity of unusual or unêxpected questions in tbe
test makes me feel

15.
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l6 When oEhers (e.9. f ami.1y,/f riends) dlstract me f rom study, f
f eel. . . . .

L7 . \,lhen I don't underst.and a ner¡ idea quickly, I leel

18 When oEher students do not seem impressed with my grades, I

19. when I score below the top few students, I feel. . . . .

2ø.

21,

23.

2'l

31.

When I tackLe
students Èhink

an assiqnment without knowing what other
about iE., I feel

Àny object.ionable wavs of an otherwise competent lecÈurer
make me feel-.,...

22- Tests and exams maRe me feel

tlhen I t.ake a
ignore oEhers,

risk (e.s. prepare 1ike1y test questions and
ignore part of. a topic, etc.) I feel.----

When my circunstances (e.g. finance, home, employnent)
hinder ny study, f feel-

25. When f don't score 'å,'s, I feel

26. If, aE any time, I seem untikely to prove myself to a
certain person, I feel

When, during tests and exams. I wonder
students can answer questions which I can't,

whether other
I feel

28

29. If a lecturer, despite being compeEenE, i-s uninspirinq' I
f eel. . . . .

3Ø. When I put off a difficulE assignnenE, I feel

ff, when
I ectur e r

starting an assignment, I don't check with the
thaE, I an on the right track, f feel.....

duri-ng tests and exa¡ns, I a¡n dlstracted by doubts about
perfornance, f feel

32. When study is noC satisfying for me, f feel

T.f. ,
my
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33.

t^

When I
feel. . .

When i E

someone

APPENDIX J

make one or two mÍnor mistakes in a test or exam' f

seems that I am undertakíng Ehis sEudy more for
else than myself, I feel

35.

36. when a lecturer does noc ensure that I do mv homework' I

37 . When printed lecture notes are not handed out, I feel

38. When I approach a lecturer for help, f feel

39 when I have doubEs about eventually getting: into m!' chosen
t.ertiary course, f feel

1ø. When my lecture notes don't make much sense, I feel"'

41. when I'm noE in compleÈe command of all course work covered,
I feel

42. Lecturers, wrltten corrections/criticisms of my ideas/
answers in assigrurents make me feel

^a l{hen other studenEs probe tor my i-deas on an assignment' I

44. When I have to do things my or{l1 wêY, without t¡'elp /
suggestions from oEhers, I feel

45- ùfj-nor d,issatisf actions wiEh my study siEuation (e.g.. the
systen, time-table etc- ) leave me feelinS'' '''

ff , nhile answering an assignment, f find myself
whether other students have better ideas than
feel.....

46. lfhen a problem (e.s. '¡ith f inance/f anily/frlend)
my studies and I put off facinS iE' I feel

wondering
mine, I

EhreaEens

47. The on-going uncertainties
a deadline, be ready for a

in studY (e.g. whether I'11 meet
test, eEc. ) make me feel- - . . .

When I don't seem to be Ehe master of my academic destiny, I
feeL.....

48
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FEELINGS ABOUT STUDY

ÀNSWER SHEET

Nane
(FLrst Name) (Surnane)

ñqfa. / /

A SUC'GESTED PROCEDURE FOR RESPONDING TO EACH SITUATION

(a) Scan alI the llsted Feelln6s.
(b) Select those you exPerience and rate [heir strength
(c) Rate those you don't exoerience with '0''

0,
not at all

sanP I es

¿ '1

ooderalely
+

exf

FEELING

aoxl0us

anEry

depressed

upse t

bored

Sutl iy

irrllaled

d1 sgus t ed

embarrassed

f ool lsh

hel pl ess

frustrabed

SITUATTON

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR SITUATIONS 2Á TO 48

0

È
D

U

D

0

t
D

4

D

0

ô

1sl 10II765+aJ I1 II 7r6t541121ll 23¿¿2l20

sc ared
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I I

rioderately
5 6.

ert remeIY
U

not al all

SITUATTON

FEELING

anx]. 0us

an6ry

depressed

uose I

bored

gull ty

lrrltated

dlsgus t ed

embarrassed

f ooI 1sh

he I pl ess

f rust:-a led

sc ared

¿o2L I330292827 363432 393837 43A'4140 48L7464544
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SEIJF_ UATION OUESTIONNÀIRE

( Surname )

Date-/ 

-/ -

Name

Lø.

11.

1ô

13.

14.

(First Name)

f an happy

I have disturbing thoughts. .

DIRECTTONS:

A number of statements which people have used Eo describe
themselves are given below. Read each statement and then circle
Ehe number to indicate how you generally feel. There are no
right or l'rrong anslíers. Do not spend too much time on any one
statement but give the answer which seems to descrÍbe how you
Çenerally feel.

Almos t
Never Sometimes 0tten

I feel- pleasant

f feel nervous and restless

f feel satisfied rith myse1f..

I irish I could be as haPPY as others
seerlr to be . -

f feel like a failure

f teel rested

I am "caLm¡ cool and collected"

I teel that difficulties are piling
up so that I cantrot overcome them.. . ... .

9. I worry too much over something thaE
really doesn't natter

A1nos t
Alwavs

4

4

4

3

3

3

,)

t

z

I

1

I

I

2

3

4
4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

t

2

2

2

I

1

L

I

5

6

7

8 ,1 43

I lack

I feel

I make

self-confidence.

secure.

decisions easily

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

,

2

,)

,'

2

1

I

I

1

]-

1

4

4

4

4

4,

.4

CONTTNUED OVER PåGE
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I feel inadequate

0f tenSometimes

15.

16.

L1 .

4

4

3

3

2

t

I

1I am conlent.

Some unimportant thought runs through
my mind and bothers me

18. I take disappointments so keenly that
I can't put Ehem ouL of my mind.. 1

19. I am a steady person 1

2Ø. I get in a state of tension or turmoil
as I think over my recent concerns and
in E eres ts

21 43

4

4

3

3

,

2

J,1 4
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BECK-TNVENTORY

Name
(First Name) ( Surname )

DaEe

PIease choose the item in each qroup of four statements which
best describes the way you have been feeling over the past week,
including today. Encircle the letEer (a, b' c or d) next to
the item you choose.

1 a
Lp

c
d

a
b

d

b

d

a
b

d

a
b
c
d

a
U

c
d

a
L
TJ

d

I do noL feel sad.
I feel sad.
I am sad aII the tj-me and, I can' t snap out of i t '
I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.

I am not particularly discouraged about the future'
I feel discouraged about the future.
I f eel f have nothing to look f orr'¡ard to "

I teel that the future is hopeless and that things
cannot improve.

2

3

4

I do not feel like a failure.
f feel I have failed more than the
Às f look back on my lif e, al-l f
f ail-ure s
I feel I an a comPleEe faj-lure as

I don't have any thoughts of
f have thoughts of killing
carry Èhem out'.
I would like to kill mYself.
I would kiII myself if I had

I don't feel disappointed in rnyself -

I am disappoint,ed in mYself .

f am disgusted with mYself.
I hate myself.

a person.

killinq myself.
myself, but I would not

average
can see

person
is a lot of

5

6

I qet as much' satisfaction out of things as I used to'
i ão.t't enjoy things the way I used to'
f don't geE real "ãti=f""tion 

out of anything an!rynore'
I am disãatisfied or bored with everything-

f don't feel particularlY guiltY-
I feel guilty a good part of the time.
I feel quite guilty most of the time -

f feel guiIEY a1t ol the time-

CONTINUED OVER PÀGE
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I have nor- l-ost interest in other people-
I am less interested in other people than I used to be.
I have Iost most of my interest in other people.
I have lost all of mv interest in other people.

a
b

d

a
b
c

d

a
b
c

d

a
b

c
d

I

Y

LØ.

lt-.

L2-

13

I make decisions about as well- as f ever could.
I puE off making decisions more than f used to.
r havä greater difficult!¡ in making decisions
be fore .
I can' E make decisions at aII an!¡more -

than

aI
bI
cI
dr

I don't f eel- I look any worse than I used to'
I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.
I feel that there are permanent changes in mlr
appearance Ehat make me look unattractive'
I believe that I look uglY.

I can work about as well as before '
It takes an extra effort to get started at
something.
f have tò push m1'self very hard to do anything'
I can't do anY work at aLl.

doinqr

don't get more tired than usual-
get tired more easilY that I used to.
get tired from doing almost anything.
am too tired to do anYthing-

a
b
c
d

My
My
My
I

appetite is no worse t.han usual .

appetite is not as good as it used to be'
appetite is much worse now-

have no appetite at aII an!rynore -
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Septenber, 1989

STUDENT PROCRÀSTINÀTION LECTURER'S RÀTING

Dear lecturer,

As part of
performance

my continuing investigation of the characteristics and

of current fulltime matriculation students, I trould like to
record your observation of the f reouenc v with which e aeh of vour students

rocras t stud

Enclosed is a class list for each of your classes. It
your ratings are made consistent with fixed criteria,
below.

is important that
which are defined

1

,)

Consider the foll-owing student commitments: assignments, tests,
projects, tutorial presentations and class attendance'

Consider hov often the student procrastinates in regard to these
commitments, either bY
(a) being late, or
(b) not fulfilling the commitment at aII

without legitimate reason (as tlefined by SSABSA)

PIease consult your roll books and marks books as you make your
general ratings.

The rating scale to be used is the tollowing

0
never

L2345
half time

6

alvays

4. Please give ratings for students nho have withdrawn as well'

lfith thanks,

Innes Linke

P.S.

please take care not to leave these lists vhere students could see them and

return your completed Lists to me personally, or via my pigeon hole'
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Irrterrra-l- cor¡'si-stenqr of ttre Bi{s fr¡l-l- sca]-e

(t¡ = j_80)

BÀS ItCM
Ite¡-total
Correlation BÀS lten

Iten-Total
Correlation

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

1.
2.
3.
4.
F.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
L2.
13.
14.
1_5.

16.
L7.
18.
19.
20.
2t.
ôô
LL.

23.
24.

-.10
.35
.33
.46
.20
.28
.53
.18

-.10
.41
.40
.15
.16
.23
.28
.34

-.15
.38

-.L2
.27
.02
.20
.26
.24

item
item
i tem
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

.24

.36

.40

.27

.11

.16

.49

.28

.19

.34

.39

.2L
.ìo

.31

.34

.08

.19

.37

.20

.32

.24

.24

.44
a,¡ AL

c=.?9
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T-rrterna-} cc¡rlsister¡cry of a priori BAs sr¡Icscaf-es

(N = 1-80 )

(f) Perfornance (2) Àpproval

BeIief Item-Total r BeIiet Item-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
i tem

1.
9.

t7.
25.
33.
41.

.29

.30

.23

.44

.23
25

item
item
item
item
item
item

2.
10.
18.
26.
34.
42.

.27

.48

.37

.41

.21

.38

o=.54

(3) CorpetitiYeness

Belief Item-TotaI r

(t = .63

(4) Dependence

Belief Item-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
i.tem

3.
11.
19.
21 .
35.
43.

.41

.16

.08

.24

.39

.24

item
item
item
item
item
item

4.
1.2.
20.
28.
36.
44.

.31

.20
,25
.36
.08
.49

(t = .49 c = .53
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(5) Iileality

Belief ltem-Total r

(6) Àvoidance

Be1ief Item-TotaI r

item
item
item
item
item
item

5.
13.
2L.
')0
37.
45.

.53

.32

.31.

.33

.34

.40

item
item
item
item
item
item

6.
t4.
22.
30.
38.
46.

.18

.24

.18

.25
,2I

1ô

c! = .64

(7) Certainty

Beliet Item-Total r

ct = .44

(8) Þrternal locus

Be1ief ltem-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
item

7.
15.
23.
31.
39.
47.

.55

.41

.36

.36

.4t

.47

item
item
item
item
item
item

8.
16.
24,
32.
40.
48.

.33

.45

.36

.40

.27

.40

o = .70

Note:

(a) Ìteanc=.58

(b) Range of c = .44 to .70

cL = .64
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Irrternal- corlsisterrcry of car¡stered- BAS st¡lcsca-l-es

(N = 180)

(1) Perfornanee (2) Àpproval

Belief Item-Tota1 r Belief Item-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
item
item 4l-.
item 43.

1.
9.

17.
19.
25.
33.

.37

.27

.29

.43
,49
ôo

.29

.39

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

.)

10.
11.
18.
20.
26.
28.
38.
42.
44.

.46

.53

.55

.33

.35

.41

.32

.35

.35

.51

cr = "65

(3) lorrY

Belief Item-Total r

(t = .75

(4) Dependence

Belief ltem-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

.43

3.
7.

15.
rrn

23.
27.
31.
35.

.46

.59

.39
to

.34

.50

.46

item
item
item
item
item

.49

.54

.39

.33

.42

4.
6.

L2.
34.
46.

39.
47.

.40

.49

o, = .77
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(5) rilealitY

DeIief Item-Total r

(6) E:<ternal l¡ocus

BeIief Item-Total r

item
item
item
item
item
ítem

5.
13.
2t.
29.
3?.
45.

.53

.32

.31

.33
.34
.40

item
item
item
item
Ítem
item
item
item
item

8.
L4.
16.
24.
30.
32.
36.
40.
48.

.31

.30

.48

.39

.28

.42

.44

.32

.39

c = .64

Note:

(a) Ìteanc=.?0

(b) Range of o = ,64 t'o -77

c = .70
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rrrterrra-l- ccr¡,sistencry of lproeras¡ti:ra'ticrn sca-l-es

(N = 1L6)

HOY I PROCRÀSTINÀTE TIIY I PROCR.ASTII¡ÀTE

HIP item
I t em- tot a1
Correlation

(Fear of Íaifu¡e)
Cluster 1 ltem-total
l{IP item Correlation

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

1.
t
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11..
L2.
13.
L4.
15.
16.
L7.
18.
19.
20.

.60

.60

.41

.44

.50

.52

.40

.56

.5?

.48

.63

.39

.30

.61

.7r

.53

.51

.68

.50

.44

item
item
item
item
item
item
i tem
item
item
item
item

1.
4.
5.
6.
9.
L2.
14.
r7.
18.
22.
'K

.55

.44

.69

.63

.44

.51

.38

.69

.50

.?0

.50

c = .86

(Lot trustration toierance)
Cluster 2 ltem-total
I{IP item Correlation

c = .90

item
item
item
item
item

3.
8.
13.
19.
20.

.60

.41

.44

.61

.46

ct = .74
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ft.equencryr disÛ,rjl¡trttriG.¡,s of IlrIP rìesl.I1illse€t

(¡¡ = l-16 )

Response rating (fron 0 to 6) indicates relative contribution
of the iten to the respondent's Ieason tor procrastination

012 3

half
456

none all

3
n

4
3

2.5
3
t
3

2

3

1
oÊ

5L
44
69
70
50
62

1%

88
8t
7\
0t
9t

49.1t
60.3r
42.2*
68.1t
24.1S
50.0t

19
27
14

6

16
7

24
11LL

24
16
41
tt

22
24
L1

9
16
l4
18
10
.,.,

8

29
18

15
13
10
1_9

26
anAL

L7
14
2T
13
18
18

22
18
20
25
26
35
27
2T
24
25
15
29

18
11
18
25
19
2L
18
26
15
20
I
6

15
16
26
25

9

L2
9

10
I

L6
4

18

5

7
t7

7
4
5

3

13
2

18
1

5

item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item
item

1.
4.
5.
6.
9.
12.
14,
17.
18.
aô

24.
25.

rIP
Cluster 1.

Frequencies

234

Frequencies

234

01

01

56

Relative
Frequency

)3

mean rel freq )3 = 66.2t

56

Relative
Frequency

)3

mean rel freq )3 = 41.7t

median

nedian

mean rating = 2.'10

rIP
Cluster 2.

3

1
3

3

1

52.68
24.L\
62. 1r
48.3t
21.68

"I

43
9

22
51

20
25
t2
16
24

28
20
23
nt
16

26
L7
26
23
15

18
2

29
14

6

L2
7

15
15

4

5,
t
4
0

item
item
item
item
item

3.
8.
13.
19.
20.

mean rating = 2.16
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0
1

0

18.1t
34.5t
18. 1*

69
40
66

15
20
19

11
16
t2

L4
20

9

4
L3

7

3

5
,

0
2

1

item l-0.
item 23.
item 26.

mean rating = 1.2 mean re1 freq )3 = 23.6*

ïIP
Cluster 3. 01

Frequencies

234

Freguencies

234

56

ReIatÍve
Frequency

)3

Rel-ative
Frequency

)3

nedian

nedian
rIP

Cluster 4.

mean rating = .68

01 56

mean rel freq )3 = 9.8*

0
0
0
0
0
0

9.58
4.3t
t.7%
9

15
18

58
5t
1t

61
8?
99
70
68
75

28
L6

8

20
2l
16

16
8
'l

15
9

4

6

5

1

5

15
L2

4
0
0
,)

3

1

1

0
0
4
0
6

0
0
1

0
0
2

ir
it
it

em

em

em

1

7.
11.

item 15.
item 16.
item 21.
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Às a counsellor and psycholo6lsi' I deal wtth-adult and adolescent

students, who preseni a wlde .un5"-of personal, problems, Fron my work' I

have acqulred a deep lnteresl, ln"the .ätuttonship between a person's

bellefs and hls/her behavlor:r and emotlons. To explore lhaI relatlonshlp

further, r am undertakrng po.t-g.uãuÃtã ..1"arch inrou'h the Deparlment of

Psychology at the Unlvetãliy of-AdeIaide' One of I e areas on vrhlch my

research focuses !s uiarrlage'

Apersonusual]yentersmarrlagewlthcertalnbellefsandexPectaIlons
about hlm/ hersel f , hls/,her par tner and lhelr marrlage ' I'fy atm ls to examLne

those beliefs and exPectatlons, how Ihey chan8" d']:ln9-Tiit1:I"' how

closely they rnaIch råa].ity and how lhey comPêre wlth thelr partner's'

I am looklnS lor marrled corrPles to parllctpate ln this investlgatton and I

ask each volunleerin6 couple to-agreL to t,he followlnS îour requests'

APPENDIX S

Dear PartlclPant' November,1989,

1 Partners are asked to co lete the enclosed ues tlonnalre

'BeIlefs Abou t Marri age' (8, A, M. )

ls oa rtlcularlY I ortant bhat both artners a ree to c Ie be

Two coples o f the quest lonna re are provlded.

3. However artners mi t normall be It ls crucial Iha t' bhe

aa o kee thelr ånswers c ete rl vate frou eac ot

Any exchanSe ls tkely to dls lort answers reduce. the va Lue-of

the lnvestlgatlon.

4. For [he sake of securlt , each rtner ls advi sed to ersonal I
ues onna re ås soon a f ter co ellon as ossl le.

c hl s/
pre-pa1d' re turn enve oPes are enc 1f

Ifyoudeclde|opartlclpatelnthlsstudy,aslhopeyouwlll,fwishto
empirasize a number of Polnls'

5.ThlsresearchlsapprovedbyiheDepart¡nentofPsycholo8y'
unrue.iiiy "r aaelåi¿e' and Is under the supervlston of

Dr J. M. Innes'

6.Alldalawillbekeptsecuceendstrlclyconfldentlalbyne'ln
accordance wlth lhe 'P=;;;;i"Sical PraciLt"= Act" by whlch I an

bound.

7 ' At1 data wllÌ be used for research only'

S.AnyresullswillbeirrSroupforrnonlyandnotndlvldual.s.data-
wlII be ldentlflable

g.QuesilonnalreswlllbedeslroyedaftercompleIlonoftheresearch.

2. It
BAI{

n
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10. Eecause your name ls not requlred on your questlonnalre, your
ansh?ers cannob be traced to you. Therefere, you can alford to be
conpletely frank, The'couple code' merely allows me to match your
questlonnalre u¡lth your partner's. Your anonymlty remalns,

ll, Should you have any qrrerles aboul the questlonnalre before or
durlng your completlon of 1t, feeL flree [o phone me on79 5145
be[ween 6 pm and 9 par on week nlghbs, or belween g an and 9pm on
weekends. Please remember that I cannot dlscuss any data from
questlonnalres whlch have been relurned to me, as explalned ln
polnl 6, above.

If you are Lnlerestr:d 1¡ t,he outcome of thls investlgatlon, I envisa6e that
prelimlnary flndln6s wlL} be avallable by m1d 199Q, A sunmary of the
flndlngs wl1l be forwarded to you oo request.

I Iook forward io your partlclpatlon and your partner's

Slncerel y,

Innes Llnke
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Er-.A'-wI
Etel-iefs A]cor¡t, Marria.gre

sEr (tick /) COUPLE CODE

male female

This questionnaire examines itleas about marriage. For each itlea
(e.g. how decisions about money should be shared), Yoü are
indícate your belief (B) and the reality (R), as you 'Nol{' see

are then ãsked to think back to the beginning of your marriage
your belief (B) and reality (R) at 'FIRST' .

Use the followÍng frequency scale to indicate all of your beliefs (B) and

realities (R).

0
never

1
,,

3

half-time
4 5 6

always

Consider the follorving sample item.

SAI,IPLE ITEI!

First Now

Decisions about money: by me or my partner?

8....I shoultl have equal say '"""'(
R....I have equal saY.. """"(

3 )..
0 )..

..( 5 )

..( 1)

presented
asked to

them. You
to recall

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

(5)

(1)
(3)
(0)

indicates that the respondent 'Nolf' believes (B) that she

shoultl have equal say 'most' of the time'
indicates the reality (R), as she'Nolf'sees it, that she

'rareLy' has equal saY.
indicateã that she at 'FIRST' believed that she shoultl have

equal say about 'half' of the time.
in¿icates the reality (R), as she'FIRST'saw it, that she

'never' had equal saY.

It is recommended that You flrst answer the whole of in the present
hin tot nn]-(yourB and R'NOH').

and answer BÀM in the Past (your B and R at 'FIRST ').

Pl.ease be frank (your ansrers cannot be traced to you) antl make sure to
keep your answers private from your partner'
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0
never

51 n 3

haI f -time
4 6

always

First Now

1 of my partner's affection for me:

8...I need my partner to teII me...
R. ..lfy partner tells me...

Ìly tidiness with home duties (inside/outsitle):

8...I feel the need to be very tidy. ..... (

(

(

,

3

)
)

)
)R...I am very tidy.....

Honesty r+ith my partner

8...I should be completely honest...
R...I am completely honest...

(

(

(
)
)

)
)

4. l{hen my partner is unresponsive to my sexual advance:

8...I take it as a general rejection of me .... (

R...He/she is simply tteclining to have sex .... (

5. My needs, thoughts and feelings:

B...lly partner should know without being told-..... (

R...lfy partner knows without being tolci. ...... (

6. My concern for my partner before friends, relatives:

B...lly partner shoulil come f irst.... (

R...I put my partner first
'l . Disagreements ¡sith my partner:

B...They are best avoitled
R. ..I avoid them.

(

(

)
)

(

(

I

9

lfy generaL sense of securitY:

8...I look to my partner for much of it............
R...lfy partner provides much of it...

Can one partner upset the other?

B...Emotions (tlistress, rage..) can't be helped....( )

R...llow I react to my partner is mainly up to me... ( )

10. The best fun in my life:

B...It shoulil be with my partner....
R...It is with my partner....
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42 50

never
3

half-time
6

always

Firgt Now

11. My opinions/ideas:

8...I need my partner to approve of them ...... (

R...My partner approves of them .. '.. (

L2. My partner's tidiness '*ith home duties (inside/outside):

8...I need my partner to be very tidy ....(
R...Ìfy partner is very ticly. ........ (

13. lty partner's honesty with me:

B...lty partner shoultl be completely honest with me. (

R...Ìfy partner is completely honest with me........ (

14. l{hen I am unresponsive to my partner's sexual advance:

B...lle/she takes it as a general rejection .... (

R...I am simply declining to have sex.. ....... (

L5. lly partner's needs, thoughts and feelings:

8...I should know without being told. .... (

R...I know without being told. (

16. My partner's concern for me before frientls, relatives:

8...I shoulil come f irst....
R...My partner puts me first

I7. Shoulil my partner neglect home duties (inside/outside):

B...It is best to say nothing ....... ( )

R...I say nothing.... ...... ( )

18. Emotional support:

8...I rely on my partner for it.... .(
R...My partner provides it

19. If friends/relatives placed pressure on our marriage:

B. . . I'd feel powerless
R...There would be options/actions open to me...... (

20, The best fun in my partner'g life:

B. ..It should be '*ith me..

(

(

)
)

)
)

(

(
)
)

(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

(
(

(

)
)

(

(

)
)

)

)R. . .It is wi.th me. .
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0
never

1 2 3

half-time
4

2t. On my sexual performance:

8...I need my partner to complíment me (

R...Ffy partner compliments me ....... (

22. My contribution to our finance (earning/managing):

B...The need to 'get it right' is on my mind.......(
R...I 'get it right'

23. My attentions/charm/flirting: for my partner or anther?

B...They shoultt be directed at my partner.......... (

R...They are directed at my partner.

24. I{hen my partner disagrees rvith my opinion/idea:

5 6

always

First Non

)
)

)

)

(

(

8...I take it as a general rejection of me

R...lle/she is simply clisagreeing with my opinion... (

25. lfy most private matters:

B...My partner alone shoultl know.
R...OnIy my partner k¡ows ...... (

26. My concern for my partner before my otrn interests:

B...My partner should come before my ovn interests. (

R...I put my partner first

2'1. When I strongly object to my partner's behaviour:

8...I should keep my objection to myself ...... (

R...I keep it to myself....

28. lly happiness:

(

8...I mainly depentl on my partner for it ...... ( )

R...lly partner provitles it mainly ........ ( )

29. If we faced financial pressure:

8...I'd feel powerless
R...There would be options/actions open to me......

30. Marriage: mostLy romance or day-to-day practicalities

B...It should be romantic...
R...Our marriage is romantic...

(

(

)

)

(
(

)

)

)
)

)
)

(

(

)
)

)
)

(
(

(
(

?

(
(

)
)

(

(
)

)
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never

L
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2 3

half-time
4 5 6

always

First Now

31. That my partner finds me interesting to be rvith:

8...I need my partner to tetl me... ......( )..
R...lfy partner tells me... ( )..

32. lfy partner's contribution to our finance (earning/managing):

B...That he/she 'gets it right' is on my mind...... (

R...Ìfy partner gets it right

33. Ìly partner's attentions/charm/flirting: for me or another?

B...They shoultl be directed at me...
R...They are directed at me...

34. llhen I disagree with my partner's opinion/itlea:

B...lle/she takes it as a general rejection .... ( )

R...I am simply disagreeing with his/her opinion... ( )

35. lfy partner's nost private matters:

8...I alone should knor. -..... ' ( )

R...Only I knov ...... ( )

36. My partner's concern for me before personal interests:

8...I should come first.... .... ( )

R...ily partner puts me f irst ........ ( )

3?. If my partner let me down financially (earning/managing) :

...I'd rather say nothing... .......(B

R . . .I say nothing. .-; . .

38. Any of my personaL frailties (worry/insecurity/sadness):

B...llarriage should help to diminish them. .... (

R. . .llarriage helps (

39. If work commitments placed pressure on our marriage:

. . . I'tl teel poverless

...There woultl be options/actions open to me......

40. The right mood/setting/builtl-up tor me to feel like sex:

(
)
)

(

)
)

)
)

(
(

)
)

)
)

)

)

(
(

)
)

(
(

(
(

B

R

B...Things need to be just right
R...Thinqs are just right.......

(

(
)
)

(

(
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0
never

1 2 4 53

half-time
6

always

First Now

41. IIow my marriage appears to others:

very important that it appears 'smooth'.. (

'smooth'.... ....(

42. That I satisfy my partner sexually:

B...ft is very important to me ...... ( )

R...I satisfy my partner.....- ....... ( )

43. The meaning of sex for me:

B...Sex should be with rleep respect/Iove/commitment( )

R...Physical pleasure is my main concern ...... ( )

44. I{hen my partner disagrees vith any of my behaviour:

8...I take it as a general rejection of me .... ( )
R...lle/she simply disapproves of that behaviour.... ( )

45. lfarriage tluties erode the private time partners share:

8...I expect our private time to be maintained.....(
R...It is maintained.

46. If my partner ttislikes something about me:

. . . f shoultl change for my partnerB

R

B

R

...f ought to put up with it.......

...I change for my partner......

47. I{hen my partner fails to satisfy me sexually:

B...rt
R...rt

is
is

(
(

(

)
)

(
(

)
)

)

)

)

)

(

(

)

)

(

(

48. Feeling needed by my partner:

8...I need my partner to need me.... (

R...lfy partner needs me... ... -. (

49. If our children created strees for us:

8...f'd feel powerless
R...There would be options/actions open to me.

50. If we are 'right' for each other in the beginning:

hould be able to 'get on' without effort... (

get on' without effort

)
)

)

)

)

)

(

(

s
I

.lle

.lfe
B

R

(
(
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0
never

B...It is verY important to
R...My partner satisfies me

APPENDI)< T

3

half-time
41

,) 5 6
always

First Now

51. My partner,s demonstration of affection for me to others:

8...I need my partner to show it... )

)

( )

)

(
(R. . .My partner shows it. .

52. That my partner satisfies me sexually:

(

me. . ( )..
( )..

(
(

53. The meaning of sex for my partner:

B...Sex shoulcl be with deep respeet/love/commitment
R...Physica1 pleasure is his/her main concern" " "

54. Ilhen I disagree with any of my partuer's behaviour:

E...lle/she takes it as a general rejection
R...I simply tlisapprove of that behaviour

55. Our beliefs (ethícal, religious, polÍtical, etc):

8...I{e should be large1Y in tune
R...1{e are largelY in tune.

56. If I tlislike something about ny partner"'

B...lfy partner should change for me

R...lly Partner changes for me

5?. I{hen my partner advances sexually antl I'm not in the

8...I ought to resPond anYwaY

R...I resPond anywaY

58. Spending evenings with my partner:

B...It would be mY first choice
R...MY Partner changes for me

( )..
( )..

( )..
( )..

( )..
( )..

( )..

( )..
( )..

mood:

( )..
( )..

( )..
( )..

(

(

)
)

)
)

( )

(
(

59.

60.

If my partner straYed sexually from me:

B...I'd feel Powerless " " (

R,..There vould be options/actions open to me" " " (

The power of Passíonate love:

B...It should tllssolve our problemg/differences" " (

R...It dissolves them. '; " (
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First Now

61. lly partner's demonstration of pride in me to others:

8..,I need my partner to show it...
R...My partner shows it

()
()

()
()

62. lfy promptness doing my duties (chores,

B. . . It is verY important to me to be

8...I should aecept it quietly.......
R...I accept it quietlY....

B...Resolution seems impossible......
R...There are options/actions open to

70. ìly partner's moods:

8...I have tlefinite requirements
R...Ìfy partner's moods are acceptable

bills, etc) :

prompt )
)

(
(R...I am prompt...

63. lfy sexual- fantasies: about my partner or another?

B...They should tocus on my partner ...... ( )

R...They focus on mY Partner

64. t{hen my partner makes a mistake/blunders/forgets:

B...It seems like a najor problem to me ....... ( )

R...It is only a minor clif f iculty.... .... ( )

65. If I am special to mY Partner:

B...lle/she will spoit/fuss over me exelusively ( )

R...lte/she spoils/fusses over me exclusively....... ( )

66. On my 'list' of iurportant things:

B...Our marriage should come first.... ........ ( )

R...I put our marriage first ........ ( )

67. I{hen my partner doesn't spend time with me:

)

)()

()
()

)
)

(

(

(
(

)
)

(

(

)
)

)
)

(
(

68. If I had my partner, but little else (eg: money, friends):

8...I ought to be haPPY ()
()R...I '¿ould be happy

69. I{hen I and my partner simply want different things:

()
()

()
()

(
(

to me
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Flrst Now

7I. For my contribution to home duties (inside/outside):

8...I need my partner to compliment me

R...ÌlY Partner comPliments me

72. lty partner's promptness doing tluties (chores, bilLs) :

B...IIis/her promptness is verY important to me

R...MY Partner is Prompt

?3. lly partner's sexual fantasies: about me or another?

B...They should focus on me

R...They focus on me.

74. lfhen I make a mistake/bluntler/f orget:

B...My partner sees it as a major problem
R...It is onlY a minor difficulty....".

?5. If my partner is sPecial to me:

76.

B...Our marriage should come first....
R...Ìly partner puts our marriage first

7't. lfhen I find my partner boring to be with:

8...I should tolerate it quietly......
R...I tolerate it quietly....

78.

79.

( )..
( )..

( )..
( )..

)
)

(
(

( )..
( )..

( )..
( )..

8...I nill spoil/fuss over him/her exclusively ( ) "
R...I spoil/iuss over hin/her exclusively....... '. ' ( ) "

On my partner's list of important things:

(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

)
)

(
(

)
)

)
)

(
(

)

)

(

(

()
()

()
()

The important things in mY life:

B...They should cleeply involve my partner.... " " " ( ) '
R...Thei deeply involve my partner.... ... " " ' ( ) '

If my partner'3 personal interests threatened our marriage:

B...I'd feel powerless ""( )'
R...There woultl be options/actions open to me" " " ( ) '

lfy partner's general behaviour:

8...I have <lefinite requirements .... ( ) '
R...lfy partner's behavlour is acceptable to me ( ) '
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never
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always

First Now

81. For my contribution to joínt interestg (home, assets,

8...I need my partner to compliment me

R...My partner compliments me

82. That I make a good impression when we entertain other

B...It is very important to me

R...I make a good imPression

ily sexual activity: with my partner or another?

B...It ought to be only with my partner
R...It is only vith mY Partner....

..):

()
()

o.

()
()

()
()

(
(

)

)

83

)
)

(
(

84. If my partner expressed physical apprecia

8...I would fear for our relationship..
R...llis/her distant atlmiration is harml

85. I{henever I consider hov we suit each othe

8...I feel that my partner is the only
R...I coultl settle for someone else....

90. lly partner's physical appearanee:

8...I have definite requirements

tion of another:

.......( )

ess.........( )

r:

one for me.. ( )
.......( )

)
)

86. lfy willingness to put myself about for my partner:

8...f shoultl be willinq......
R...I put myself about for mY partner...

8? . lly partner's f aults:

8,..I shoulil overlook them. .... (

R...I overlook theu¡. ..... ' (

88. Making important clecisions:

8...I want my partner to take chief responsibility. (

R...My partner takes chief responsibility .... ' (

89. If my partner were seduced by another person:

)
)

(
(

)
)

)
)

(

(
)

)

)
)

(
(

B. . .I'd feel powerless.
R...There woulil be options/actions open to me......

(
(

(

(

)
)

)
)

(

(R...lty partner's appearance is acceptable to me""
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91. For my contribution as a parent:

8...I need my partner to compliment me ........ ( )
R...My partner compliments me.

92. That my partner makes a gootl impression when we entertain:

B...It is very important to me ......( )
R...My partner makes a good impression.... .... ( )

93. My partner's sexual activity: with ne or another?

B...It ought to be only with me..

()
)

)

)
)

(

(

()
()

)

)

(

(R. ..It is only with me

94. It I expressed physical appreciation of another:

B...lly partner ¡roultl f ear f or our relationship ( )
R...lly tlistant admiration of another is harm1ess... ( )

95. I{henever I consider how we suit each other:

8...I feel that I am the only one for my partner...( )
R...lfy partner could gettle for someone else....... ( )

96. lly partner's willingness to put him/herself about for me:

B...lly partner should be nilIing.... ( )

R...üy partner puts himlherselt about for me....... ( )

97. If my partner's friends/relatives impose on our marriaqe:

8...I shoultl tolerate it quietly.... ( )

R...I tolerate it quietly....

)

)

(
(

)
)

(

(

)

)

(

(

)
)

(

(

98.

99.

100.

Itiy personal identity (i.e. rvho/what/why I am):

B...It shoulil be built around my partner...........( )

R...It is built arouud my partner.... .... ( )

If my partner were dissatisfied rvith me in marriage:

B...I'd feel powerless .... ( )

R...There would be options/actions open to me...... ( )

lfy general satisfaction with my partner in marriage:

()

)
)

(
(

)
)

(

(

8...I need to feel satisfied . ...,
R... I am satisfied nith my partner ...... ( )
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MI SCEI,I..,ANEOUS INFORMÀTION

101. Please rate how happy you are rvith your present marriage, by placing
a tick (/) in the appropriate box below.

Not at all lfoderately Completely

IO2. How long have you been married to your present partner? years

103. Is your present marriage your first? (tick /)
Yes

104. llov old are you? years

E'INÀ-T-[JY

Àny explanatory notes or comßents you wish to adtl will be welcomed.

P1ease check that you have indicated your sex at the top of page 1. SeaI
your questionnaire securely in the return envelope and personally post it
as soon ar¡ possible. I look forward to receiving it and I extend my

sincere thanks to you for your generous contribution.

No

Innes lrinke
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Atü¡:i]¡rfEj-orall ùi-ssorrance sulo-sca:Le of B2\lvl

(44 items)

Partner focused
BÀÌl item

1_.

l-1-.
2L.
31_.
51-.
6l_.
71_ .
Bt_.
91-.
L2.
32.
52.
72.
92.
13.
33.
53.
73.
93.
L4.
34.
54.
74.
94.

5.
35.
65.
oÃ

16.
36.
56.
76.
96.

8.
18.
28.
38.
48.
88.
20.
70.
80.
90.

100.

Attributional
Dissonance

B1_-R1_
Bt_l_-R11
821-R21
831-R3l_
851_-R51-
B61-R61-
871_-R7l_
881-R8l_
B9l--R91_
8L2-R1,2
832-R3 2
852-R52
87 2-R7 2
B9 2-R9 2
813-R1 3
833-R3 3
853-R53
B7 3-R7 3
893-R9 3
B1_4-R14
B34-R34
854-R54
B7 4-R7 4
894-R94

B5-R5
B3 5-R3 5
B6 5-R6 5
B9 5-R9 5
B1-6-R16
836-R36
856-R56
B7 6-R7 6
B9 6-R96

BB-RB
Bl_ 8 -R1- 8
828-R28
83 8-R3 I
B4 8-R4 8
B8 B-RB 8
820-R20
B7 0-R7 0
880-R8 0
890-R90

8100-Rl-0 0
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Sel-f a-tt,rjl¡rrtj-ona-L bias (S2|EI) sn¡Þsca-l-e of EìAM

Q5 items )

SAEi
iterr

11.
L2.
L3.
14.
15.

L6.
1-7.
1-8.
-J.9.

20.
2L.
22.
23.
24.

25.

1
2
3
4
5

BAM ra-ti¡gr
SeLf / Partrner

R10 R20

R6
R26
R46
R66
R86

R]_6
R36
R56
R76
R96

R5
R25
R65
R85

R15
R35
R75
R95

R4
-R24
-R44
-R64
-R8 4

+ R14
+ R34
+ R54
+ R74
+ R94

R3
R23
R43
R63
R83

R]_ 3
R33
R53
R73
R93

R2
R22
R42
R62
RB2

R12
R32
R52
R72
R92

Perforrnance

Ibra1ity

Ca-ta.s trroph:Lsa-tj-qr
(reverse scoredl

IJniqueness

A-Lûruí.sn

Id.ea-Lj-üf'

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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SeÈ, f-: f+yf¡ottreü,ica]- d.ata. for E¡' F¿, f) a¡¡d. I{

(t¡ = 20l

B R D H

Trrtercorr:r¡e1aÈiørs for B. Fl' D and- FI

R

t

.35

.30

.07

1

-.79
.82

L

-.79

belief
reality
dissonance (B-R)
happiness

6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
1_

l_

-3
-2

1
0

-2
1
2

-L
1
1
1_

0
0
t
2
L
3
3
4
4

I
8
6
7
6
6
5
I
4
6
5
5
5
3
4
2
2
3
3
3

5
6
7
7
4
7
7
7
5
7
6
5
5
4
6
3
5
6
7
7

DB

B

R

D

H

B:
R=
D=
H=

Note:
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Set 2= ÉIltpÈIretícaf. data for B' FÈ'

(t'l = 20)

B R D H

D artd. II

1_0

L0
7
8
7
7
5
7
4
5
4
4
4
2
2
1
1_

t-
2
2

6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
l_

l_

2
2
1
1
1
t-
0

-l-
0

I
I
6
7
6
6
5
B

4
6
5
5
5
3
4
2
2
3
3
3

-1-
-1
-L
-1
-1
-2
-t-
-1_
-2
-t
-1_

T:atercorrrel-a.tior¡s for B' FR'' L anrd- I{

R

1

.95

.88

.88

1

.69

.82

1

.80

belief
reality
dissonance
happlnese

DB

B

R

D

II

B=
R-
D=
H=

Note:

(B-R)
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Set 3: ffypoctreÈ.ica-l- d.a.ta- for B' R.'

(N = 2Ol

f) and. ÉI

B R D H

10
1.0

9
9
9
7
I
7
4
6
4
4
5
5
6
5
5
5
4
5

T-ntercorrrrel-atic¡r¡s for B. Fl'' D a¡d- II

6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
1
L

2
2
3
2
3
1_

3

-t_
0
0

-1
-1

0
2
2
3
3
2
1_

2

8
I
6
7
6
6
5
8
4
6
5
5
5
3
4
2
2
3
3
3

DRB

L

.75

.46

.78

B = beliet
R = reality
D = dissonance (B-R)
H = happinees

B

R

D

H

L

-.24

.82

t_

.o4

.t

I

Note:
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